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balanced devel~ent of total national strength, both economic and military. for 

the long pull")J 

Do.rlng fiscal year, 1949-50 military eJq)enditures amounted to $12.303 

mUlion. They rose to $20,462 mUlion in 1950-51 and ",ere expected to reach some 

$40,000 million in 1951-52. :for 1952-53 the President requested $51.1 billion 

in his budget message of January 1952. but Congress has appropriated onlf $46 

billion. In addUion to these ell;Penditures on the American armed forces. the 

American defense effort makes prOVision for mli tary and econo~c aid to Allied 

countries and for the, financing of programs r~ated to defense, such as atomic 

energy, civil defense, and so on. Since Korea. the practice has been to group all 

these ell;Penditures together under the heading of rte:q>end1tures for major national 

secu:rity programs". Most statements about defense expenditures made since Koree. 

refer to this broader category of expenditures for national security. The fol-

lOWing table shows the .main components of these expenditures: 

JJ ~e M:i,d-Y§ar J.952 ;Economic Rev!'''l by the Council of Economic Advisers. July 
1952. p. 30. 
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.1:aillion $) _ 
1~..Q. _JS.2~ ...l22~2L. +22£:23 ---:BuJ.get Budgt)':; rJieSb~:::;e C0D gressional 
~.~tua:'.) (A2~ll&) (;tl1sti~te) il'an1U<:r~L 12:.2_ ~:!:'1::' 0'0 ri§; t i on f' 

Ma,jor National Securi·· 
ty l?rogrl::IDs U& 26 4 ~Z ~2d -,~ - ._-
Militar~ S~rvice§ 12.:1 20.5 J2.t.§. ~ 46 -Of which: 

Militaryp~rsonnel 'liZ 10.1 11.0 
Major procurement 4.3 13.0 2C.0 
Acquisition & co~ 

struction of real 
property 0.4 2.7 3.5 

Operation & main-
tenance 5.8 10.4 12.1 

Stockpiling 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.1 
Other 11.9 2.1 2.8 3.5 

InternationaJ Secur~-
tz & Foreign Rela-
tions 4.8 - 4.7 hl ~ 

Of which: 

Military & economic 
aid 4.6 4.5 6.9 10.slI 60lf .....!-

Conduct of foreign 
affairs 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 

OtheP Q.!l. hl ~ .:hl 

The ::preceding table shows that expenditures on na~ional security amounted 

to some $18 billion in 1949-S0 and $26.5 billion in 19SD-Sl,re:;resenting 7 and 9 

lJ of the $10.5 billion estimated in the :Budget Message, new obligational authori
ty was needed for only $7.9 billion. The President t s request for funds to 
Congress was. therefore, made for this latter sum. It was this sum the~ was 
reduced by Congress to $6 billion. 

~ The figures sho~m under this heading were obtained by deducting military 
services and 1nter~.ational security from the total of major national security 
programs as no detailed analysis of these other expenditures is given in the 
~udget. Information is available on the following items included in this 
category: 

Atomic energs 
Civil defense 
Economic stabilization agency ... 

1951-52 
(Estimate) 

1.7 
0.1L/. 
0.1 

1952-51 
(:Budget Message) 

1.8 
0.34 
0.15 
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percent respectively of the gross national product. Th~ were originally expected 

to rise to $51.5 billion in 1951-52 or 15 percent of the gross national product, but 

have not in fact exceeded $46.6 billionll due primarily to the fact that military 

aid to Europe has been considerably less than expected. The unspent appropriations 

from earlier years, which are estimated to total some $6 billion, will m!L~e possibl~ 

the carrying out of the program for the American armed forces outlined by the 

President in his :Budget Message of January 1952 in spite of the fact that Congress 

cut the appropriation requested from $51.2 billion to $46 billion.g} With regard 

to aid to foreign countries, the lag in shipments of military equipment to Europe 

in 1951-52 means that there are suffiCient unspent appropriations to bring the 

total of that aid in 19.52-53 to well above the $6 billion voted by Congress. assum-

ing that the expansion of military shipments to Europe makes this necessary. Thus, 

in spite of the cuts in appropriations nade by Congress a program of expenditures 

for national security not ,much below the $65 billion requested by the President for 

1952-53 is still possible, although experience to date suggests th9.t actual spend-

ing will be below these estimates. The Council of Economic Advisers estimates 

that expenditures on national security will rise by $11 to $12 billion during 1952-

53,J/ which w'ou1d mean that they will reach a total of $58 to $59 billion. At 

such a level they will be absorbing 17 percent of a gross natiofl.aJ. product of $350 

billion which may be reached in the coming fiscal year.~ 

Present indications are that the scale of defense spending that will be 

11 ~his is stated in Whe Mid-Y@ar 1952 Economic R§view by the Council of Economic 
Advisers of July 1952 to be a prel:Lminar;r estimate. 

~ See Thfj! Economist. July 5. 1952, p. 94: 

ItMil:L tary spending can now proceed to the expected tune of $52 billion in the 
next twelve months," 

jJ Whe Mid-Year 1952 EconOmic Review by the Council of Economic Advisers, Ju~V 
1952, p~ 77. 

~ The gross national product totalled $328 billion in 1951 and reached an annual 
rate of $340 billion in the first quarter of 1952, 
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achieved in 1952.-S3 will be maintained in 195J.-54.1I Thereafter. barring new 

international tensions. the defense effort is likely to consist in preserving the 

strength built up during the earlier period. ThO AnnV&l Economic Review by the 

Council of Economic Advisers of Januaq 1952 assumes that ~the total maintenance 

cost of forces now planned. plus the atomic energy-program. 'lrTould be in the 

general range of 40 to SO billi on dollars allIlually, un til, a firmer outlook for 

peace is established·. Tne Council points out that since, mea.nwhil~t the produc-

tive capacity of the American economy will have gro~m substantially, such a level 

of defense e~enditures is not likely to absorb more than 12.5 percent of tr~ 

national product if the country's resources are fully utilized. 

It cannot. of course, be excluded that the demand for C'l;lts in f}overnment 

spending, whi.ch can only be satisfied if defense spending is cut, will force a. 

curtailment of present programs in the coming years. In that case the burden on 

the American economy will be correspondingly reduced. The'scope for such reduc-

tions appears, however, limited in the light of present international conditions 

and of American lV'orld responsibilities. It should not be forgotten that the size 

of American defense expenditures reflects much more the high standards of pay aJ'l..d 

maintenance and the high degree of mechanization obtaini~g in the American armed 

forces than an excessive military effort. If this is so. it seems unlikely that 

present plans will be drastically revised in the coming years. We may, therefore. 

assume that tnese plans indicate the proba.ble magnitude of the American defense 

effort in the coming years. 

In order to appraise the economic significance of American rearmament it 

"iJ In his Economic Report of January 1952 the President states that the program 
which he is submitting will call Dfor a further increase in the rate of securi· 
ty outlays during calendar 1953. We cannot hope that seouri ty program expendi· 
tures will start declining toward a lower rate until 1954.n (p. 8). Similar
ly, on page 13 it is stated that "the deficit ,dll remain large, until the 
security program has passed its peak and tapers otf, as we hope it can do in 
about 2 or 3 years tt • 
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is necessary to determine first, how it has affected the American and world economy 

to date anQ. what are the problems it creates, and second, what its impact is likel:" 

to be in the future. In the following chapters we shall attem:pt to make this 

determination. 
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A-Il:lTERNAL ECONOMI C llElVELQPME!:TTS 

I-mvELOPl,IE:'lTS Ilr THE FIRST TUO YEARS OF T'.dE POST-X01tEl.A1T PE~ 

During the last war the inflationary effects of military expendit'xres were 

fel t long after the actual spending had taken place. During the post-Korean period 

events followed the opposite course: inflationary forces developed in the Anerican 

economy well ~lead of any increased spending on defense, while the increase in 

military spending coincided with a very remarkable degree of economic and financial 

stability. It is important for the understanding of post-Korean developments to 

examine the reasons for this difference bettlTeen the war-time and post-Korean ex

perience .. 

I--THE WAR-TIME EXPEIEJ}CE 

The economic and financial developments of the war-time neriod may be ~ 

marized as follows: 

In 1940 the A~erican econo~ was still operating below its full ca~acity: 

there were 8 m1llion unemployed corresponding to some 1; percent of thetotal labor 

force; industrial production was only 10 percent above 1937 and 13 percent above 

1929; agricultural production was 2 ~ercent above 1937 and 13 percent above 1929; 

national income 11er head of the population '1IlaS only 7 'Percent higher in real terms 

than a decade earlier. In view of the large gains in productivity nade during 

that period such small increases in production &~d national income meant tr~t the 

resources of the American econo~ were seriously underemployed. The year 1941 

witnessed a large expansion in Government military expenditures and in foreign 

spending on munitions which induced the conversion of a SUbstantial proportion of 

American industrial capacity to war production and at the same time resulted in 

large increases in civilian employment, incomes and spending. The available pro

ductive ear>aclty waSt however, sO large that it could accommodate both the 
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increased needs of defense and the increased civilian demand.V Thus, it was not 

until the late months of 1941 that serious inflationary ~ressures begnn to develop 

in the econ<Jmy. :By 1942, however, the discrepancy between the dam and and supply 

of goods had grOtnl to such proportions that a major inflation was inevitable unless 

drastic measures were taken to dam up the available purchasing po ... "er.Y This was 

so because by that time personal incomes had increased by 57 ~ercent and corporate 

profits by 100 percent over 1940 while the military effort was absorbing the whole 

iJ Between 1946 and 1941 Government spending nearly doubled, from $14 billion to 
$25 billion, personal consumption expenditures increased by $10 billion or 15 
percent and private investment by $4.5 billion or 30 percent. In spite of 
this increase in eX,penditures prices rose by an average of only 8 per.cent. A 
16 percent increase in the Teal gross national product. due primarily to an in
crease of 30 percent in industrial production,took care of the bulk of the in
crease in spending. as fOllows: 

Gross National Product 
:Billion ~ 

~ ~ ~ Percent Increase 
At Current At 1940 in Real 'l' erms :Be-
Prices Prices· twe~n 1940 and 1941 

82.3 76.2 1L)~ 
18.3 16.9 zi~ 
24.2 22.8 m 125.3 115.9 

Personal consumption 72.1 
Pri vate investment 13.9 
Government spending ~ 

Total 99.9 

• Assundng an 8 yercent increase in prices (as Shown by the index of retail 
prices for all commodities compiled by the U.S. DepartMe:t of Commerce). 

Y Prices rose as follows between 1941 and the middle of 1942, "rhen general price 
controls were put into force: 

January 1941 
April 1941 
July 1941 
October 1941 
December 1941 
January 1942· 
April 1942 
July 1942 
October 1942 
December 1942 

Retail Prices Wholesale Pricee 
461 commoditie~ All Commodities 

193.5-38 = 100) 

101.9 
103.8 
107.8 
114.8 
116.7 
118.5 
123.1 
125.'1 
127.8 
129.7 

100 
102.5 
110 
114 
116 
118 • .5 
122 
122 
123.5 
125 
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of the expansion inproductian which took place during the period and was leaving 

the civilian economy 't11th a volume of goods and services not hig."'er t}-l..an in 1940.li 

Taxation. it was felt, had reached the limits of what eould be taken away from the 

public without reducing the incentives and efforts re~1red to sustain production 

at the high levels achieved during the period. Voluntary savings, stimulated by 

the t~.tlme spirit of sacrifice and the d1sap~earance of durable goods from the 

market, were high but were not sufficient to reduce the demand for goods to the 

level of available supplies. Thus, comprehensive controls and restrictions over 

production, consumption and spending becane the only alternative to open inflation. 

lJ !etween 1940 and 1942 the real gross national product increased by some 30 per
cent as a result of a 60 percent increase in industrial production and a 16 per
cent increase in agricultural production. The follOWing data Show that the 
whole of this increase was absorbed by the military effort: 

Personal consumption 
Pri vate investment 
Government spending 

Total 

Gross NatioAgl Product 
:BilliOn $ 

l.2!±Q. ~ 

72.1 91.2 
13.9 10.9 
1.:1& 59·Z 
99.9 161.8 

• Assuming a 2S percent increase in prices. 

~ 
at 1940 
Prices· 

73.0 
9.0 

48 
130 

Percent Chal1ge in 
Rea.l Terms :Bet\11'een 

1940 and J,942 

The further expansion in the real national product ,.rhich took place in 1943 aw 
which resulted mainly from a 20 I'ercent increase in industrial output \'las again 
devoted exclusively to the war effort and thus the whole of the 20 ~ercent in
crease in personal incomes and profits had to be absorbed. by price increases 
and savings: 

Personal consumption 
Private investment 
Government ~ending 

Total 

Gross NatiopalProduct 
:Billion $ 

102.2 
5.7 

88.6 
196.S 

~ 
at 1942 
frices 
95.5 
5.3 

82.7 
183.5 

Percent Change in 
Real Terms Bet"reen 

1942 and 194 3 

There was no further increase in the national product after 1943 since all the 
available resources of manpower and equipment were already fully committed. 
Personal incomes, however, continued to rise although at a reduced rate and 
thus the gap between the volume of goods available for the civilian economy and 
the purchasing power in the hands of the public continued to gro",. 
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As a resuJ. t of these measures the pressure on prices was oontained and it became 

possible to limit the rise in prices and coste over the four-year period mi~1942 

to mid-l946 to only 18 percent. corresponding to an average rise of 4.5 percent 

per ann,~.l1 This. however, was achieved at the cost of a huge accumulation of 

liquid assets in the hands of the public ttThich was reflected in the growth of the 

national debt and which represented a great potential threat to the value of the 

dOllar.Y The threat actually materialized once ioTar ... time !estraints ceased to 

operate. During the t,,,,o-year period June 1946 - June 1948, \-rhen peace-time pro-

duction reached unprecedented levels and the huge Government deficits of the war 

years had been replaced by sizeable surpluses, prices rose as mu.ch as during the 

if It should, ho\',ever, be kept in mind that calculations based on price indexes 
ignore such important factors as quality deterioration and therefore tend to 
underestlnate the degree of inflation which had taken place. 

gj During January 1942 - December 1945 the national debt increased by $215 bil
lion. Of this total $45 billion were held by Gover~~ent agencies ru1d funds. 
The remaining were distributed as fOllows among the public: 

Jan. 194~ Dec. 1945 Increase 
( J3tllion m) 

Held by individuals 14 65 .;. 51 
Held by corvoratlons 16 65 f 49 
Held by co~~ercia1 banks Zl. ...2l. +-29.. 

Total 51 221 t170 

There is obviously a close correlation between these war-time purc~ases of 
U.S. securities by the public a.."ld the volume of personal savings and undistri
buted profits of corporations effected in that period. The (liffers::;M is large· 
1y accounted for by the accumtl1ation of de;Jreciation a11owa.'1ces a...Y:Il ~e deple
tion of stocks: 

Personal savings 1942-1945 
Undistributed profits 

of corporations 1942-1945 
Total 

$120 bill! on 

21 billio:p. 

$i4i billion 
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four-and-a .... ha.lf years of war, 1942 to mid-1946.11 

!t'he fact that the sM1'!'est rises occurred in the mon.ths following the 

abandon.ment of price controls is often q.uoted to su:pport the vim! that it was the 

abandonment of price controls which was responsible for post-war inflation. This, 

hOlf,ever, is an oversimplification. Price control proved effective during the 't..rar 

because it was supported by high levels of taxation and saving, "rage and manpo"Ter 

controls, rationing of essential commodities and by the fact that durable goods 

had become unobtainable. In the post-war period most of these supports disaV:jeared. 

First, taxation was reduced. Goverllment rece1~ts declined from $44,762 

million in 1944-4.5 to $40 million in 194.5-47 and $42,200 million in 1947-·48. In 

the latter year th~ represented 20 Dercent of the national income as compared with 

25 percent in 1944-45. 

Second, the volume of savings deClined sharply. Net yersonal savings fell 

from $3.5 billion in 1944 to $12 billion in 1946, $3.9 billion in 1947 and $10.9 

billion in 1948, representing the following proportions of disposable personal in-

come: 

1944 
194.5 
1946 
1947 

Percent of ~otal 

1948 
1949 
1950 (1st half) 

11 Retail prices, as measured by the U.S. Department of Ootl.'nerce 
follows during the period: 

War-Time Post-W'::l.T 
(193.5-39 = 100) 

June 1941 106.6 .JW1e 1946 
December 1941 116.7 December 1946 
June 1942 124.8 June 1947 
December 1942 129.7 December 1947 
June 1943 135.0 June 1948 
December 1943 135 • .5 December 1948 
June 1944 137 • .5 
December 1944 139.6 
June 1945 142.1 
December 1945 143.1 

Indez, rose as 

147.7 
172.7 
178.7 
188.4 
193 • .5 
192 • .5 
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Third, rationing was abolished and the demand for food increased sharpl~t 

while supplies 'tiere not larger than during the war. This, together 'lrri th the in

crease in foreign demand for American food sunplies. produced a rise in food prices 

of 46 percent bet"Teen mid-l$l46 and m1d-1948. 

Fourth, the post-war increase in the public's expenditures for consumption 

and investment \'las greater than the reduction in Government spenc.ing, ,·,hile over-

all production of goods and services was not higher than during the "rar :!ears. As 

a result. the demand for goods exceeded the available s\~ply and exerciseO- a stron? 

and cumulative pressure on prices.lI 

Fifth. average hourly earnings in industry increased by some 10 percent 

i7 ~etween 1946 and 1948 total expenditures in the American economy increased as 
follOWS: 

12S2 1.9!±6, 
(El~J.ion m) 

Differenc~ 

Personal consumption 123 177 1-54 
Private investment 11 43 1-32 
Govern.rnent _[1 -1J:. -46 

Total 217 25'7 ./46 
Since there was no increase in the total volume of goods and services between 
the two periodsi this increase in expendItureS implies a price increase of 
some 18 percent. The actual price i:::l;rease was of the order of 30 :oercent. 
The difference is due to the fcm:ili.81' spi:C'Hl operating in times of infla.tion 
to which the Council of Economic Ad"liers~ kmua: EconorJic Re".?'iews of the 
period drew a.ttention. Thus, the Review o'f January 1948 point;d' out that 
"the general excess of demand does not fully explain the resumption of the 
price rise in the second half of the year. To an important degree the rise 
ste~~ed from actual and anticipated shortages of soecific commodities which 
caused price rises at particular points and from there spiraled into higher 
costs a.nd prices all through the econonwu. Similarly, the Revia,,' of July 
1948 noted that "the inflationarY effects (of excess demand) have been multi
plied through the price-wage spiral ••• Substantial "rage increases, Nhich 
often have been .made in order to catch up ",,1 th :orevious price increases. have 
been accompanied in turn or promptly followed by SUbstantial rises in the 
prices of industrial goods." 
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during 1946 and in some key industries by as much as 15 percent.lI Since labor 

is the most important item in industrial costs, once wages were all~led to rise 

prices could not l~ve been kept at their old levels. 

Sixth, with the rapid reconversion of industry to ~eace-time production 

automobiles, electrical appliances and other durables were again available but 

not in quantities that could satisfy all the existing demand at the controlled 

prices. Under. these conditions and since rationing was not possible in the case 

of those goods. black markets and other illegal methons of distribution were bound 

to result from the enforcement of price controls. 

Our conclusion is that under the conditions obtaining in the pOJt-war 

period prices could not have been held at their June 1946 levels merely by retain-

ing the machine~J of price control. In order to keep prices at those levels it . 

would have been necessary not only to retain most of tee other ~~-time policies. 

but also to take measures for ensuring that the liquidation of war-time accumula-

tions of purchasing po\.;er would not outTUll the available supplies. This would 

have required the adoption of a far more stringent monetary policy than was 

1/ As follows: 

AverTt Bou:r..lr Earn1.nga 
U .. S. Dollars) 

~ 1246 
Monthly ,Average J!!\nuanr June December 

.B.11: manufacturing *.023 llO04 it.Q.2.l 1:1148 
Iron and steel 1.100 1.095 1.216 1.248 
Machinery 1.140 1.139 1.223 1.277 
Automob11es 1.256 1.230 1.347 1.395 
Textiles 0.757 0.803 0.875 0.959 
Food 0.881 0.921 0.972 1.058 
Chemicals 0.989 1.015 1.084 1.133 
Petroleum 1.210 1.249 1.347 1.362 

BuildiE£ construction 1.379 1.402 1.444 1.569 
Coal: :.&:athracite. 1.252 1.339 1.559 1.615 
Coal: :Bltuminou2 1.240 1.259 1.474 1.491 
;mJ.eetric l.~ht and l221'ler 1.141 1.177 1.275 1.337 
iai1wa,xs 0.956 0.953 1.139 1.150 
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considered desirable at that time ~~d in ~rtlcular a drastic change in the policy 

of supporting Government securities at their par value inaugurated during the ,~. 

In determining 1tlhether such a course rapresented a realistic alternative to the 

rise in prices ",hich was allowed to take place the decisive factor is the length 

of time that would have been required to "fork off the \.rar-time accumuls,tions of de-

mand and purchasing power. In our vie",. it \"ou~d have taken at least three ~~ears 

~~d probably four years to complete the process.lI and we eonsider it highly 

doubtful. that the American public would have been willing to put up \.;1 th the 

rigidities and irritations inherent in a controlled economy for such a long period 

of time. 

If this il'lter.:9retation is correct, it follows that the post-war inflation 

was Virtually unavoidable and that it was the direet result of the financing of 

the war. This means that the distinetion often made bet"reen the war-time period 

of successful. financial stabilization and the post-war ~riod of unchecked inf'la-

tion is a rather artificial distinction. In retro~ectt the effect of "Ta,r-time 

controls aTpears to have been to postpone rather than prevent t11.e rise in prices 

rendered inevitable by the excessive purchasing power in the hands of the public. 

Thus, it is correct to describe the post-war inflation as a del~ved inflation. 

11 We ba.se this view on the fo11o"ring considerations: (a) ~"ithout controls it 
took tvo years to bring supply and demand into equilibrium and in the process 
the liquid assets accumulated during the "far lost one-quarter of their value. 
It t'1ould, therefore, have tak;",n nearly one more year to li(1Luidate these assets 
at their 1946 value. (b) The rise in prices during 1946-48 ,me greater tr.an 
the rise in the incooes of the majority of conS'Urlers. This means that if 
prices ~~d incomes had been maintained at their 1946 levels current consnmPtlor: 
would have been higher than it was during 1946--48 aIld conseQ.uently f ew'er goods 
would have been ava1lable to meet accumulated needs. (c) The maintene.1".ce of 
controls and. restrictions over the economy, \-1hich 'I.'lould have been re<luired in 
order to mai:J.tain the purchasing po"'er of the dollar at its June 1946 level 
would undoubtedly have interfered with the reconversion of lndust~! and the 
expansion of'production for civilian needs. It is, therefore, probable tltat 
the increase, both quantitative a.~d qualitative, in the output of civilian 
goods would have been slower 1.'Ulder controls. These hro factors, larger cur
rent consumption and less efficient production, might have added another ;?oor 
to the 3-year :')eriod that would have been required for the working off of v.ra~ 
time accumu.lations of purchasing power \d thin the fram~lork of a. controlled 
eoono~. 
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In the first post-Korean year the American economy was ~n subjected to 

strong in:f'1atioraI"'J pressures but, unlike the earlier experier,ce, the post-Korean 

inflation was of an anticipatory type. As shown in the first part of this 

Memorandum, the sta,te of the American economy at the time of Korea was one of hi€'l1 

economic actin ty supported by high levels of conS1l1l1ption and investment in the 

private sector of the economy. The number of unemployed was only 3 million, 

representing 5 percent of the total labor force and the caraci ty available for a. 

further expansion in production was of the order of 10 ~ercent.During that perio( 

Government receiyts and expenditures were in approximate balance, which means 

that for the first time in many years Government finances Were exercising no in-

f1uence on the level of economic a.ctivity. 

This ,res a 8i tuati on va.st1y different from the one ",hich obtained in 1941. 

In that year probably more than one-quarter of A~erican industrial cayacity was 

still unutl1izedll in spite of the fact that the Government was ~~lng a deficit 

of $10 billion. This me~~s that American resources were considerably in excess 

of the claims which the prl vate sector of the economy was making upon them. 

The second important difference between 1941-45 and 1950-51 is the atti-

tude of the pUblic towards money. Financial1;r, de:nression and unem;p1oyment had 

been felt b;r the public as a shortage of cash and a surfeit of goods. The riSk 

against whiCh people ~nted to protect themselves was falling prices, not rising 

prices. A high degree of 1iquidit;r was considered the best guarantee against 

losses. The idea of bur1ng something because it might become more expensive or 

disappear from the market simply did not enter people's minds during the 1930 t s. 

1I This estimate is based on the fact that industrial production increased by 27 
percent between January 1941 and January 1942 and by another 10 percent during 
the first six months of 1942. It is clear that the bulk of these increases 
must have been due to the utilization of available capacity rather than to ad
di tions of new ca:DaC1 ty whicb take much longer to be reflected in higher pro
duction. Similarly, at the beginning of 1941 there were still 7 million un
employed representing 14 percent of the total labor force. 
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This psychology had been a serious obstacle to economic recovery during the de-

pression but 1 ts existence "'hen the "tar broke out e.r.d the fact that It lingered on 

for some time aftenrards proved of great help in offsetting the Inf1a.tionary effect 

of war financing. ~AUS, there was no general ruSh to buy goods in anticipation 

of shortages. Stocks were drawn 'IlJ?on or were allol'rad to be depleted ~,!i th equani

mity by both consumers and producers.lI War-time prices were considered too high 

and there wa.s a general exj')ectation that they ",ould fall a.fter the \var. Without 

such a.n attitude on the part of the public neither controls nor appeals to 

patriotIsm would have been able to produce the rates of saving achieved during the 

war. 

This attitude did not survive in the post-war period. The rise in prices 

and consequent loss in the value of the dollar made people aware of the disadvan-

tages of holding liqUid assets in times of inflation. With the high levels of 

economic acti vi ty maintained t.r...roughout the post-wa.r period the fear of cleTIression . -

and unemployment receded and the deSire for financial security, which had made 

people cautious about spending, weakened. This new confidence in the countryt s 

economic prospects and the irresistible a~eal of post-\~r goods combined to 

revolutionize the behavior of American consumers. In 1941 personal savings cor-

responded to 10.7 peroent ot incomes. In the first half of 19.50 the propor tion 

was only 6.5 ~ercent. The s~~e change in attitudes occurred among businessmen. 

The reluctance to invest which had characterized the 1930's was replaced by a n~~ 

faith in expansion and modernization as the keys to business success. E~an&i

tures for new plant al1.d equipment which had avera.ged $.5 billion per an.'lUl!1 during 

193.5-39 (or the equivalent of $10 billion in post-war dollars) were maintained at 

the following allnual rates in the post-war ~eriod: 

iJ The ratio of inventories t~ sales ~mlch averaged 1.4 to 1 before the war de
clined to 0.99 to 1 in 194.5. 



1947 
1948 
1949 
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1950 - 1st quarter 
1950 - 2nd quarter 
1950 - 3rd quarter 

$16.2 billion 
19.2 If 

18.1 If 

14.8 II 

18.1 11 

1709 It 

Given this attitude, the reactions of the public to the threat of a new 

inflation were bound to be violent and extreme. The mere announcement of an e:x.-

panded military program was sufficient to conjure up memories of rising prices 

and shortages of ciVilian goods. War preparations and the possibility of "Tar were 

felt to involve automatically inflation. In this atmosphere the only thought of 

consumers Was how to protect their purchasing power and their high standard.s of 

consumption, while the only thought of producers was how to build. up large stocks 

and safeguard their plans for bUsiness ex,pansion. In other words, the American 

public of 1950, unlike that of 1941, was acutely inflation-conscious. 

The third difference between the t,1I'O periods is that the means available 

for financing anticipatory bUfing were mu.eh ampler in 1950 than in 1941. At the 

beginning of 1941 the total of U.S. Governnent securities held by the public 

amounted to $41 billion which corre~ondad to 45 percent of the national income. 

In 1950 these holdings had risen to $193 billion and corresponded to 88 percent 

of the national income. 

These three differences between 1941-45 and 1950-51 largely e~lain the 

differences in the course of events dUring the tNO periods and especially why the 

inflationary rise in prices came so late in 1941-45 and so early in 1950-.51. 

2--TEE PERIOD OF INFLATION mI 19:20 - MARCH 1.251 

Between June 1950 and March 1951 the index of wholesale prices rose by ,. . 
17% and that of con~er prices by 8%. At that time, however, wholesale prices, 

as their subsequent 4% decline shows, were still influenced by speculative forces 

and were excessivelY' high in relation to the real demand-supply situation. 



Consumer prices. on the other hand, had not yet fully reflected. the rise in wages 

and costs which had taken place during the preceding nine months. On the basis 

of these data it seems reasonable to conclude that between June 1950 and March 1951 

the dollar had ~ermanently lost some 10 percent of its value. During that period 

Government receipts expanded much more than Government spending and produced a 

surplus in Government finances. l).lI'ing that same period industrial production 

increased by 12%, adding over $10 billion worth of goods to the available supply-

Thus. the inflationary forces which developed in the united States after Korea 

originated in the private sector of the economy and were produced. not by a with-

drawal of resources from civilian uses, but by the increased claims of consumers 

and business as well as by an upward adjustment of prices effected by prod:u.cers 

in antiCipation of inflationary developments. 

During July - September 1950 personal consumption e~enditures rose by 

7%. from an annual rate of $188.7 billion to $202.5 billion. Increased purchases 

of durable goods and higher food prices accounted for most of the increase.ll 

During that period, there "Tas very little change in the prices of goods other than 

food. Food prices, however, rose by 5 ~ercent and absorbed the whole of the 

increase in consumer spending on food. During that period this increased d,emand 

for durable goods and the rise in food prices were the main inflationary forces 

in the economy. Wage rates and private investment had not yet risen significantly 

if 2nd Quart er 3rd Quart er 

Total personal consnmpt1on 
Automobiles 
Other durables 
Food 
Other 

1950 1950 Increase 
(Annual rates seasonally adjusted) 

J.8? .. ? 
11.4 
15.2 
59.7 

102.4 

. (Billion Dollars) 

202'2 
14.3 
20.0 
62.6 

105.6 
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in response to the prevailing inflationar,y cond1tions.1I 

During October - December 1950 personal con~tion expenf~tures declined 

to an annual rate of $198.4 billion. At that level they were 5 nercent over the 

rate of the pre-Korean months in terms of current dollars but ltere only slightly 

higher than before Korea in terms of constant d011ars.Y During that 'Period food 

prioes were 7 peroent higher than before Korea, prices of clothing 5 percent 

higher and the overall consumer prioe index 4 percent higher. ~siness spending, 

however. continued to expand at an accelerated pace and wage rates began catching 

June 1950 
July 1950 
August 1950 
September 1950 

Average Hourly Wages 
in Manufacturing 

(Dollar!) 

1.453 
1.462 
1.464-
1.4'19 

29~123 
29,104 
29,2.53 
30.123 

Inventories 
Retail 

1.5;574 
15,17.5 
16~1:30 
16,.559 

lew Plant and Igutpment iew Oonstruction 
(APnuaJ ~tea Not Ad,1U!!~ SeasopaJ.ll)(Annual Mt~s Ad,1usted Sea.sopa.l~v~ 

Million Dollars (Million Dollari) 

2nd Qparter 
1950 

:3rd.~rter 
1950 

~otal personal consamption 
Automobiles 
Other durables 
Food 
Other 

188.7 
11.4· 
15.2 
.59.? 

102.4 

198,4 
12.9 
16 • .5 
62.7 

106.:3 

27~200 

28,800 

.9.a2 
105 
1.:3 
:3.0 
:3.9 
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up ,,11th the rise in prices.lI It may be said that these two factors were the main 

sources of inflationary pressures in the economy during that period. 

~ing January - March 1951 there was a resumption of scare buying on the 

part of consumers and a sharp upward movement of prices. Consumption rose. by 11 

percent over the rate of the pre-Korean months in terms of current dollars, with, 

increased purchases of durables and higher prices, especia~ly higher food prices, 

accounting for most of the increase.~ ]Usiness expansion. inv~ntory accumulation 

and the upward adjustment of wage rates continued to exert strong inflationary 

iJ 

June 1950 
October 1950 
November 1950 
December 1950 

Hgurly W82es in Marr~facturing 
rnolhi;s) 

10453 
L.,501 
1~514 
1.543 

Inventories 
Man~actur1ng i~olesale Ratai: 

. (Million DollQtS) 

29~123 
30~947 
32~245 
33.253 

8~13l 
8,775 
9~005 
9.388 

15~574 
l7~390 
17~704 
17,793 

Net'1 fla,nt and !guipment Nen Construction 
(Annual Rates Not SeMOnalrv AdJusteg.) (Annual Rates Seasonally Ad,iusted) 

(Million DQllars (Miliion Dollars) 

2nd Q;ua,rter 
1950 

4th Q,uarter 
1950 

16.732 

22,068 

Total personal con~tion 
Automobiles 
Other durables 
Food 
Other 

27.200 

29.664 

2nd Quarter 1st Quarter 
195~ 12:21. IncreaSE 

Annual ~tes seasonaliy Ad.iusted' 
Billion Dollars) 

188·7 ?lO·S ~ 
11.4 12.6 1.2 
15.2 18.8 3.6 
59.7 68.5 8.8 

102.4 110.6 8.2 

During that period food prices were 12 percent higher than before Korea, account
ing for practically the whole of the $7.3 b111ionincrease in food expenditures, 
clothing prices were 9 percent higher and the overall· index of consumer prices had 
ri sen by 8 percent. 
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pressures in the econouq.lI 

For the nine-month period July 1950 - March 1951 as a whole 1 t may be est:' 

mated that the gross national product increased by some $22 billion as compared 

with the level of the three pre-Korean months. The rise in priees.which took place 

during that period accounted for some $12 billion of this increase, but the remai~ 

ing $10 billion represented a real increase in the volume of goods and services 

produced and implied an increase in the real national product of nearly 5 percent. 

It may also be estimated that about t\"lo-thirds of this additional volullle of goods 

and serviCes were absorbed by the civilian economy and only one-third by defense 

requirement s: 

June 19..50 
December 19..50 
January 19..51 
February 19.51 
March 1951 

2nd ~rter 
1950 

4th Q,uarter 
1950 

1st Q;uarter 
1951 

1.4..53 
1 • ..543 
1 • ..555 
1.561 
1.571 

16,732 

22,068 

19.4..52 

Inventories 
Manufacturing Wholesale Retai~ 

(~iiiion Do1~ars) 

29~lZ3 8~131 
33~253 9,388 
)4,120 9~475 
34~6..57 9,71.5 
35,..5..57 9,940 

New Construction 

l.5~.5t 
17,79: 
18,45. 
19,OL: 
19,71.J.: 

Rates Seasonal1 diuster 
Million Dolla.rs , 

27,792 

29,664 

30,860 
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1. ,.ereas! in Qlqa !fat! oW Pro4¢lc..i 
During July 195) - March 19$ Ovel' Levels of 2nd 9:\§rter ;t95Q 

Government purchases of goods and 
'8ervices 

Personal con~tion 
Private investment 

Total 

It Current Dollars 
~illion Dollars) 

5.5011 
11.00 

5,50 
22 

3 
4 

..J.. 
10 

Oompared ,,,ith the levels obtaining during the three pre-Korean months, 

these additions repres~~ted an increase of 2.5 ~ercent in ~ersonal consumption 

and of 11 percent in private investment. 

T'nuEl, it may ~e concluded that during the first nine months after Eorea 

the rearmament program, far from entailing a curtailment in private consumption al1{ 

lJ Government purcl1ases of goods and services as computed in national income 
sta.tistics are not identical tvi th Government expencitures as sho\lm in the 
Federal budget. The latter include transfer payments which are made to certaj 
sections of the population not in return for goods and services currently sv~~ 
plied to the Government, but in fulfilment of legal obligations undertaken by 
the Government. On the other hand, Government purchases of goods and service? 
as computed in national income statistics, refer not only to the purc~.ases of 
the Federal Government but also to those of State and local authorities. Tbe 
differences between these magnitudes ~e illustrated bel~l: 

l--Total Government 
Federal 
State and local 
Less: Federal grants-in ... aid to 

o 

State and local authorities 
2-Government Purchases of Goods and ~l"Vice, 

Federal 
State and local 

~Other Government EXp~ditures 
Federal 
State and local 
Of which: 

(a) ~ransfer payments 
Federal 
State and local 

(b) Net interest 
Federal 
Sta te and local 

4.4 
0.3 

62 .. 8 
41.6 
23.5 

2.3 
~ 

22.8 
19.7 

16.5 
~ 

3.7 

14.4 

4.7 

The fact that during the nine-month period July 1950 ~ March 1951 the in
crease in Government purchases of goods and services estimated above is 
larger than the increase in Federal Government spending which took place 
during that period is due to the decl~e which occurred in that :period in 
transfer payments and es,ecially in payments to veterans. 
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investment, i.e. an economic sacrifice for the civilian population, was instrumentaJ 

in bringing about an expa..'l'J.sion in both consumption and in'V'estment. 

As already stated, in that period the Government was collecting more from 

the public than it was paying out to it. During the fiscal year 1950-51 Federal 

Government receipts increased by some $11 billion as compared,with the previous 

year, while Government expenditures rose by only $4.5 billion, turning a $3 billion 

deficit in 1949-50 into a $3.5 billion surplus in 19So-51. Calculated on a cash 

basis, the deflationary effect of Government finances was still more prono'~~cedt 

since the change was from a $2.2 billion deficit in 19~5O to a $7.5 billion sur

plus in 19SQ-Sl.JJ 

iI 

Net budget receipts 
Net budget expenditures 

I r 

Federal Governm~nt Finances 

1242:50 

Net budget surplus o~ deficit 

37~045 
4O~l67 

- 3,122 

1950-51 

48;143 
44~633 

I- 3,510 

Cash receipts 40,948 53.394 
Cash payments 43~155 45,850 
Cash surplus or de! lci t - 2,207 I- 7 t 589 
The main difference between budget receipts and cash receipts is that the latte! 
include the cash receipts of trust aecounts (mainly social insurance funds), as 
follows: 

Net bugget receiptR. 

Cash receipts; 

:).949=50 
37.045 

1950-51 
48,143 

Oash budget receipts 36,925 47~887 
Cash receipts of trust accounts 4,046 5=552 

The main difference between budget expenditures and cash expendltl:res is that 
the latter exclude non-cash budget expenditures (mainly inter-Government pay
ments) and include the cash expenditures of trust accounts. as follows: 

1249-50 :).250-51 

Net bug.get expendltur$ls. 40.167 44.613 

Oash expend! tYl"M: 
Oash budget expenditures 
Oash expenditures of trust aCCoUL~ts 

41,795 
3,807 

!t'he exceptionally large expenditures of trust accounts in 1949-50 were due to 
larger payments for unemployment and veterans t bonuses. 
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Thus, the inflationary condi tiona \-,hich developed duril"l.g that perio~ re

suI ted exclusively from an expansion in private spending. As already stated., the 

reason for this expansion was the anticipation of shortages and of price increases. 

but it is clear that the expansion ",culd not have taken place if the financial re

sources available to the private sector of the economy had not been large enough t( 

make possible the increase in spending. The main sources of funds for increased 

purchases were the following: 

(a) A decline in the current volume of nersgnal savine_ 

Available estimates show that personal net saving in the first nine montr...f 

was as follows: 

1st half 1950 
3rd quarter 1950 
4th quarter 1950 
1st q~ter 1951 

13111io;; Dollars 

(Seasonally Adjusted 
Ann'!l.@.1 Rates) 

Percent of Disposable 
Personal Income 

~hese estimates are admitted to be subject to a wide margin of error, 

since they are residual estimates obtained by subtracting personal consumption e~ 

penditur~s from disposable personal income which ~re much larger t?tals and are 

themselves no more tr~ approximations. Moreover, personal saving, in the above 

definition, includes investment in houses and in non-corporate business and is not 

therefore, a satisfactorY measure of cl~es in the private demand for goods and 

services_ Estimates of liquid savings computed 'by the Federa.l Reserve give a 

better idea of the l)art which changes in personal ~ving have played in the finan

cial developments of the period under consideration, since they refer to savings 

which are not tnulslated in goods and services. ~ese estimates Show that during 

the period under consideration the volume of some of the most important forms of 

personal liquid saving declined to only a fraction of its pre-Korean level: 



During 1st half 1950 
During 2nd half 1950 
During 1st quarter 1951 
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Ohanges in Amounts Outstandiru: 
(Miliion Dollars) 

Time Deposits 

1-1,223 
- 318 

23 

SAving and Loan Shares 

1-938 
/-.549 
+'309 

Total 

+2,161 
t 231 
f 286 

(1;1) A 9J:=a.wing do\m. by the publiC of the liquid assets held at the time 

of Korea.. 

In June 1950 the total of U.S. Government securities held by individuals 

amounted to $67.5 billion. In March 1951 the corresponding figure was $66.2 bi1'" 

lion and the bulk of the decline probably represented a conversion of liquid assetr 

into goods. 

(c) An expansion in consumer credit. 

Eetween J~e 1950 and March 1951 consumer credit outstanding expanded 

from $17.651 million to $19.379 million. i.e. by $1.728 million. This expansion 

made possible the financing of a substantial part of the increased purchases of 

durable consumer goods ",hich were made during this period. 

These t:b...ree sources of funds combined probably accounted for some $5 

billion of additional consumer spending during that period. 

(d) An e:xpl'l.Ilsion in bwak lOAns. 

Bank loans for commercial and industrial purposes increased from.$16.9 

billion in June 1950 to $23.8 billion in March 1951. 1.e. by $6.9 billion, helping 

to finance the increase in inventories and the expansion in productive activity 

which took place during that period. This 40 percent increase in bank loans to 

business was possible due to the ability of the commercial banks to convert with-

out loss a substantial proportion of their holdings of U.S. Government securities 

into cash. During the period under consideration these holdings decl~ned from 

$65.8 billion to $58.8 billion. 1.e. by $7 billion. Other bank +oans, i.e. loans 

on securities, real estate loans, ete. increased by $2.7 billion. bringing the 
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total increase in bank credit to $9.6 billion. 

To say that these additions of spending power were responsible for the 

infla.tionary condi tions obtaining in that period does not mean that an excess of 

demand OVer supply and a shortage of goods actually developed in that period, 'ltThich 

in turn were responsible for the upward mcwement of prices in that period. In 

most cases the sequence of events has been quite the opposite: Pro&ucers and 

traders, expecting inflation and shortages a6 a result of the rearmament program, 

put up their prices well before any pressure had time to develop on SUpplies. 

The fact, however,. that ample financial resources were available to the public was 

decisive in creating the inflationary conditions of the first nine post-Korean 

months, since ~~thout, the public 1s ability to pay the higher prices demanded by 

producers and traders, the rise in prices which took place after Korea could not 

have been sustained. What happened was that the increased sales and higher price~ 

induced by the e~oectation of future shortages and made ~ossible by the public's 
""' ~ - . 

willingness to save less, draw on its reserves and borrow, resulted in increased 

production and emplqyment, higher profits for business and larger earnings for 

labor, i.e. in higher incomes and hence in an increased d~and for goods. In this 

way the original e:x;pectation of higher prices was realized •. these higher l;'rices 

brought about higher wages ~.nd profits a.."1d the economy emerged ... 1fith a new, . higher, 

structure of money costs. This type of inflation, resulting not from an actual 

eXCess of demand over supply but from psychological reactions on ~he part of,the 

public, is a type of inflation which can feed on itself and which, therefore,. may 

continue indefinitely unless e~ectat1ons are reversed. 

~he conclusion tllat inflationary developments during the period July 195~ 

March 19.51 were due exclusively to increased. civilian spending and that the impact 

of the defense program had not yet been felt by the economy should be qualified 
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in one respect. At th~ beginning of a program involving the placing of huge orders 

for military equipment, budget expenditures on defense underestimate the extent to 

whicb resources arebe1ng devoted to the production of ~~11ta-~ items since they 

do not include work in progress or orders completed but 'not yet paid for.lI Thus, 

the $6 billion· increase in defense spending during the period July 1950- March lS:_ 

undoubtedly underestimates. the increase in production of military ite!1s during tha" 

:>eriod. On the other hand, defense obligations undertaken at the beginning of a 

program of vast military procurement overestimate the impact of the mili tar,r prog-

ram on the economy since not all the obligations undertaken lead to increased pr~ 

duction of military equipment during tl~t period. A contract given to a firm fort 

say, 10,000 aircraft may envisage deliveries over h·!o or three ~Tears but the ob-

. ligations undertaken during the period when this contract was signed will include 

the total value of the contract .. Y Thus, the fact that defense ob ligations during 

July 1950 - March 1951 increased by $20 billion does not mean that the economy was 

occupied to that extent 'lrlith military production. In order to measure the extent 

to which the military program absorbed resources formerly devoted to civilian 

needs one should be able to determine how much of current production during this 

11 See Survey of Current :Business, May 19.51, :po 7: 

ttDuring this interval the output in question enters gross national product as 
an element of the change in business inventories rather than of Government PU7 
chases since it represents accumulations of stocks still held on private ac
count." 

~he sarrepoint is made in the President I B :Budget l.{essage: 

"The Department of Defense alone will have been granted for the fiscal years 
1951.and 1952 an estimated 112 billion dollars of obligational authority for 
its military functions, and additional amounts will have been made available 
forforelgn military";'aid programs. :Bidding for manpower and ooterials, 'trThich 
pushes prices upwards, begins as soon as procurement contracts to be paid fro~ 
these authorizations are signed, even though expenditures may not ta..lm place 
for a year or more." 

Z:./ As an illustration one may quote a report Pllblishedin :Busines.s Week, JUne 2, 
1951 that General Motors l~s obtained defense orders of over $3 billion, but 
tr~t its production of military supplies was only $95 million in the first 
quarter of 19.51 and was expected to be running at the rate of' $1 billion per 
annum by the end of the year. 
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period was for military purposes. Unfortunately, no such information is available. 

As a rough approximation one may take a figure higher than the i~erease in defense 

payments but much lower than the incr~se in defense obligations, say $8 billion. 

Even after such an adjustment, however, the conclusion still holds that the re-

sources available to the civilian economy during the period under consideration 

were larger tr~ before Korea and that consequently the inflationary conditions 

which developed during that period originated exclusively in the private sector 

of the economy', As already, shown, during that period the national product in

creased by some $22 billion, 1.e. by much more than the higher figure for defense 

expenditures suggested here. What this adjustment implies is that the increase in 

private investment during that period was smaJ.ler than the estimates based on bud .. 

get expenditures for defense seem to indicate. 

Increase in Gross National Product 
During July 1950 - March 1951 Over Levels of 2nd Q.ua.rter 19S0 

Resources devoted to Govornment needs 
Personal con~tion 
Private investment 

Total 

Estimates Based on 
Budget ~endi!ures 

5.50 
11.00 

5.50 
22.00 

Adjusted Estimtes 

8.00, 
11.00 

3.Q,Q. 
22,00 

When the decision to rearm was made following Korea, the expansion in 

spending implied in the additional funds re~uested by the Administration was not 

of a magnitude that threatened to produce. any serious disequilibrium between detna1. 

and supply in the economy.li Accordingly, the Administration took the view that 

"a complete set of economic controls~ was not necessary in order to ensure fina.n-

clal stability during the period of rearmament and that general fiscal and credit 

measures would prove sufficient to restrain the inflationary pressures that would 

iJ ~he first Presidential re~uest made in July 1950 was for a supplementary 
authorization of $10.5 billion and a month later this sum was raised to over 
$15 billion. 



develop during that.period. Thus, the President. in his Economic Report to Congress 

dated July 26, 1950, requested legislative action along the following lines: 

(a.) An inorease in tax reVenue by about $5 billion a year.V 

(b) T'il6 resto.ration of the Government's authority. which terminated 

in the middle of 1949. to regulate and control conSlJl!ler credi.t, 

real estate credit and commodity speeulation. 

(c) Authority to establish priorities and allocation ?f ~terials 

needed for defense and for essential civilian use, to prevent 

inventory hoard1ng and to requis1 tion supplies. 

Cd) Authority to grant guarantees and loans for the increase ill 

production and the expansion of productive facilities needed 

for defense. 

Congress responded promptly by votingta.x increases estimated to yield 

$4.7 b1llion and by -passing the Defense Production Act, which not only granted to - . 
the President the powers he had requested, but in addition authorized him to 

11 Thi s was to be achieved mainly by increasing the normal tax rate on corporate 
incomes from 2l to 25 'Oercent. by increasing individual income tax rates to 
the 1ttentati ve" levels' adO'Oted in 1945 ",hieh were reduced in 1945 and 1948 'end 
by the closing of loopholes and other tax reforms. (See President's Economic 
Report. July 1950,'p. 12-14). 
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institute comprehensive controls over prices and 'Wa€,es.li The PreSident. as already 

II The main provisions of the Defene~ Production Act of September 8; 1950 are as 
follows. 

Ti tIe I friar! ties al1d Allocation,!. ... Establishes authority of the President tc 
set up priorities and allocations for defense production and prohibit 
the aCcumulation of excessive stocks of materials designated scarce 
by the President. 

~1tle II ~ority to Begu1siti~ 

Title III Expansion of Productive Capacity and Supply ... Authorizes Government 
agenCies to prov1de guarantees in" whole or in part against loss of 
principal or interest on any 109-11, discount or advance 'II,hich may be 
made by any public or private financing institution for the purpose of 
financing any contractor, sub-contractor or other purposes in connec
tion Hith any contra.ct or other operation deemed to be necessa~ to 
e~edite production and deliVeries of goods or services under Govern
ment contracts fo~ the procurement or making of goods or the perform
ance of services for national defense. Authorizes Presidert to make 
provision for loans to private business enterprises for the expansion 
of ca!?~ci ty and the development of technological processes. Authorize 
President to make provision for purchases or commdtments to purchase 
metals, minerals and other raw materials for Government use or for re
sale. Authorizes President to create new agencies to carry out the 
a.bove functions. ' 

%,1 tIe IV Price and. Wage §tebiJ,1z$1tion - Authorizes President to issue regula
tions and orders establishing ceilings on prices of goods and services 
and stabilizing wages, salaries and other compensations subject to 
the following conditions: 

(a) Whenever a ceiling has been impor3eoi on a cOnL1Jlodi ty or service 
wages Dnd salaries shall alS? b~ stabilized in the industry or 
business producing the cOl!l1l1:)dity 01' service. 

(b) Prices of agricultural commod:U:;::'e.s cannot be stabilized below 
their parity. 

(0) The authority to regulate prices and conditions of operation doe 
not extend to rentals, fees for professional services, public 
utilities, margin requirements OL any commodity exchange. 

Instructs President to establish a n6':l independent agency to adminis
ter price and wage controls. 

Wi tIe V Settlement of ±Abor Disputes ... Instruc"ts President to init5.ate effec
tive procedures for the settlement of labor disputes affecting 
~~tional defense. 

Title VI Control of Con~er ~~d Real Estate Credit - Restores ~r.ar-time powers 
of Federal Reserve ~oard to exercise consumer credit controls. 
Authorizes President to prescribe through Federal Reserve ~oard or 
other agenCies regulations on real estate const~ction credit. 

Titlee IV, Vt Vl were to terminate at the close of June 30, 1951. 
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stated, had originally co~sidered that such controls were not justified by the scale 

of the rearmament program, but the new upsurge of prices follo'll,ing the Chinese inter· 

vention in the Korean vltar in December 1950 convinced the Administration that drastic 

action on prices and wages had become imperative if the value of,the dollar were 

not to slip still further. As the Economic Stabilization Agency, set up under the 

Defense Production Actf/ did not yet possess the staff and machinery required to 

administer mandatory price and wage controls, it resorted at first to a,request for 

a voluntary freeze of all prices at the levels prevailing on December 1, 1950,£1 

coupled with the warning that if businessmen increased their prices in violation of 

the fffair standards" laid down, they could expect to see them ro~led back. as soon 

as mandatory controls l~d been instituted. ~ne Voluntary freeze, however, failed 

to arrest the upward movement of prices and the imposition of mandatory controls 

could no longer be postponed. On January 26, 1951 the Director of Price Stabiliza

tion issued a General Ceiling Price Regula.tion vlhieb froze most prices'll at the 

highest levels at which deliveries had been made between December 19 and January 250 

This was an emergency action intended to arrest the rise in prices; it could not 

form the basis of a rational system of price regu.lation since it froze a price 

structure which contained serious distortions and inequities. The objective was 

to replace, as soon as possible, the general freeze by detailed price regulations 

of the fixed-margin type used during the war and eventually establish dollar-and-

cents ceilings for most goods. Thus. in April 1951 the General Manufacturers· 

Regula tion was issued '''hieh provided that manufacturers could add to their pre-

11 The Economic Stabilization Agency, headed by an Administrator, ~~s created by 
Executive Order of the President dated September 9, 1950. The Order provides 
that the Agency shall l~ve a Director of Price Stabilization and a i'lage 
Stabilization Board. 

~ Oontro1 orders were issued for only two categories of goods, automobiles and 
hides. 

Jl ~he main exemptions were agricultural commodities. 
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Korean prices only the increases in costs of labor and materials \ ... hich had taken 

place meanwhile, excluding increases in overheads. For many products this meant 

a roll~back from the ceilings fixed under the General Price Freeze of' January 1951., 

However, when in July 1951 the Defense Production Act was e~endea. for another year. 

an amendment was introduced, known as the Oapahart amendment, .. thich permitted manu-

facturers to add all cost ~ncreases, including overh~ads, between the outbre~~ of 

the Korean war and July 26, 1951. Another amendment, kno'V.1!l as the Herlong amendment, 

permitted profit margins of a percentage of costs instead o~ a definite amount. 

Both amendments were vigorously denotL~ced by the President, who deseribed the first 

as "an economic hooby trap" and the second as inviting 1t America f s tHO ~llion dis

tributors to become commission salesmen for innationlf •
lI In praotice, with many 

prices declining bel~1 theiroeilings and the Caper~t amendment permitting the 

fixing of ceilings at the market price, the effects of the amendment on prices have 

to dtlte proved less damaging than was feared.:?:./ ~he fact that under the Ca-pehart 

!I Other amendments restricting the powers gra....,.ted u..'ider the originai Act ,-[ere those 
referring to installment credit tmd mortgages. On the other hand, the !le'lll Act 
granted to the Administration authority to control rents. 

II See ll:ha Ecgnomiat, ITovembar 3, 1951, p. 1047; llMany goods are selling below tl:e:' 
ceilings which can thus be reduced in Senator Capehart 1 s name; in some depressec. 
industries, such as cotton textiles, the price officials have l~d to promise not 
to take full al'ld unfair advantage of the law when they set permanent ceilings. II 
Also 'J:he Economist, December 8, 1951, p. 1403: liThe bark of the Oapehart amend
ment which SO alarmed the Administration at first, is proving somewhat \'/'orse tIle' 
its bite. Manufacturers whose products are selling below their ceiling prices 
may not both.er to apply to have the ceilings raised. And in cases where produc· .. 
tion increased between the outbreak of the Korean war and July 26th, unit over
head costs, which are ta-~en into consideration under tIle Ca~ehart amendment, may 
actually have fallen. Under the Defense Produotion Act Mr. DiSalle has the rig11" 
to fix ceilings at the market price and it 1s this ",hieh is making the Congress
ional and business lions roar moat loudly today. Last Summer they did not fore
see that prices might fall. Mr. DiSalle has already reduced the ceiling on cruG( 
glycerine used in defense production from 49 oents a pound to 37 cents, about 
wllat it is selling for today. ~allow is likely to follow. to the indigration of 
the industrial advisory bo~rd, ,,,hieh has resigned en bloc on the ground. that 
tallow-makers are losing money ~~, if the ceiling is lowered, ,,~ll be deprived 
of a chance to recoup their losses. Soap, cleaners, hides, tyres on nel" cars ar-d 
raw wool are also on the list. ,None of these are political high explosives, but 
Senators from the cotton states are already taking alarm. Cotton is still sell
ing several cents under its ceiling. Senator Maybank is demanding that commodi
ties selling belo,., their ceiling prices shOllld be decontrolled. Mr. DiSallets 
view, howe.vert is that the defenses against inflation must be kept intact in ca.se 
the economic tide turns next ear." 
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amendment increases in costs incurred after July 26, 1951 cannot be taken into ac

count is also a factor limiting the scope for price increases allowed under the 

amendment. Thus, the Office of Price Stabilization was able to proceed idth the 

fixing of dolla.r-and-eents permanent ceilings "Tithout having to make undue conces

sions to producers. ~~erecan, however, be no doubt that in the event of renewed 

inflationary pressures present price oontrols may prove seriously i~dequate. Re

cent legislation extending the Defense Production Act until April ~O. 1953 has fU~ 

ther weakened the controls by exempting fruit and vegetable prioes, restricting the 

po,,,ers of the Wage Stabilization :Board, providing that rent controls \<lill be termi

nated on September 30, 1952 unless extended by local option and cutting dovm the 

appropriations needed for the operation of the stabilization agencies. This new 

legislation has been described by the President as a "gamble "nth inflation". 

Post-Korean economic developments greatly strengthened the bargaining 

position of labor alld resulted in a wideSDread.pressure for wage increases at a time 

when it was least in the interest of employers, confronted with a high demand for 

goods and an upward trend of prices. to resist the :nressure. It was clear tr.a.t,un

less wage increases could be held dow to what was justified by increases in produc

tivity or an increased share in profits, this pressure for higher ~r.ages was bour,d 

to produce a ri se in cost s and prices and hence resu! t in a 1 ass in the value of tl:..€ 

dollar. Thus, wage stabilization was an indi~ensab1e condition for the carryi~ 

out of an effective policy of economic and financial stabilization. Accordingly, 

on January 26, 1951 the Economio Stabilization Admini~trator issued the General 

Wage Stabilization Regulation No. 1 which froze wages, salaries and other compensa

tior.s at the levels !)revailing on January 2; and provided that no wage rate at a 

higher level could be paid 'ltTithout prior approval of the Wage Stabilization :Board. 

As in the case of the price freeze, the wage freeze was subsequently amended to 

permit the elimination of distortions and inequities which existed at the time of 
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the freeze as well as take account of special situations. Thus, on February 27, 

1951 a new Regulation provided that 'IoTorkers who had not yet received we.ge increases 

of 10 :"ercent over the level of Janua..r;rr 15, 1950 could be permitted increases up to 

10 percent. On March 1, 1951 another Regulation specified that cost-of-living 

clauses contained in contracts executed on or before January 25. 1951 '~re valid 

even if the 10 ,ercent limitation were exceeded as a result. Similarly. farm ~~es 

have in effect been exempted from control since it has been decided that increases 

of up to 95 cents an hour can be granted ,<11 thout approval of the Board. 

The concessions on prices made subsequent to the general price freeze. to

gether with this rather liberal interpretation of wage stabilization policy on the 

part of the Board. have meant that the level at "'hieb prices t<fere finally stabilized 

was higher than that obtaining during the :"eriod December 19t 1950 to Jan.uary 25, 

1951, which had been taken as the base period for the i~osition of the price 

freeze. Thus, the net effect of the subsequent departures from the general freeze 

was to raise prices above the level of the freeze. Using the average of Je.nuary 

1951 prices as an index of the level at "'hieb prices were frozen by the general 

Price Ceiling Regulation l"e find that in the next two monti' .. s wholesale prices rose 

by another 2 percent and retail prices by 1.6 percent •. indicating that the up"rard 

trend of the earlier post-Korean months had not ~ret been arrestee... The break car:te 

in April, and since then a considerable degree of price stability has been main

tained in the American economy. 

3-TBE PERIOD OF STA.l3ILlZATION AfRI*, 1951 - JiJlnr: 1952. 

Taking JalILlal";r 1951 as a base, we find tnat prices since then have moved af 

fOllows; 
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Wholesale Prices 

(January 1951 = 100) 

J.2~J. 1252 
March JUly December Ma.rch April May ~ 

All Commodities 
Fa.rm Products: 

Total 
Foods 

Industrial Goods; 
Total 
Textile products 
Hides &: leather 
Metals & metal products 
Building materials 
Chemicals 
Rousefurn1shing products 
Fuel & lighting materials 
Miscellaneous 

All items 

Food 
Apparel 
Rent 
Fuel, electricity, etc. 
Rousefurnishings 
Miscellaneous 

102.2 99.6 

1040 9 100 
102.4 102 

101 .. 2 99 
102.8 97 
100.6 94~.5 
100.6 100 
101 99 
101.) 96 
102~3 102.) 
101~6 101 
100 97.3 

Consumer Prices 

(January 1951 : 100) 

12~1 
March July 

101.6 102 

101.9 102.6 
102~3 102.5 
101.1 102.2 
100.6 100 .. 5 
101 .. 6 102.4 
101.3 101.9 

99 97.6 97.2 97.3 96.8 

100 96.3 96.7 96.2 9.5~5 
102.9 99 98 98 .. 5 98.7 

98~3 97;'6 97.1 96.9 96.6 
90 87.8 87.1 86.6 86.L! 
82.8 77 73;'9 74~3 7.5411 

102 98.8 98.8 98.2 97.6 
99.4 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.ar, 
95.) 94.6 94 93.6 93.6 
98 • .5 98 98.1 97.8 97.8 

102 101 100 99.6 99.6 
100.7 106~4 106.5 10.5.6 105.3 

1252 
pecem~ M{gch April MA.y 

104.1 103.5 103.9 10Lj,.1 

104.6 102.5 103.6 104 
104.1 102.5 102.2 101. 
104 • .5 105 .. 4 105.5 106 
101.1 101.3 101.3 100.~ 
101.,5 100 99 99 
104 105.3 105.5 105.~ 

These tables sho", that \iho1eeale prices have declined by some 2 ~ercent 

from the level of January 1951 and by some 4 :nercent from the T.leak reached in March 

1951. Consumer prices, on the other hand, rose by another 4 ~ercent during the 

same period. These divergent cha..?lges in the t,'lO sets of prices are due prim.a.ri1y 

to the fact that the cost of materials, which is the principal component of the 

wholesale price index. a?ld the cost of labor, which is the major component of the 

retail price index. have moved in opposite directions during the period under con

sideration. Between January 1951 and May 1952 spot commodity prices!! declined by 

JJ As reflected in Mo ody I s' da11y1ndex." 
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15 percent and industrial raw material prices1l by 30 percent. During the Bame 

period wage rates increased by' 6.5 percent.z'/ The decline in raw material prices 

was due to the fact that in the earlier period of July 1950 -January 1951 specu

lation had pushed tnese prices beyond what the supply-demand situation jUstified.JJ 

The rise in wage rates is in part attributable to the fact·that increases had to be 

granted to offset the earlier rise in the cost of living and the continuing rise in 

the cost of food, which was due to the fact that throughout this :nericd farm com-

modities other than meat could not be controlled under the Defense ProductIon Act 

since they were selling belowpa.rity. In large part, however, the rise in wage 

rates was the result of the stronger bargaining position of . labor and of the reluc

tance to apply the wage stabilization policy too strictly. This is Shown by the 

fact that wage rates have risen more as compared with the pre-Korean levels than 

either whOlesale or retail prices: 

11 
2,./ 

Wage rates 
Wholesale prices 
Retail prices 

(June 1950 = 100) 

April 1952 

113.8 
112 
110.7 

Max 195~ 

114 
112 
III 

In addition to the higher cost of food and labor, higher rents have been 

As reUected in the daily index of the !ureau of Labor StatistiCS. 

As follows; 
4ver!r.Si! Hour;L;y Wae:i!§ 

(January 1951 = 100) 

;12Sl ;1222 
MArch ~ Decembm: March Apdl ~ 

All manufactures 101 102.7 105.2 106.4 106.4 106.5 
Du.rable manufactures 101.,4 10,.2 105.7 107.0 106.8 106.9 
Non.-durable manufactures 100.2 10~2 104.1 105 105 105.4 
Building construction 101.3 102.8 105.8 107.4 106.6 106.1 
Retail trade 99.6 102 100.6 103.6 103.9 105.8 

11 !etween June 1950 and January 1951 $pQticommodity prices had risen by 26 'Percent 
and industrial raw material prices by ,Sa percent. -
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an important facto·r in the rise in consumer prices since January 1951. The upward 

adjustment of rents during that period waSt however, a process which had been going 

on since the end of the war and which would r..ave continued even if there had been 

no other inflationary pressures in the economy, since it was the result of the 

gradual decontrol of rents, of the increases allowed in controlled rents and of the 
". . 

rising proportion of net-I rental units in the total of rented d\'Tellings, i.e. of 

factors which would have operated in ~ case in the American economy until rents 

had been brought in line \vi th other costs and prices)J 

While a 4 percent rise in consumer prices over a period of 16 months can-

not be considered as negligible, it represents a very substantial improvement over 

the earlier period June 1950 - March 1951. when in less t~~ a year consumer 

prices rose by 8 percent. 

To what extent, if any t can the improvement be at tributed to the imposi-

tion of price and wage controls? This is a question which is being hotly debated 

at present and which is of great practical significance in determining the need for 

the mainten~~ce of controls in the coming years. 

The opponents of controls argue that prices would have been stabilized ir 

1/ The following table shows that ",hile the index of consumer prices remained 
stable in 1949 ~ld in the first half of 1950, the index of rents rose by 8 per
cent during that per10d~ Similarly, while the former increased by only 3.8 
percent between January 1951 and April 1952, the latter increased by 5.5 ~er
cent during that period: 

1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
June 1950 
January 1951 
June 1951 
January 19.52 
April 1952 

Index: of Rents Index: of Consumer Prices 

110.1 
113.6 
121.2 
126.4 
130.9 
133.2 
135.7 
139.7 
140.8 

. (Including Rents) 
(193.5-39 :: 100) 

139.5 
159.6 
171.9 
170.2 
170.2 
181.5 
185.2 
189.1 
188.7 
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1951 even in the absence of price and ",-age controls. They base this view on the 

following considerations: 

1. Since the rise in prices was largely speculative, it was bou~ to 

st1.bside '-Then prices had risen beyond the point where they reflected the true c.emanc· 

supply eituation. The fact that many prices declined below the levels at which 

they had been frozen shows that economic factors and not Government decrees "rere 

beblnd the stabilization of prices in 1951. In fact, it has been ar~~ed, the ex-

];lectation of price controls had been one of the major inflationary factors in the 

economy during the three months )"lreceding the imposition of controls since it 

caused a rush of price and wage increases to beat the controls.lI 

2,_ One of the greatest inflationary dangers of the post-Korean "!jeriod 

was that the demand for materials needed in large quantities in both military and 

civilian production ""ould be SO greatly in excess of SUJ>;91y that their prices 

,",Quld skyrocket, thereby causing a serious inflation of costs and prices throu{?;hout 

the economy. The Defense Production Act of 1950 provided ag9.inst this danger by 

granting extensive powers to the Administration for the control and allocation of 

scarce materials and the e~ansion of their production. The National Prorolctian 

Authori ty set up under the Act. began by operating a simple system of priori ties 

lJ See Americ~ Economic Review, May i952, p. 301. 
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and limi tations,U but by the middle of 1951 it had deve10'0eQ. the Controlled . . 

Materials Plan for the three ba.sic metals •. steel,. copper and aluminum.,. which pro-

vided for actual allocations to firms working on military contracts or making es-

sentia1 civilian goods of the quantities needed by them to fulfil their production 

schedules. The opponents of price control.s argue that since this system of prior1-

ties and allocations was designed to nreventa scramble for scarce materials and - , 

keep their demand and supply in equilibrium., it obviously made the imposition of 

price controls on such materials unnecessary •. All other materials proved more than 

plentiful, after speculation had subsided, to meet the demand for them and in their 

case price controls were wholly meaningless. 

3. One of the most decisive factors in arresting the inflationary rise 

in prices of the first post-Korean phase has been the e~ansion in production which 

took place during the period. Between JUly 1950 and March 1951,the production of 

such commodities as vacuum cleaners, washing machines. clothing,. 'IIThich the public 

11 A priority regulation issued by EPA entitled the Defense Department and the 
Atomic Energy Commission to give their contracts a Defense Order (DO) rating. 
This obliged producers to fill these orders first and enabled them to use the 
rating against prodUcers of materials needed for the orders., This' system was 
supplemented by regulations limiting t1le use in non-military production of ce~ 
tain scarce materials. For early 1951 the cuts ordered were as follows: 

Percent of Con~mPtion in First 6 Months 
of 1950 Allgwable fgr Non-Military Productio~ 

Tin 
Copper: 

Brass & wire mill products 
Foundry products 

Aluminum 
Nickel 
Cobalt 
Zinc 
Cadmium 
Rubber 

January 

100 

85 
100 

80 
65 
33 1/3 
80 

February 

80 

85 
100 

75 
65 

March 

80 

80 
100 

Co~lete allocation 
80 

83 
Use limited to specific products 

80 
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had been frantically buying in fear of tutU!'. shortages, increased by 10 to i.5 per. 

cent,lJ meeting amply all the extra claims made against it. 

When consumers saw that no shortages developed. they re~lized tlat their 

fears had been unjustified and simply stopped buying. !.{oreover, the large purchases 

they had made in the earlier period had both depleted their financial reserves and 

anticipated their future needs. Tbns, a period of restricted purchases by conmuners 

following the earlier buying spree was inevitable and 't1TaS bound to bring the u!,,'l8.ro. 

movement of prices to a halt. ~~i~, the fact that tr~s occurred shortly after the 

imposi tion of price controls was largely coincidental_ 

4 •. The general fiscal and monetary measures taken after Korea in order to 

control inflation could not bring about immediate results. The stabilization of 

prices in 1951 largely coincides ",ith the time "Then these measures began to make 

themselves felt in the econo~: 

(a) The tax increases voted by Congress in September 1950. together "rith 

the imposition of an excess profits tax in January 1951Y could not sho"., results 

17 Figures are available for the follOwing commodities: 

Vacuum oleaners (number) 
Washing machines (number) 
Refrigerators (1936 = 100) 
Hosiery (thousands of pairs) 
Cotton cloth (millions linear yds. quarterl~' 
Rayon cloth (thousands linear yds. quarterlY) 
Woolen goods (thousa..~s linear yds.. quarterly) 
Shoes (thousands of pairs) 

June October 
12.2Q. 1,~50 
250,190 331,44,5 
325,200 439.900 

332 236 
12~520 14,874 
2~40l 

551,842 
111,647 

39,070 44,083 

December March 
1250 12]:L 
288;7,56 290~242 
377?OOO 376,4,58 

219 '330 
l2~8l7 14~736 
2~639 2,835 

602~OOO 630~OOO 
122,520 lO2~320 

35.894 46,176 

gj The measure provided for an increase in the rate of tax on profits in excess of 
$25.000 from 45 to 47 percent, but its main feature was the imposition of a tax 
of 77 percent on excess profits. In determining their excess profits corpora~ 
tiona were allowed to use one of the t"TO follOWing standards: 
(i) everything above 85 percent of average annual earnings in the most profit

able three years from 1946 to 1949, incl'U.sive; 
(i1) earnings greater than 12 percent of the first $5 million of invested capi

tal and retained earnings, 10 percent of the next $.5 million and 8 percent 
of all capt tal above $10 million. The amount that could be taken by com
bined regular and excess profits taxes was limited to 62 percent of a cor
poration's income. !l!he tax wa,s made retroactive to July 1, 1950. A re
lief clause provided for hardship cases. !rne measure was e:x:pected to ;riel; 
$3.200 million per annum but the actual yield has been higher. 
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until the beginning of 1951oll · Similarly. the addi t1ona1 tax ineres_ses voted in 

October 1951Y to offset the rising spending on defense undoubteOJ.y contributed to 

the maintenance of price stability in 1952. Altogether tax,collections in 1951-52 

exceeded those of the pre-Korean period by some $25 billion, of which over $15 

billion were due to higher tax rates. It may be estimated that the tax buxden of 

the population as a ,,-thole increased by 30 percent during t:b.a.t periodJ.! and this he.s 

undoubtedly been one of the major factors in the economic stabilization achieved 

during the second phase of the post-Korean period. 

(b) T.he restrictions on consumer and real estate credit authorized under 

the Defense Production Act became fully effective only b;:, the end of 195C or the 

first months of 1951. 

The first Regulation W issued on September 18. 1950 by the Federal Reserv( 

11 Comparing net budget receipts in fiscal years 1949-50 and 1950-51 ".re find tr.a.t 
the bulk of the increase occurred in the first half of 1951: 

July-8eptember 
October-December 
January-March 
April-June 

Total. 

Fiscal Years 

9'./257 
8;,416 
11~148 
.Jl,A~ 
37,033 

9,345 
9,11B 

16~Bj,? 
l~§.~l 
48,142 

IncreaEl9 

l/ The new tax measure increased existing rates of individUal income taxes by sonE 
11 percent, raised the rate on profits in excess of $25.000 from 47 to 52 per
cent, reduced the struldard for determining excess profits'from 85 percent of 
the profits in the three years 1946 to 1949 to B3 percent D raised the limit of 
total taxes on profits from 62 to 70 percent for corporations earning $100 ' 
million or more, increased excise t~~es on whiSkey, beer, Cigarettes, gasoline, 
etc .. , ilIlPosed a 10 percent tax on most consumer durable goods and increased the 
capital gains tax from 25 to 26 percent. These increases were estimated to 
yield an additional $5.7 billion in revenue. 

11 Net budget receipts increased from $37 billion in 1949-50 to $62 billion in 
1951-52. nuring the same ~erlod the gross national income increased from $260 
billion to $335 billion. Thus, budget receipts reoresented 14.2 percent of 
the national product before Korea and 1B.5 percent in 1951-52, which corres
ponds to an increase of 30 percent in the tax burden of the p~tion. 
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Board established terms for consumer insta.llment credit which were barely more 

restrictive than the terms generally prevailing at that time. It was only after 

the Regulation was amended o.n October 13th and terms considerably ti?~tened up that 

control over consumer credit began to exercise a. restraining effect on con~mer de

mand.V Thus, while between the end of June and the end of October 1950 total con

sumer credit outstanding increased by $1.7 billion, between the end of October and 

the end of January it increased by only $,540 million and bett:'een the e:nd of 

January and the end. of March it actually declined by $560 million. Expansion in 

consumer credit had, therefore, ceased to be an inflationary factor after October 

1950. 

Similarly, the first Regulation X issued on October 12th by the Federal 

Reserve Board and companion regulations issued by the Federal HousiTi.g Administratic 

covered only real es~ate credit extended on new one-to-tt·fO fa..'!llly houses. It was 

not until January 12, 1951 that these regulations were amended to cover ne." 

11 The extent of tightening up is shown in the following table: 

Passenger cars 
Major appliances 
Furniture 
Home improvements 

Minimum Down P!byment _ 
Reg~lation Regulation 

Seutember lJ3 Dc'cober 13 

33 1/3% 
1.5 % 
10 % 
10 % 

33 1/'3% 
25 ~ 
15 % 
10 % 

Ivfaximum l~ turi ty 
Regulation Regulation 

September 18 D~tober 1, 
21 months 
18 1\ 

18 n 
30 It 

15 :lonthe 
15 It 

15 It 

30 " 

A considerable liberalization of these terms was ordered by Oongress in 
July 1951 when it extended the Defense Production Act for another ~rear. 
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mu.lti-family un! ts as weliJJ and it was not until February 159 19.5~ that most non-

residential construction was also brought under control. Moreover; the effective

ness of these regulations was limited at the outset by the large volume of buildin, 

then under way and by the large volume of financing commitments outstanding.Y It 

11 The terms of borrowing for the purchase of net! houses established under these 
regulations were as follows: 

One or, Two Famil;y Units 
Jf Value Per Unit Is: 

Over $2,500 but not more than $5,000 
Over $5,000 but not more than $9.000 

Maximum Loan Value Is: 

90% of value 
$4,500 plus 65% of excess of val' 
over $5,000 

Over $9.000 but not more than $15,000 $7,100 plus 60% of excess of va1~ 
over $9,000 

Over $15,000 but not more than $20.000 $10,700 plus 2~ of excess of val 
ue over $15,000 

Over $20;000 $11,700 plus 10% of excess of val 
us over $20,000 but not less tha,'P 
.50% of value 

Multi-FemilyUnit§ 

If Value Per Unit Is: 

Not more than $7.000 
Over $7.000 but not more than $1.5.000 

Over $1.5,000 but not more than $23.500 

Over $23,.500 

MaY~mumLoan Value Is: 

83% of value 

$.5,810 plus 53% of excess of val, 
over $7.000 
$10,000 plus 2~ of excess of 
value over $15,000 
50% of value 

With re~ect to loans guaranteed by the Veterans Administration, lo~~ ratios 
5 to 10 percent higher were authorized by the Federal Housing AciJninistration. 

The regulations also }')rescribe maturity and amortization requirements. As 
in the case of installment credit, a considerable liberalization of the aaove 
terms was ordered by Congress in July 1951. 

?J It shOUld also be noted that since the Defense Production Act authorizes con
trols over real estate credit only on new construction and not on existing 
houses, a large part of real estate credit has remained virtually uncontrol
led. Thus, it has been estimated that in 1950 about three-fifths (some $9 
billion) of all the credit extended on one to four-family pro~)erties was ' 
credit extended on existing houses. (See Federal Reserve Bulletin, May 19.51. 
p. 492). 
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was not until after l(arch 1951 that a marked decline in residential construction 

set in. This is sho,m in the following table which compares the nwnber of non-:f'arm 

dwellings started in 1951 and in the first quarter of 1952 ~nth those started in 

1950: 

illQ ~ ~ 

1st quarter 2'78.900 260.300 240.600 
2nd quarter 426,800 329~7oo 
3rd quarter 406.900 2'76,000 
4th qual"ter 282~400 22S~200 

!i!otal 1.394,000 1,091.300 

It should be noted, however. that a month ago in reviewing the De:f'ense 

Production Act Oongress terminated the authority of the Federal Reserve :Soard to 

control consumer installment credit and real estate credit. It only provided 

that controls over real estate cred! t may be restored if the n":llllber of hous~s 

started seems likely, on the basis of three months. experience, to exceed 1,200,00(' 

(c) It was' not until the beginning of 19.51 that effeotive measures were 

taken to restriot the growth of bank credit which ~d been a major factor in the 

inflationary devel~ments of the first phase of the post.Korean period. 

On August 18, 1951 the Federal Reserve :Board approved an increase in the 

discount rate of tne Federal Reserve :Bank of New York from 1 1/2 to 1 3/4 perce~t 

and within a few days approved a similar increase at other Reserve Banks. This. 

however, was of little practical effect since the commercial banks did,not then 

need the rediscount facilitieB of the Federal Reserve. On December 28, 1950 the 

Federal Reserve :Boa.rd increased the amount of reserves re~uired to be maintained 

wi th the Federal Reserve :Banks by member banks by percentages estimated to ra.ise 

the required reserves by some $2 billion and thereby reduce the capa.city of the 
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ballks to expand their lending aet1vitie-s.JJ Similarly. effective J'a:n.ua.ry 17. 1951 

nargin requirements for credit extended by brokers and banks to finance purchases 

or short sales of securities were increased from 50 to 75 percent of the value of 

the securities. 

On March 12. 1951 the Federal Reserve Board addressed a request to all 

financing institutions in the t'ni ted States to act in accordance "rith tbe provision~ 

of a program for voluntary crefut restraint 1-Jorked out by the :Board in conaultatior 

\>1i th representa.ti ves of financing insU tutions. The pl~!"Pose of the pro€,Taln "ra.s to 

discourage bank credit not eSI,entia,l to the economy. TrLe progran envisaged the 

creation of a. National Voluntnry Credit Restraint Committee and entru.sted it >,ri th 

the responsibil1 ty of estab11lhing cri teris. for distinguishing betHeen essentia,l 

and non-essential credit and of setting up regional cO!ll!:11ttees to deal "iith 

regional problems of credit 1'estraint. Assessing the contribution of this program 

to monetary stabilization the Federal ReserveZi states that "'1/lhi1e it is impossiblE' 

to determine precisely the volume of credit tha.t has been denied. a very large 

number of loan requests, including several sizeable ones. have been e.elnyed or re ... 

fused by lenders acting voluntarily in accordance ,of! th the principles of the 

program". 

So long. howevel"; as the banks and other investors ''1ere a.ble to convert 

"Tithout loss their va.st holdings of Government securities into cash none of these 

11 Increase in Percent of Net Demand Deposits 
~eguired to be Held with Federal Reserve Bgpks 

For pentral reserve city banks 
.from 22 to 23 
from 23 to 24 

For reserve city banks 
from 18 to 19 
from 19 to 20 

For county banks 
from 12 to 13 
from 13 to 14 

?J Federal Reserve :Bulletin. July 1951. p_ 745. 

Effective Da.Ei 

January ll~ 1951 
January 25, 1951 

January ll~ 1951 
January 25. 1951 

January 16, 1951 
February 1, 1951 
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measures could prove really effective in checking the grow·th of credit during a 

period of expanding business activity and high demand fOr funds. This ability of 

the public to treat its holdiT~s of Government securities as virtual demand notes 

was the result of war-time monetary policies continued in the post-war period. 

During the ~lar it was decided to maintain a structure of very low interest rates, 

ranging from 3/8 of 1 percent on 9().;..day Treasury bills to 2 1/2 pereent on loug-

term bonds. in order to keep down the cost of the huge national debt wr~ch was 

being acc~~ated in the fi~cing of the war effort. For such low interest rates 

to be maintained it was necessary that the Federal Reserve stand ready to b'.lY at 

par all Government securities offered to it. After the war short-term ru.tes \-!ere 

allowed to risJJ but the pegging of the long-term rate at 2 1/2 :percer.i.t was oon-

t1nued. Banits and other financing institutions which were large holders of 

Government securities alm ''ihich '-lere eager to invest in more profitable assets, 

took advantage of this policy in order to convert vast amounts of Gover~~ent se-

curities into cash by selling them to the Federal Reserve at :.nar. This process 

has been termed "monetization of the national debt" and has been held in large 

part responsible for the inflation of the immediate post-,-rar :oeriod. The Federal 

Reserve soon found that this obligation to support the market for Government se-

curities at par made it powerless to perform its main function. which is to ma~-age 

the country's money suWly and maintain monetary stability. It therefore pressed 

for higher interest rates on the Treasury' s refu~il.ing issues 'hrhich ;.rQuld have 

created a more realistic structure of interest rates and discouraged t~e monetiza-

tion of the debt. T'nis course was vigorously resisted by the Treasu....""Y. 1-lhose min 

concern was to keep do.~'!l the cost of the national debt. Y The issue lost its 

11 From 0.'75 percent on three-month Treasury bills to 1.174 percent in J~e 19500 

gj It "ras pointed out that a 1/2 percent rise in the average rate of interest on 
the publie debt ",ould cost the Government $1.5 billion per annu.~ 
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urgency after 1948 when inflation came to an end, but it reviyecl in an acute fOn! 

during the post.':[orean period and led to a spirited and "rid.ely-publicized contro-:-

versy betvleen the Treasury and the F'3deral Reserveo It should be noted, 1:owever, 

that the controversy "ras not about whether a s...l:ta.rp increase in interest rates anc1. 

a correSl)onding sharp decline in bond prices shculd be allo,,,ec1.. T'nis ,"ras con-

sidered u~desirable by both sides~ The argument WaS about what could be e~ected 

from small rises in interest rateso The Federal Reserve vie':T ",ras tl:at even frac-

tional cha;.1ges in interest rates ,.;ould prove sufficient to check monetal"Y expan- , 

sian, while the OppOSl te Vie", was that such small chal1ges \-lould prove ineffective, 

would only create uncertainty in the bond Market and \-,ould incree.se u...'I1nec essarily 

the cost of borrmnng and the profits of commercial banks at a time when EtrenuoUS 

efforts \-lere being made to !lrevent costs and profits from rising. 

On August 18, 1950 the Treasury announced that it vroUld refund $13.5 

billion of Government bonds 8.J."1d certificates maturing Se:;te!"llber 1.5 and October 1 

,'11 th a new issue of 13-month notes bearing 1 l/L~ percent interest. This was a...'71 

intima tion that rates of interest would not be allo'Vred to rise. The public cUd 

not acce}Jt the offer; some $2,376 million of the old issue ,,,ere turrecl. in for cash 

and most of the rest '''as sold to the Federal Re~lerve. These purchases were off-

set in large part through sales by the Federal Iteserve of shorter term securit::.es 

wi th higher yields, but the net effect of these and other o:)erations ,,,as to in

crease the reserves of member banks by $800 million.1.I 

In a second refunding operation affecUng $8 billion of GOVE:rl1Bent se

curities,more attractive terms, i.e. five year J. 3/4 percent notes, had to ~e of-

fered due to the fact that the Federal Beser-vell against Trea8ur~7' Ol')position, was 

al1o ... nng short-term interest rates ·~o t"~.s~" 

----------------'._---_ .. - --- -," 11 Bank reserves haYe beE:~l '.:!o.lle(;L '·'\"5.g~~. :p.)'I\T;:;:.:'Oii (l():Lla,~s" be~~auge they serve as 
a basis for manifold fU.i.'ther c:i.'e:iH 6,,q.kl:."":Lon 1),/ i;he oa:,}:3", 
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On March. 4, 1951 a joint statement by the Treasury and the Federal :Reserl! 

announced that the Treasury would refund $19.6 billion of t\-rO bond issues ma:turing; 

in 1972 but callable in 1967 carrying 2 1/2 percent interest ard not eligible for 

bank investment. In exeha'llge investors ",ere offered an issue of longer maturity 

(1975-80) at 2 3/4 pereent, also not eligible for bank holdings and in add.ition 

not directly marketable. A holder ,<{ho WBJ'lted to turn these bonds into cash ~.rould 

first .r.ave to convert them :na:J!rfor par into a new issue of five-~'ear 1 1/2 percent 

notes saleable on the market,probably only at a small discount c 

The purpose of this move was to encourage investors to hold their long-

term obligations rather tl~ convert them into other higher-yielding assets such 

as mortgages and corporate securities. (Of the total of $19.6 billion outstanding~ 

$13.6 billion were exchanged for the :new issue.) More important than this sTlec1-

fic step, however. was the U%lallnounced but Boon apparent agreement bet1'leen the 

Treasury and the lederal Reserve that the latter would no longer peg the price of 

Government bonds at a precise fl~~re. Since then the Federal Reserve ~AS abstain$(' 

most of the time from supporting the bond market and has discontinued its purchase, 

of ahort~term securities. The effeet of this change of polioy on interest rates 

has been as f~llows: 

June 1950 
January 1951 
March 1951 
June 1951 
Jan-clary 1952 
March 1952 

,l-MontJa 
Treasury :BiJ,l.l 

1.174 
1.381 
1.422 
1<.'499 
1 .. 688 
1.658 

Percent Per Annum 
Te.mb1e :B..9nds 

15 Yen.rs and Over 

2.33 
2.39 
2 .. 47 
2065 
2c74 
2,,70 

The !reasury accepted this rise in interest rates by offering securities 

with higher yields. Thus, in May 1951 it announced the offering of a. new sa.vings 

note with yields ranging from 1~44 percent for 6 months up to 1.88 yercent for 

the full three-year illVestment. (T.hese yields were about 1/2 to 1 percent higher 
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than those on the old savings notes).l1 

The fact that such relatively moderate inoreases in interest rates allowed 

the Federal Reserve to ui thdraw its support from the Government aeouri ties l!1ar!:et 

has been hailed as evidence of how effective even f'raetional inereases in intere~t 

rates oan be to arrest the expansion in credit and in the money supply. In fact, 

the experience of 1951 is far from conclusive on this matter sinee eeonomie eon·"",!t'':T.l' 

at the time \"hen the new peliey was ac.lopted were such as to make the interest rate 

ehanges unusually effective. It is by no means oertain that under different c031c1i

tiona small ohanges in interest rates would have produced similar result •• 

jJ Recent borrowing operations by the Tr~sury are described as follews in ~ 
. Mid6!!~ 1952 Jconomic ReView by the Council of Economic Advisers of July 19.52, 

p. . 5: 

ft ••• The Treasury engaged in substantial ~1 borrowing activities dUring'the 
second. quarter. The volume of 3-month Treasury bills was increased, and, in May, 
2 3/4 l?ercent nonmarketable bonds of the type first issued in Mareh 1951 "'ere of·· 
fered (with minor exceptions) to nonbank investors, who ,,,ere given the right to 
turn in certain marketable bonds in payment for up to three-fourths of'their sub
scriptions. In June, the Treasury offered,' for casr subscription onlY, a 2 "3/8 
percent marketable 6-year bond. The amount, initially announced as approximatelY 
) 1/2 billion dollars, was the largest cash offering of Government seeurities 
sinee the end of World War II financing. It was heavily' oversubscribed. Accord
lngl1, the total offering was expanded to 4 1/4 billion dollars in order to meet 
in full the subscripti ons of nonbank investors, and to· allow com.'"!lercial banks, 
which had been permitted to make limited subscriptions, the minimum amount 
promised them. 

"Effeetive in May. the Treasury also announced changes in the terms of U.S. sav
ings bonds to make the bonds more attraetive to investors. The changes, "rhieh 
involved the offering of three new' series of saVings bonds and the d1scent1IXlla::.ee 
of two preex1sting series, as well as a modification of the terms of Series E 
bonds, had the general effect of raising the average rate of interest on bonds 
held to maturity. and of increasing the rate of return in the first ~rears after 
purchase. In addition, the annual purchase limits were doubled for the different 
series." 

tt should be pointed out, however, that the 2 3/4 percent non-marketable bonds rJEl.o, 
not been well reee! ved and that part at least of the sUccess of the 2 3/8 marke~ 
able bonds was due to the tact that non-bank investors, who were given 'Oreferenee 
over banks, borrowOd from the banks in order to buy the bonds and then resell them 
at a prof! t. Thus, in epi te of the Treasury's efforts to tap the funds of non
bank investors it ,,,ould appear that a large part of' the purchases of bonds were 
financed by the banks. (See The ,couom! st, July 12, 1952. 1'. 93 and also ~ 
Mid-Yer 1952 IIconomic Bey\W by the Oouncil of Economie Advl sera, July 1952, 
p. 39. 
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During the first half of 1951 there was a budget surplus of $4.1 billion, 

part of which was used for debt retirement. During the next twelve months there 

was a sharp increase in personal savings and a decline in the rate of credi t e~ 

pansion ",hose combined effect was to increase the supply of funds seeking investment 

in Government securities. Finally. the fact that the Treasury has so far been un-

able to sell lon~term bonds for refunding or nm'l borrowing and. has had to confine 

its activities to the short-term market means that the lon~term rate of interest 

has not yet been tested.lI It also means that the proportion of the total 

Government debt held in the form of short-term issues is larger now than it was a 

year ago. and this is obviously an undesirable development from the point of view 

iI It also seems to lend support to the a.rgument advanced by those who favor the 
pegging of interest rates, that creating uncertainty about the future of 
interest rates may be a. means of discouraging the sale of long-term securities 
by the public, but it is also a means of discouraging the purchase c£ such se
curIties by the public. 
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of future monetary stabi1ity.1I 

1/ See American Econom&c ReView, May 1952, W. Thomas, "Inflation Control in the 
United States, p. 278: 

"In view of the large commitments made by institutionBJ. investors in the private 
credit area and their desire to sell Government bonds, it was hardly possible 
for the Treasury to sell long-term bonds in any substantial amount. On the 
other hand, there '\>ras an expansion in holdings of short-term funds by corpora
tions and others and some shift by institutional investors from bonds to short
term securities. Hence, Treasury refUL~d1ng and more recently n~ney financ~ 
ing were confined to the short-term area." 

See a1so~e Annual Economic Review by the Council of Economic Advisers. January 
1951, p. 142. Separate Note by Mr. Clark: 

"There is general agreement that every effort should be made to place the 
Government debt in long-term bonds in non-bank hands. The Treasury now finds 
no market for long-terms and its heavy financing has to be in the form of short
term securities eligible for bank portfolios." 

The follOwing changes have taken place in the structure of the Government debt 
since Korea: 

June 12~0 June 12~J. Mal 1252 
Marketable ~ublic i§sues 

Short-term 52.4 58.9 65.6 
Treasury bonds 102.8 78.8 76.8 

Non-marketable ~b1ic issues 
U.S. saving bonds 57.5 57.6 57.6 
Treasury tax & saving notes 
Investment bonds (issued in 

8.5 7.8 7.5 

exchange for Treasury bonds) - 14.5 12.5 
Total 221.2 217.6 220.0 

With regard to the ownership of Government securities, the fo1lmn.ng changes 
have taken place since Korea: 

sZy:ne ;1,250 June J:2~1 Mal ;1,252 
Pr1v~t~ hcJd~~ 

Commercial banks 65.6 58.4 61.1 
Other financing institutions 59.9 59.5 59.4 
Indi vidual s* 67.5 64.0 61.6 

Total 193.0 181.9 184.1 

~ubl1c holginill:s 
Federal Reserve 18.3 23.0 22.3 
State & local Governments -...§.4 9.4 9.9 

Total 26.5 32.4 32.2 
• There is a difference of some $2 billion between the figures sho\m in earlier 

Reviews by t!le Council of Economic Advisers and the one issued last month. 
The figure for June 1950 has been taken from the earlier issues as the series 
contained 1n the new issue do not go back to June 1950. 
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It is highly improbable that an earlier adoption of the monetary policy 

renresented by the accord between the Treasury and the Federal Reserve '·!ould. have 

had any sabstantial effect on the forces working for a price rise during the yeriod 

July 1950 - March 1951. It has been argued that under the conditions prevailing 

during that period the rise in prices could have been completely aVerted only by 

increases in interest rates which would have caused a 20 to 30 point decline in the 

prices of Govera~ent securities as compared with the 4 percent maximum decline ~mich 

the rise in interest rates produced in the subsequent period. This means that the 

long-term interest rate might have had to rise to 4 or 4 1/2 percent~l! 
As far, however. as the conditS,ons of 1951-52 are concerned, the new mone-

tary policy did help to check monetary expansion in the follo"Ting three ways: 

(i) While maintaining an orderly market for Government bonds it introduced 

sufficient uncertainty to make investors realize that they could no longer expect 

to convert securities into cash without some market risk. 

(ii) It forced the large institutional investors, such as insurance com-

panies. who were reluctant to accept the capital loss involved, to stop turning 

their holdings of Government securities into mortgages and other hi~ler-yielding 

assets.~ It is argued that the decline in housing construction which set in in 

the second quarter of 1951 and which contributed so greatly to reduce demand for 

17 See Report of the SUbcommittee on General Credit Control and Debt Management 
(Patman SUbcommittee) of the Congressional Joint Committee on the Economic 
Report, June 26, 1952, p. 22-23 and 35. 

zJ The Patman Subcommittee has made the following calcula.tions of the effect of 
increases in interest rates on the price of a 20-yea.r 2 1/2 percent bond: 

AssumEA 11e14 
2 1/2 
3 
3 1/2 
4 
4 1/2 
5 

&rk@t Pric@ 
100 

92.52 
85.70 
79048 
73.81 
68.62 
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consumers' durables owes at least as much to this reluctance of financial institu-

tions to sell their Government securities as to the controls imposed on real estate 

cr edi t by the Federal Re serve. 

(iii) It forced the banks, for the first time since the war, to utilize 

extensively the redisc~t facilities of the Federal Reserve in order to adjust 

their reserve positions instead of selling U.S. Gcvernment securities to the Federal 

Reserve as they had been doing under the regime of pegged interest rates. Thus, 

during the first five months of 1952 the dailY average of outstanding Federal Reserve 

discounts and advances to member banks was $362 million, 1 1/3 times the average 

amount in the same period of 1951 and almost four times that in the same period of 

1950.JJ The necessity for banks to borrow from the Federal Reserve has acted as a 

restrictive force on credit and monetary expansion in view of the well-kno~ re-

luctance of banks to rely on borro,",ed fwx1 s for any extended period of time, a reo-

luctance which induces them to adjust their lending and investing activities down-

wards in order to repay their debt. 

On the other hand, there is no evidence that the fractionally higher 

interest rates themselves had any effect on the demand and supply of funds. It 

is true that the expansion of bank credit slowed down considerably after March 

1951,~ but this was the result of the general stabilization of the economy rather 

than of the higher cost of credit. Similarly, it is true that bank holdings of 

U.S. Government securities, which, as already stated, declined by $7 billion during 

if Federa.l Reserve :BUlletin, July 19.52, p. 733. 

Also ~e Economist, July 12, 1952, p. 93: 

"The commercial banks have been forced to borrow large swns from the Federal 
Reserve Banks in order to meet their reserve reqUirements. This method of 
providing reserves temporarily is in sharp contrast to the injection of more 
permanent funds through purchases of Government securities in the pegged 
markets of more than a year ago." 

Y Between March 1951 and March 1952 panIc loans increased by $3.4 billion as com
pared lv-ith $9.6 billion in the earlier period. 
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the earlier period, increased by $2.5 billion during MarCh 1951 - March 1952. This, 

however. 1s only partly attributable to the higher yields of U.S. Government securi

ties. It is due primarily to the already mentioned fact that the unpegging of 

interest rates made it generally more profitable for the banks to borrow from'" the 

Federal Reserve in order to make temporary adjustments in reserve positions than 

sell bills in the market at a low price and ~ them back later at a high price, 

and also to the fact that the expansion in deposits and the earlier sales of U.S. 

jecurities had reduced bank holdings of such securities below what liquidity con

siderations indicated as desirable.lI 

An interesting fact about monetary developments during the post-Korean 

period is the absence of any correlation bet"reen price changes and changes in money 

supply. indicating that money supply is not as significant a magnitude as is com-

monly held and is certainly not a major determinant of economic and financial con-

ditions in a given period. During the period of sharp price inflation July 1950 -

March 1951 the privately held money supply (defined as adjusted deposits plus cur

rency outside the banks) increased by $2.5 billion or only 1.5 ~ercent, while during 

i7 The ratio of bank investments in U.S. Government securities to their total in
vestments,which stood at 54 percent in June 1950,declined to 47 percent in 
March 1951 and to 46 percent in March 1952. 

Similarly. the ratio of bank holdings of U.S. Government securities to total 
private dam and deposits,which stood at 77 percent in June 19SO,declined to 
66 percent 1n March 1951 and to 64 percent in March 1952; 

Milli Qn Dollars 

:Bank Ratio of U.s. Batio of U.S. 
Holdings Total Total Government Government 
of U.S. :Sank Private Securities Securities 

Government Invest- Demand To Total To Total Private 
Secu~1tie§ me~t§ Dep9sits Investments Demand Deposits 

1940 17~800 43,900 34,945 ~ 50% 
June 1950 65~800 121~800 85~040 77% 
March 1951 58,800 125,700 89,000 4?J, 66~ 
March 1952 61,100 132.500 94,800 46% 64% 
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the following period of economic stabilization the money supply expanded by $10.4 

billion or 6 percent.lJ The reason, of course, for this total absence of correla-

tion is that the monetary circulation is determin~ not only by the quantity of 

money but also by its velocity, i.e. its turnover, which increases in a period of 

rising prices and decreases in a period of falling prices.~ 

The factors enumerated above have undoubtedly,made a ~or contribution to 

the stabilization achieved in 1951-52. The conclusion, however, that the same de-

gree of stabilization ,,,ould have been possible without the imposition of price and 

wage controls ignores the following considerations: 

1. While it is true that most of the rise in prices 'II,hich occurred during 

the first phase of the post-Korean period was of a speculative a..'1d anticipatory 

!I Changes in money su:pply during the post..xorean period have been as follows: 

Million Dollars 

June. 1950 &rc~ 1951 Mar~h 1952 May. 1952 

Demand deposits adjusted 85~040 89~000 94~800 95~300 
Time deposits 59~739 .59~100 62~500 63~OOO 
Currency outside banks 2S,1~J 

Total privately-held 
24.400 25,700 2.~~o..QQ. 

man f!J1 supply 169,964 172,500 182,900 184,400 

Qomparlson Between Ohange~ 
in Money Supply and Ohanges in Prices 

July 19.50 - March 1951 
March 1951 - March 19.52 
July 19.50 - May 19.52 

Monev Supply 

1 • .5 
6.0 
8.4 

Percent Increase 
Consumer Prices Wholesale Prices 

8 
2.4 

11 

17 
-4 
12 

~ See Report of Subcommittee on General Credit Control and Debt Management 
(Patman Subcommittee) OPe ~it. 19-22. 
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character, it is also t~e that this is a type of inflation which can feed on itself 

and which can, therefore, continue for a long time until arrested by a reversal of , 

expectations. The argument that high prices check the dam and for goods and cannot. 

therefore, be maintained if they are not justified by the de~-supp1Y situation 

ignores that higher prices bring in their train higher profits, higher wages .and 

higher farm incomes and hence a higher demand for goods. Between the third quarter 

of 1950 and the second quarter of 1951 consumer prices rose by 4 percent but 

personal incomes after taxes rose by 7 percent. Between the first half of 1950 and 

the first half of 1951 con~er prices rose by 8 percent but personal incomes after 

taxes rose by 11 percent. The fact is that \vhenever a large proportion of pro

ducers and sellers decide to raise their prices they automatically create a larger 

demand for their products which is sufficient to support the new price structure. 

It is only when such action is resorted to by a small group of producers or "Then 

the rise in the prices of some commodities is far greater than that of most other 

commodities that the higher prices are economically untenable and must come down. 

In the situation preva.iling at the beginning of 1951 there was no inherent reason 

why prices could not have continued to rise for several more months. 

Similarly', while ~t is true that. by the spring of 1951 consumers were over

stocked with goods and had, in particular, amply met their needs for durable goods, 

it is also true tl~t in a period of rislngprices (and prices were still rising 

fast when controls were imposed), the public will seek to convert as much as poe-, 

sible of its cash and liquid assets into goods and other hedges against inflation, 

thereby adding to the inflationary pressures existing in the econonv. The fact 

that after March 1951 consumers have been willing to save such an unusually high 

proportion of their incomes and to invest these savings in highly liquid assets 

indicates that the fear of price rises subsided during that period. There can be 

no doubt that the iJqposi tion of price and wage controls, for ,·rhich the public S 
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Oongress had been clamoring for months, gave assurance that prices would no longer 

be permitted to rise and thereby contributed to bring about a reversal of expecta-

tions. From then on the process of stabilization, like the earlier process of in-

flation, acquired a momentum of its own: the fact that people stopped buying helped 

to stabilize prices and the fact that prices were being s~abllized removed the in

centive to buy. Even 1f price controls were only a straw, it can fairly be said 

tr~t they were the straw that broke the camel'~ back. 

2. It \i'ould, however, be incorrect to describe the contrl. bution which 

price and wage controls have made to date to the stabilization of the American eco-

nomy as primarily psychological. While there are wide a;-eas of the economy where 

considerable price Wsoftness" developed after March 1951, there are also important 

sectors where inflationary forces continue to exert their pressure and to threaten 

the stability of the general price level. One such sector is labor costs which are 

steadily moving upwards as a result of the strong bargaining position of labor 

under conditions of fuJ.l employment. Another inflationary force is the strong de-

mand for materials needed in both military and civilian production. Physical can-

trols ~~d limitations on the use of scarce materials no doubt reduce the pressure 

of demand on their prices, but in the absence of price controls the enforcement of 

physical controls would have been a formidable, if not impossible, undertaking. 

The fact alone that the price level 1s still rising shows that the controls are 

needed and are performing a useful function.lI It should also be noted that the 

11 ~he Mid-Year 195& Economic Revie~ by the Oounoil of Economic Advisers dated July 
16, 1952 describes the recent price situation as follows:' , 
ft ••• A ~ureau of Labor Statistics' study indicated that in March, for example, 
prices of commodities representing 85 percent of the coverage of the consumers' 
price index, including some prices not subject to control, were still at their 
post-Korean peaks or ,.,1 thin 5 percent of thcs e peaks. In such tight market ' 
areas, the Office of Price Stabilization continued generally to hold the line, 
granting increases only when justified under its standards requiring a limited 
amount of cost absorption. An increasing number of demands for higher ceilings 
were denied under the chief of these standards, the 1Udustry earnings standard: 
where, as in the case of wholesale and retail grocers, this standard required 
moderate increases, they were granted. In soft market areas, OPS develaoed'a 
ceiling-suspension poiicy, which by midyear had been used in about 20 ea-;;es, in
cluding fats and 011s, .hides and leathers, wool, raw cotton, all textiles, and 
whiskey and wine. ...1t 
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stability exhibited by the general price level since March 1951 is in part deceptive 

since it is made up of price declines in the depressed industries which will be re

versed as soon as the demand for the products of these industries revives (and this 

it is certain to do in the coming months) and of sUbstantial ris~s in costs a~ 

prices in other sectors which are not likelY to be reversed. If, for instance, 

wholesale prices of clothing and leather had not declined by more than 15 percent 

since March 1951 (the greatest decline registered by any group of commodities in

cluded in the wholesale price index) consumer prices of apparel would not have been 

maintained at their Mexch 1951 levels and conseque~tly the overall index of COD

sumer prices ",ould now have been higher than it is, probably by 1 to 2 percent. 

3. Without the exceptionally high volume of personal saving and the slow-

ing down of inventory accumulation which have characterized the secondpost-Korean 

year condl tions in that year would have been nru.ch more inflationary than in 1950. 

In the first place, Government finances ",hiob in 1950-51 had exerted a 

strong anti-inflationary influence on the econoll\V ceased to do so in 1951-52. In 

1950-51, as already stated, Fec3eral cash receipts exceeded cash expenditures 

by $7.5 billion. In 1951-52 there was no surplus: cash receipts are estimated to 

have been $68 billion and payments $67.9 billion. In terms of purchases of goods 

and services, Gove~nment spending increased from $30 billion in 1950-51 to $50 

billion in 1951-52, i.e. by $20 billion. 

In the second place, there was no decrease in the volume of investm~t: 

a decline of $2.10 billion in residential construction was offset by an expa~s1on 

of $1.75 billion in e~enditures on plant and equ1pment.lJ 

Industrial plant and equipment 

Residential construction 

(Billion Dollars) 
Jp.ly 195o-June 1251 JW 1951....June 195,G. Change 

28.75 

12.6 

30.50 

10.50 

t 1.75 

_ 2.10 
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In the third place, the export surplus, whose impact on the econoIIW is ob

viously 1nfiat10:nary. had been only $1,417 million in July 1950 - June 1951, but in

creased to $5,047 billion in July 1951 - June 1952. 

In the fourth place, personal incomes after taxes increased from $216 bil

lion in 1950-51 to $230 billion in 19.51 ... 52, i.e. by 6.5 percent. T\.ro things are 

significant about this increase: (i) It r~resented an increase in the purchasing 

power of the population and not merely an increase in money ;ncomes. During that 

period consumer prices rose on the average by some 4 percent, 'V,hich means that . 

personal incomes after taxes expressed in 19.50-51 dollars totalled $221 billion, 

i.e. increased by $5 billion or nearly 2.3 ~ercent. (1i) The bulk of tr.eincrease 

consisted of increases wages and salaries. The other categories of incomes regis-

tered only slight gains: 

Salaries & wages 
Agricultural income 
Proprietors and rental income 
Dividends 
Personal interest 
Transfer payments 

Minus taxes 
Disposable income 

Total 

(~illion Dollars) 
July 192o-June 1951 J'y+Y 1951-June 1952 

160.7 
19.6 
28.3 
9.5 

10.8 
.12.0 

240.9 
24.6 

216.) 

176.1 
20.7 
31.0 
9.2 

11.6 
12 • .5, 

261.1 
31·1 

230.0 

0mw.m 
t15~4 
f 1.1 
.f. 2.7 
- 0.3 t 0.8 
.f...Q.S. 

20,2 
..ki 
13.7 

T'ne fact tbat incomes after taxes were higher in 1951-52 than in 1950-51 

and that most of the increase occurred in the lower income groups meant that con-

sumption in 1951-52 would normally have been higher than in ~9.50-.51. 

Added together, the increase in Government spending, the lar~r export sur-

plus and the higher wage and salary earnings represented large ne\'l claims on avail-

able resources which only to a limited extent could have been met out of increased 

output, since by March 1951 the productive machinery was operating near capacity 

levels and shorta~es of materials precluded any furth~r large expansion in total 

output. Moreover, even \"here increases "rere possible. they would have been achieved 
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at the cost of bidding up prices still further. Finally, a higher volume of produc-

tion would have also meant a higher level of personal incone s and hence a larger 

demandtfor goods. 

As already stated, the reason why, in spite of these new claims on available 

resources. the economy was stabilized in 1951-52 is that there was a sharp increase 

in personal saving ~id a slowing down of inventory accumulation. 

During 19.51-.52 personal saving increased as follows as compared w1 th the 

earlier period: 

JanuaI7-J'une 19.50 (AnlllJAl rate) 
July 195O-June 19.51 
July 1951-June 1952 

Change between 1950-.51 and 19.51-52 

:Billion Dollars Fercent of Disposable Income 

.5.4 
5.5 
8.2 

As stated in an ~rlier section, these data on personal saving, bes1des 

being mere approximations, are not a satisfactory measure of changes in private de-

mand for goods and services since they include investments in houses and. in non-

corporate business. Such investments were extremely high in 19.50-51 but declined 

considerably in 1951-52. Thus, the increase in liquid savings between 1950-51 

and 1951-.52 was milch greater than the expansion in total personal savings suggests. 

Time deposits, for instance, which declined by $0.5 billion in the second half of 

1950 and increased by only $0.7 billion in the first half of 1951 expanded by $1.5 

billion in the second half of tPAt year and by $1.8 billion in the first half of 
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As a result of this increase in personal saving, overall consumption in 

1951-52, measured in constant dollar~was slightly smaller than in the previous 

year.gj Thus, no ad~itional claims on available resourCes resulted from the increase 

in incomes. In fact, this overall stability of consumption concealed sizable reduc-

tions in purchases of durable goods, i.e. of goods competing directly with military 

requirements,and. an increase in expenditures on services, i.e. in expenditures \'lhich 

i7 More comprehensive estimates of liquid savings, which, however, do not COver the 
whole period under consideration, are contained. in :['he Annual Economic Revielf. by 
the Council of Economic Advisers of January 1952, p. 74, as follows: 

l2~O 1951 
2td Qv.§rtet 3m ~et 2it :rter ;lrd 9.ua.rtm,: 

~ion DoUar~ 

Total personal savin, 
(not adjusted for season
a.l va.riations) 

Liquid savine: 

Currency, de~posits & 

-.Q.a.i 

savings and loan 
shares to.7 

Private insurance reserves /-0.9 
Securities: 

U. S. Government to.S 
State & local Government -0.1 
Oorporate and other to•4 

Debt liquidation 
Mortgage -1.7 
Oonsumer -1.3 

-.Q.Li 

t2.3 
+1.0 

tl.l 
/-0.9 

1-4.5 
/-1.0 

-0.4 -0.1 
-0.2 -/:0.4 -t o.5 fl.1 ./-0.6 

-1.9 -1.7 -1.4 
-1.7 1-0.2 -0.1 

For the year 1951 the Oouncil estimates that liquid savings expanded by $8 
billion. 

~ Personal con~tion expenditures: 

July 195o-June 1951 
July 19S1-June 1952 

Current Prices 1250-51 Prices 
(Billion DollarS) 

204 
211 

204 
203 
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make fewer claims on scarce resources.JJ 

We have seen that the accu.mu.lation of business inventories had been one of 

the major inflationary forces in 1950-51. In the second half of 1951 there was a 

considerable slowing down of inventory accumulation. while in the first half of 

1952 there was an actual reduction in inventories. The result was that the claims 

of the business sector on available resources were $3 bIllion lower in 1951-52 tl~ 

they had been in 1950-51: 

Nt 

1st half 1950 
2nd half 1950 
1st half 1951 
2nd half 1951 
1st half 1952 

in Non-F Busin ss Inventories 
~ual Bates Seasgnally Adjusted 

Billi'on Dollars 

2.8 
4.4 

12.1 
6.7 

- 1.3 

1.I This is shown in the following breakdown of personal consumption expenditures. 
It should be noted that the increase in expenditures on food is due exclusively 
to hIgher prices and not to increased conswmption: 

1250 1251. 125~ 
II III IV I II III IV I 

~otal consymption 187.? 202.5 198.4 208,2 202,4 204.0 206·2 ~.g 

Durable goods 
Automobiles 11.4 14.) 12.9 12.5 10.8 9",7 9.4 9.5 
Furniture & household 

equipment 11.5 16.0 12.4 14.8 11.0 11.4 11.4 11.2 
Other 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 

Non-Durable goo~s 
Clothing and shoes 18.5 19.6 19.2 20.4 19.5 19.7 20.2 20.:; 
Food 59.? 62.6 62.7 67.0 67.1 67.9 69.1 70.8 
Gasoline and oil 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.7 
Semi-durable house-

furnishings 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.4 2.0 2.1 2.0 2,0 
Tobacco 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 
Other non-durables 10.8 11.3 11.2 11.6 11.3 11.6 11.9 12.0 

Services 
Household operation 902 9.) 9.8 10.1 10.2 10.1 10.2 10.4 
Housing 19.7 20.1 20.5 20.9 21.3 21.7 22.2 22.5 
Personal service 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.2 
Recreation 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.1 3.9 3.9 
Transportation 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.9 
Other services 19.9 20.3 20.7 21.0 21.3 21.6 21.9 22,2 
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As a result of thi s larger personal saving a.n(l. smaller inventory accumul&-

tion, rising def~1se expenditures were more than offset by declining civilian expen-

ditures. Thus, areas of slackness developed in several sectors of industry, es-

pecially textiles, while the declining civilian expenditures on durable goods and 

in particular automooiles made possible a considerable diVersion of materials and 

capacity to military production ,dthout the emergence of any of the shortages which 

had been widely feared vrhen the rearmament program was decided upon.lI 

Several factors contributed to bring about this change in the attitude of 

the public and of business towards spending and the accumulation of inventories. 

Overbuying and overstocking in the earlier period "Tere no doubt important. The 

fact that no shortages developed convinced the public that its earlier fears had 

l7 Overall industrial production in 1951-52 was at the same level as in 1950-51 
with considerable increases in certain sectors and considerable declines in 
others: 

Overa£l Industrial Production 

1st half 1950 = 100 
2nd half 1950 111.6 
1st half 1951 117 
2nd half 1951 114.7 
1st half 1952 114 

Production of Selected Commodltieg 

Harcs 1t51 March 1952 
June 1950 = 100) 

Increases 
Non-ferrous metals and products 101 105 
Machinery 127 1:36 
Petroleum and coal products 120 125 
Chemicals 111 112 

No Change 
Iron and. steel 114 114 
Manufactured foods 101.7 101.2 

Decreases 
Lumber and. products 109 101.5 
Textiles 108 87 
Cars and trucks (number) 87 59 
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been exaggerated. Bestrlctions on credit also helped considerably. :But it is very 

unlikely that in a period of rising prices and rising defense expend! tures people 

would have saved more than at any time since the warlf unless they were convinced 

trl9.t prices would be held in check. Similarly, it is very unlikely that in a period 

of rising prices and costs businessmen would have slowed dOl'm the building up of 

their inventories to the extent that they did unless they felt that the rise in 

prices would be cheeked. lior was the size of inventories so abnormally high that 

it would have been impossible to sustain the bulld up irrespective of expectations.~ 

11 Rates of saving have been as fOllows in recent years: 

Prewar 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 

Post-war 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1st half 19.50 

Post-Korean 
2nd half 19.50 
1st half 1951 
2nd half 19.51 
1st half 1952 

Saving as Percent of Disposable Income 

zJ The ratio of inventories to monthly sales has been as follows in recent years: 

Manufacturing iiholesale Trade Betail TraM 

1939 2.12. 1.3.5 1.53 
1940 2.07 1.30 1.49 
1948 1.73 0.99 1.40 
1949 1.85 1.07 1.41 
1 at half 1950 1.64 1.06 1.31 
2nd half 1950 1.50 1.01 1.35 
1 st half 1951 1.61 1.10 1.55 
2nd half 1951 1.91 1.16 1 • .53 
1st half 1952 1.85 1.13 1.41 
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Our conclusion is that price and wage controls have been a factor in the 

rise in personal saving and the slowing down of inventor,y accumulation which made 

possible the stabilization of the econ~ during the ~econd post-Korean ~ear. There 

can be no doubt that without the increase in taxation, the tightening up of credit 

and the other anti-inflationary measures adopted since Korea. price and wage con

trols alone would not have been able to stem the inflationary tide since they were 

neither strict enough nor comprehensive enough to maint~n price stability in the 

face of rising income pressure.l1 Experience, moreover, shows that even,when price 

controls are successful ~n holding the line in the face of such pressure, as they 

were during the last \mr, success is like~ to consist in postponing rather than 

preventing the surge of inflation. It ls, however, equally true that the 

1/ See American Egonomic Review, May 1952, G. Griffith Johnson. "Reflections on a 
Year of Price Oontrols"; 

tt .... While the public and the Oongress have seemed by and large to expect too 
much from direct controls in se~ring o~er-all stability, they are unwilling 
to support the measures by which direct controls can attempt to fUlfill their 
expectations. Thus, authority is limited by law and Circumstance. adequate 
appropriations are not available, regulations are harder to administer and en
force, staff is more difficult to recruit, ~~d group pressures can more easily 
force the adoption' of weaker standards. A major symptom is the prevalence of 
escalation devices, which now in one' form or another cOVer 'WB.ge earners, manu
facturers, distributors, and farmers, thus greatly reducing the proportion of 
the population which feels tr~t it directly suffers from inflation.1I (p. 292). 

ftln World War II direct stabilization controls were the ma.in foundation of ,.that 
has been called the 'disequilibrium system'. Under that system we supported, 
with remarkably little effect on prices, a growth in money incomes far in e~ 
cess of the availa.ble supply of goods and services. • •• In the past eighteen 
months we have witnessed a surprising popular nostalgia for the immediate r9'"'" 
sruts of this system-without, however, a comparable recollection of the full 
scope of the controls framework which was involved. General price a..'1d wage 
stabilization measures "'''ere only the beginning. They were backed up by such 
major elements as: the rationing of many consumer goods, particularly food; 
the use of ~bsidies on a large scale, particularly to hold consumer food 
costs; a no-strike pledge on the part of labor; a widespread system of produc
tion and distribution controls other than consumer rationing; an effective in
fluence or control over imports and their prices; a willingness of people to 
aocumulate large liquid assets; and a very elaborate organizational setup eJllt'" 
tending down to the looal level. These were all required tools for implement
ing a hold-the-line policy, in particular with respect to living costs and 
wages. Even with them in operation, the system crea~ed in important places 
desPite our involvement in war." (P. 294-29.5). 
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anti-inflationary measures alone, which are by nature slow moving, could not have 

arrested the rapid rise in prices and wages which developed after Korea nor could 

they have dealt effectively with the partial diseq:u.ilibrium situations and ''lith the 

strong pressure for wage increases whiCh have characterized the post-Korean economy. 

Finally, it should not be overlooked that the monetary measures adopted in 195+ 

owed much of their effectiveness to the sharp increase in liquid savings which, as 

already shown, could not have taken place if the imposition of price and wage con-

trols had not created the conviction that prices would henceforth be kept in check. 

The following appraisal may be considered as a sober estimate of the con-

tribution which price and wage controls made in 1951-52 to economic stabilization: 

K ••• Price ceilings doubtless reduced speculative expectations about 
industrial raw materials prices. And by setting Up a complicated 
machinery for price ceiling increase or avoidance, some particular 
prices rose less tl~ they would have otherwise. Possibly their most 
notable effect was to make politically feasible that degree of 
restraint on wage advances which has o~c;urred and the consequent 
limiting of the rise of incomes. • •• "!J 

Our overall conclusion about the 1')eriod 1951-52 is that the stabilization 

achieved was of a precarious kind and was based primarily on less than normal buy-

ing by the public and. on a cautious inventory policy on the part of business. 

Moreover, to the extent that the intention of consumers was to postpone rather 

than forego their p~1rchase~the stabilization achieved may prove short-lived and 

may be followed by a new wave of buying and by new inflationary pressures. Similar-

ly, the decrease in inventories which occurred ~n the first half of this year may 

soon be replaced by extensive restocking. Thus, there is no justification for 

interpreting the stabilization of 1951-52 as evidence that the danger of inflation 

no longer exists and need. not be guarded against. On the contrary, as will be 

shown in the next chapter, the outlook for the immediate future is unmistakably in-

flationary. 

lJ See Am§rictm Economi c ReyiSWt May 1952, p. 3OL!-305. 
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When an expand~d rearmament program was decided upon following the out

break of the Korean war, it was widely held that the carrying out of such a prog

ram ",ould inevitably impinge on the living standards of the population and would 

call for restraint and even sacrifices on the part of the public. Reporting to 

Congress in January 1951, the President said: 

"American families must make sacrifices. They can expect very sharp 
curtailments in the supply of durable equipment which brings ?on
venience and entertainment to the home. They will have to make their 
household goods last longer, their automobiles and appliances, their 
linen and clothes. They must save a larger por~~on of their incomes. 
Many of them must postpone buying a new house. ttJJ 

To date, however" the Amerlcan.econom1 has been able to meet all the new 

burdens placed upon it and, in addition. mai~tain civilian consumption at better 

than pre-Korean levels. This happelled first? because th~ military build-up has 

been slower than was originally contemplated, and second, because the output of 

goods increased faster than was originally thought possible •. 

~etween the first half of 1950 and the firs~ half of 1952 the American 

gross national product, measured in constant dollars, expanded by l4percent. 

This expansion was sufficient to take care of the whole of the increase in ~efense 

requirements and in productive investment which occurred during that period, 

i7 Saa also ~e AAPU8i Economic Review by the Council of Economic Advisers. 
January 1951, p. 77: 

"Even wi th the large increase in total output which has been estimat ad as at
tainable, the expanding defense program will have a major impact upon con
sumption and living standards. If the total output and national security 
programs discussed in the preceding sectlonare realized, some reduction in 
total per capita consumption may take place, and very sharp· cuts in the pro
duction of individual items of consumption will be required, at a time when 
total employment and working hours had increased substantially. 

Sf Defense needs for basic materials and skilled manpower can be expected to 
force particularly s~~ cutbacks in some areas. Production of passenger cars 
and other metal-using durable goods may well have to be cut by percentages 
ranging from one-third to \'1ell over one-half below the record levels of the 
second half of 1950." 
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leaving consumers actually better off than before Korea; 

Grose National Product at 1951 pricO.;.! 
(Eillion Dollars) 

1st Half 1st Half 
1950 

~AiiAual Rate) 
1951 ~52 

1 ;BAte} 

l-Personal consumotioR 204.4 208.0 211.2 
2-~rivate domestic invemtment 

Producers I equipment 22.5 24.9 25.4 
New construction 23.0 23.3 23.1 
Change in inven toTies 3.6 10.3 - 0.8 

3-Government eamenditures on 
~oods and service! 45.2 62.6 75.8 

4-Net forei~ invftstmont - 4.6 0.2 1.3 
294.3 329.3 336.0 

Increase 
Between 

1220 & 1252 

t 6.8 

t 2.9 
t 0.1 
- 4.4 

/-.30.6 
t...:J.a9.. 
141.7 

These are global money estimates. What they mean in real terms can be 

gauged from the foll~·dng account of what has been accomplished during that period 

in the fields of national security and of expansion in productive capac~ty. 

The defense build-up, although slOller than originally expected, has re-

sulted in a vast increase in American militar,y strength: Since 1950 the size of 

the American armed forces has more than doubled from about 1.5 milli?n men ~o 

nearly 3.5 million. At the beginning of 1951 production of aircraft, tanks, ar-

tillery a.~d so on was five times what it was during the first thre~ mo~ths of the 

Korean war. Five and a half million men out of a total of some 47,000,000 wage 

and salary workers were engaged directly or indirec~ly on defense production. 

The expansion in basic productive capacity. which is the second major 

goal of the rearmament program, has been still more in;pressive: Plans formulated 

after Korea called for large increases in the following sectors of the econo~: 

Finished gtOel - Increase in capacity from the 82 million per annum 

existing in the first half of 1951 to 86 or 87 million in 1952 and 90 to 92 mil-

lion in 1953. Such an increase in finished steel capacity required an increase 

1I Estimates rrade in i.e Mi~-Year 1952 Ecopomic Revie"f by the Council of Economic 
Advisers, July 1952. p. 141. 
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in ingot..oproducing capacity from 103 million tons in early 1951 to 120 million in 

1953. 

Aluminum. ... In 1950 production was ~9,OOO tons or 84 percent of capac! ty. 

Po at-Korean plans called for an output of 1,494,000 tons by the end of 1953, which 

implied an expansion in cSDacity of 73 percent. 

~ectric pgwer - In 1950 ca~acity was 70 million kilowatts. Post

Korean plans called for an increase to 97 million by 1953 or by 40 percent. 

Petroleum industrY - At the time of Korea the petroleum industry "rhich 

had expanded by 40 percent since 1940, was operating below full capacity.lI A 

further 15 percent increase in capaCity by 1953 ,~s planned after Korea which was 

expected to take care of doubled military demand, rising civilian consumption 

and the need for maintaining some spare capacity. 

Increases in capacity were also envisaged in machinery, transportation, 

chemicals, and so on. 

A substantial part of the finanCing required for this expansion is,pro-

vided by the Government through such means as accelerated,tax amortization, loans 

and guarantees, advance p~ents by the military services, and so on. :By Ju..'1a 

1952 projects representing an investment of $21 billion had been approved for tax 

iJ !rhe follOWing table shows that produotion of the main petroleum product s dur..
ing the three months before Korea was below the level of 1948 and considerablY 
lower than six months later, 1.e. in December 1950 - January 1951. Pr~ar 
figures are also given: 

2nd Quarter Dec. Jan. 
l2!tQ. l.2!±fi ;L220 lli.Q. 1950 

MonthlY Average -
Crude petroleum 000 bbls. 113 168 156 177 183 
Fuel 011: distillate 11 II 15 32 30 42 44 

residual 11 tr 26 39 32 40 42 
Kerosene " 'It 6 10 9 II l3 
Lubricating 011 If If 3 4 4 5 5 
Motor fuel It It 51 77 84 91 94 
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amortization aid under the system of ftnecessity certificatesn.lI However, private 

financing is also very large. 

In earlY 1952 the expansion in productive capacity achieved since Korea is 

estimated to have been as fOllaws .. Z:.i 

Percent Increase Since 1950 

Steel 
Petroleum refining 
Chemicals 
Electrioal maohinery 
Other machinery 
Transport equipment 
Automobiles 

All manufaoturing 

12 
8 

22 
24 
30 
52 
20 

Other notable increases are an addition of 7 million kilowatts to eleotric 

power capacity1! (an addition of 10 percent in existing capacity) and a 67 !,ercent 

if As follows: 

Nec~ssity Oertificates Approved Through June 20. 1952 

Proposed. Investm®t 
(Millions, of Dollars) 

All industries 

Iron and steel 
Coke and by-products 
Railroads 
Great Lakes transportation 
Petroleum refining 
Welded and heavy riveted pipe 
Aircraft, ordinance, and accessories 
Electric light and power 
Aluminum (primary refining) 
Machinery 
Chemicals (excluding synthetic fibers) 
Pulp, paper and allied products 
Synthetic fibers 
All other 

2l,295 

3,726 
182 

3,485 
'144 

1,203 
195 

1,133 
2.938 

673 
1,023 
2,276 

746 
140 

3,431 

Tax Amortization 
(Million~ of Dollarg) 

12,411 

2,266 
138 

1.710 
107 
777 
134 

'742 
1.310 

503 
, 616 

1,2l2 
387 
72 

2,437 

Y Estimate quoted in !Cbe V.1d-Year 1252 Economic Review by the Council of Economic 
AdVisers, July 1952, p_ 58. 

JJ ~he Economist, January 19. 1952, p. 143. has commented that "there has never 
been, either here or anywhere else on earth, such an increase in twelve months 
in eleotric power capacity". 
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expansion in the aircraft industry. 

These achievement. have been described as the "mammoth, glacier-like 

progress of American production lt •
lI They 1rTould not have been possible l.rithout the 

sharp increases in productivity registered during that period. :Between the f:"rst 

half of 1950 and the first half of 1951 e~loyment in manufacturing increased by, 

12 percent and weekly hours by 2.5 percent, but output increased by 17.2 percent, 

implying an average increase in productivity of nearly 5 percent. The increase was 

still greater in the durable goods industries, averaging some 6 percent.:?:.! 

The widespread tendency to attribute these gains to the stimulus of 

rearmament assumes that if rearmament had not int ervened there ,,,ould have been no 

growth in the American economy. There seems to be little justification for this 

interpretation of American economiC conditions. As shown in the first part of this 

Memorandum, at the time of Korea there was every prospect that the high levels of 

economic activity obtaining in the first half of 1950 would have been maintained 

for a considerable time through the combined effect of high levels of consumption. 

large new construction and sustained business investment. There was also every 

17 The Economist, January 19, 1952, p. 143, under the title "Miracles Taken For 
Granted". 

Total Manufacturing Durable Good.§ Non-Durable C~oda 

l-Number of Workers EmPloyed 

1 at half 1950 14,220,000 7,568 6,653 
1st half 1951 15,925,000 8.927 6,997 
1st half 1952 15.733,000 8.954 6,779 

2-Weekl:v Hours 

1st balf 1950 39.9 40.5 39.1 
1st half 1951 40.9 41.8 39.8 
1st half 1952 40.4 41.4 39.2 

Hroduction (1935=:39 = 100) 

1st half 1950 198 220 181. 
1st half 1951 232 274 199 
1st half 1952 226 275 186 
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indication that increased Government spending on such seriously ~glected needs as 

l'..1.ghways, schools, conservation and reclamations ,,!orks, and so on. 'lrTould have taken 

care of any slack in the economy that might have developed as a result of a falling 

off in private spending. It is true that the expansion in productive capacity 

which ",ould have taken place under these influences ,,'ould have been less rapid than 

it has been under the stimulus of rearmament, but this ",ould have been all to the 

good, since it 'IIIrauld have spared the A.m3rican economy the inflationary strains to 

,,,,mch ptlshing ahead at forced draft has subjected it. ~lha.t the post-Korean ex.

perience has demonstrated is that Americans c~~ meet any challenge to their energr 

and resourcefulness as producers, it has not demonstrated, as has been widely con

tended, that the United States "cannot have butter without guns". 

Because of the high productivity of its economy the United States has been 

able to meet the add! tional claims on its resources made by rearmament ",1 thout 

sacrificing either its living standards or its economic growth. For the American 

economy the strains and difficulties of rearmament are exclusively finencial in 

character. They arise primarily from the fact that the production effort necessary 

to fulfil the requirements of defense generates large increases in money incomes 

and in profits without leading to a corresponding increase in the volume of goods 

and services available to the civilian economy. Thus, unless this increase in in

comes and profits is prevented from e:x;pressing itself as an increased ~emand for 

goods, inflation becomes inevitable. From the financial point of V19'1rl, the fact 

that high levels of consumption and investment obtained before the increase in d.e

fense expenditures is no assurance that the necessity for abstaining from spending 

the increased incomes and profits will be readily accepted. When incomes increase 

people will normally want to spend a large part of that increase on goods a~ 

services. At practically all levels of income there are always needs which, be

cause they cannot be satisfied, do not seem to e~ist but which.becorne Very real and 

clamorous as soon as income increases. A person. for instance, earning $3.000 
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a Y'ear will not no~lY' consider owning a car as part of his needs, but the moment 

he moves to, saY', $4,000 a :year, ownership of a car may begin to be felt as an 

urgent necessity. It is difficult to conVince such a person that since the increase 

in his income was directly or indirectly caused by the military effort and since 

the military effort makes it impossible to produce mo~e cars, it is his duty to 

abstain from entering the market for cars. Similarly, when profits increase and 

the outlook is for continued high economic activity, businessmen will normally 

want to expand their product! ve capac! ty a.nd make heavy investments in plant and 

equipment. The first conclUsion one reaches ,.,hen considering this problem of in-

creased purchasing po\ver versus unchanged volume of goods is that the public cannot 

be e:x:pect~ for more than a short period, to abstain voluntarily from spending a 

large part of its additional income. The financial problem of rearmament consists 

in how to force people to do so. 

The difficulty ~oes not lie in devising the poliCies and measures required 

to deal with the problem, but in ensuring their adoption B,nd effective ap:01ication. 

The measures themselves are well-known and no serious differences of opinion exist 

about the necessity of adopti~ some or all of them in a period of financial strain. 

They are: increased taxation, credit restriction, control over the use of scarce 

materials of strategic importance to the economy, control over prices and wages. 

The difficulty of adopting and applying effectively these measures arises from two 

facts: 

1. The very nature of these poliCies as measures which take away or 

restrict makes them unpopular with the public. Pecmle resent the taxes whioh re-
~ . 

duce their inoomes or the controls whioh prevent them from buying what they ~~t, 

but they seldom stop to think that the alternative is higher prices ",hioh would reo-

duce the value of their incomes and their ability t~ buy goods just as effectively. 

As the Council of Economic Advisers has pointed out, rtthe imposition of harsh 

restraints goes a.gainst the grain and requires all of us to do things "re would 
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very much rather not <:10. The reasons for a mighty productive effort are more or 

less self-explanatory. but to succeed with controls requires a constant effort to-

1r!ard the enlargement of :pUblic understandingo TIll 

2. The increase in incomes and profits resUlting from rearmament is not 

uniform among the population. Certain groups benefit more than others while some 

groups do not benefit at all. Similarly, certain types of spending must be cur-

tailed more drastically than others ,·,hile for some types a curtailment might be 

actually harmful to the economy since it might render idle resources 't'rhich cannot 

be effectively utilized elsewhere. The measures that are adopted to curtail over-

all demand must ensure that the financial burden of rearmament is fairly distributed 

among the population and that the pressure on resources 1s relieved where it 1s 

greatest. 

The first requirement raises formidable difficulties since the groups 

which benefit most from the increased ~ending on rearmament are also to a large 

extent the groups best able to resist the measures which aim at preventing their 

incomes from rising. This is true of businessmen, farmers and organized labor, and 

1 t means tr.a.t the burden of rearmament tends to fall di sproportionately on the 

other sections of the population. Which are these other sections! They are mOljilt 

of the salaried ,yorkers, the non-unionized wage ea.rners, the old age pensioners, 

the disabled a.nd all those who live on fixed incomes. Bow large a group do these 

sections constitutel According to the Council of Economic Advisers Itbetween early 

1950 and early 1951. when personal income rose by about 13 percent half the popu-

lation did not obtain any increase in income. In fact, 18 percent l~d decreases 

in income. lIY This conrparison undoubtedly e:xaggerates the longe:t"woterm effects of 

inflation because it refers to a period ",hen many categories of wages and salaries, 

iJ The Annual Econ0rtl.c Re~'iex by the C~cil of Economic Advisers, January 19.51, 
p. 97-98. 

Y ~.he Mid-Year 195;t. ~conomic Revi:.m! by the Council of Economic Advisers, July 
1951, p. 96 .. 
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which have since then caught up td th prices, had not yet done so. There can be 

little doubt, however, tr~t a considerable section of the population is penalized 

by inflation and this has very serious implications for the country as a whole: 

(a) Since fixea-income recipients are heaVily concentrated in the l~Ter income 

groups, a deterioration in the position of these groups relative to that of other 

groups violates one of the fundamental principles of a modern community and an es

sential prere~uisite for social cohesion and tranquility, namely that disparities 

of economic status shO'llld be reduced and. burdens imposed in a.ccordance ,.,i th each 

group IS capacity to pay. (b) Economic po'Vrer does not a1".ra.ys measure the usefulness 

of a group's contribution to the general welfare. Oertain group~ such as teachers 

and nurses, \-.'Mch r.<ave 11 tt1e bargaining po"rer, perform some of the most important 

f~nctions in a civilized society. A decline in the real incomes of these groups 

in a period of general prosperity ineVitably leads to a depletion of their ranks 

to the detriment of all. Moreover, no community can allow a large group of its 

weaker members to bear a dispropoI tionate share of a common burden ,·ri thout 

dangerously ",eakening its social fabric. 

Paradoxically, however, from the financial point of view, the larger the 

number of people ,,,ho can protect themselves against inflation by raising their in

comes, the more serious will be the effects of inflation on a cryuntryts financial 

structure. This is sO because of the well-known spiral: if prices rise because 

demand is in excess of supply, an increase in incomes to offset the increase in 

prices will merely result in new price increases which will produce a new round of 

income increases and this ad infinitum. What usually stops this process is the 

fact that not all incomes can be adjusted up~mrds and that,consequent1y when prices 

rise demand is brought into equilibrium with supply- ThuB, the larger the number 

of people who cannot adjust their incomes l.Ip'!tvards the more limited "rill be the ef

fects of a rise in prices on the value of money, and inversely, the larger the 
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number of people \'lho can obtain income increases the more serious "rill be the ef

fects of rising prices on the value of money. In post-\.rar America there are few 

groups so weak that they cannot in the long-run obtain relief from rising prices. 

This is a sign of social and political health, but it also means that the threat 

to the value of the dollar implied in the inflationary condi tiona created by rearma

ment is Milch greater than it 'l.10uld have been in times when there was less economic 

democracy. Thus, uhat is needed to ensure financial stability in a :period of large 

military expenditures is to persuade the economically stronger groups to exercise 

restraint and refrain from taking undue advantage of the opportunity of bettering 

their position afforded to them by the high demand for goods and services resulting 

from rearmament. 

The second condition of successful stabilization, namely that certain 

types of spending be curtailed more drastically than others, means that, ;n add! tion 

to such general measures as taxation and quantitative credit restrictions, a program 

of financial stabilization calls for selective measures and for the ~lication of . 

qualitative criteria. A curtailment in the demand for passenger cars, for instance, 

cannot be achieved through income tax increa~es alone. without forcing a curtailment 

in the demand far other goods as well, which, however, may be in ample su,pply. Even 

an excise tax on cars may not produce the desired result if pe?ple choose to pay 

the tax on cars and to cut do\YIl other expenditures. Similarly, an increase in 

bank reserve reqUirements ~dll result in a general tightening up of credit while 

what may be needed is a curtailment of credit for civilian production and an expan

sion of credit for defense production. In such cases, direct restrictions on the 

production of passenger carSt restrictions on consumer and real estate credit and 

similar selective measures '\11111 be needed to supplement the general fiscal. and 

monetary policies adopted to deal with the. financial problems of rearmament. These, 

however, are measuree 't'lhich require a vast, competent and impartial administrative 
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machinery in order to be carried out effe~tivelY and which, because they interfere 

vlith the freedom of action of individuals, are resented by the public as bureau

cratic and tyrannical. 

Finally, since each stabilization measure has its disadvantages as well as 

its advantages (taxes reduce incentives, price ~ontrols create rigidities in produc

tion, wage controls produce strikes, and so on), an effective stabilization program 

must combine the different measures in such a way as to minimize the. disadvantages 

and maximize the advantages of each one of them. There can, however, never be com

plete agreement on "That constitutes the optimum combination: each measure has its 

fervent advocates who insist that it should be the principal weapon in the fight 

against inflation and "rho belittle the contribution \vhich can be made by other 

measures. Thus, a stabilization program is bound to be controversial and to be 

subject to frequent shifts of emphasis. 

It is \1ri th difficulties of this type, '-rhich are political, social ampsy

chological rather than strictly economic in character, that the American economy 

has been faced in the post-Korean period of expanded defense e:x;penditures. We 

have seen that on the ,,,hole the difficulties have been successfully met and that 

the poliCies adopted have prevented any serious weakening of the American financial 

structure. The extent to which these policies have fallen short of ensuring com

plete financial stability is measured by ~he loss in purchasing p~er suffered by 

the dollar during that period. This loss, amounting to 10 percent, represents the 

main unfavorable impact of rearmament on the American economy during the fir st two 

post-Korean years. 

It is, hO\,Tever, important to realize that the inflation experienced during 

that period has been due as much to the state of full ElIIl!>loyment created by rearm&

ment as to the fact that the resulting increase in incomes was not matched by a 
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corresponding increase in civilian supplies. There can be little doubt tr.at the 

rise in wage costs wJ:l..:ich took place during that period would have occurred even if 

the acld1tlonal goods produced had been civilian in character. It 'Ir!ou1d have oc

curred because a state of full employment strengthens the bargaining position of 

labor while weakening the resistance of employers to the granting of \-Tage increases 

in excess of what is justified by gains in productivity, i.e. increases "Tmch force 

a raising of prices. 

The inflationary implications of full employment are generally recognized 

but no satisfactory '.my of dealing with them has yet been found. Those \-rho hold 

that the preservation of the value of money must be the overriding consideration of 

economic policy view unemployment as part of the essential mechanism of the private 

enterprise system ar-d argue that economic policy must be so devised as to ensure 

that unemployment does not fall below what is needed to discourage the pressure 

for wage increases. They also argue that the gains to the economy ",hleh result 

from a higher level of output are more than offset by the disruption caused by 

monetaryinstabl1ity. Those who hold that the primary consideration of economic 

policy must be to ensure the ~ull employment of the country's resources of man

power and industrial capacity argue that rising prices are far preferable to the 

economic wastefulness and human misery of unemployment and are a small price to 

pay for the benefits of full employment. It 1s clear t}:l~t neither view offers an 

acceptable solution. There can be no doubt that in a dynamic econoIDY,where tastes 

and techniques constantly change, unemployment cannot be entirely eliminated without 

loss to the stability and flexibility of the economy. But if un~mployment is to 

serve as a means of discouraging the pressure for wage increases, it must be much 

greater than this minimum and in fa.ct. must ap:oroxima.te the levels of the prewar 

decade. unemployment on such a scale, besides being an economically wasteful method 

of ensuring monetary stability, has also become politically impossible since the 
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war and is not likely to be tolerated in the future under any cirawmstances. On 

the other hand, inflation is such an unmitigated evil that no gains in physical out

put can compensate a society for the inJustice, uncertainty, instability and dis-

ruption i'lh!ch a steadily depreciating currency brings in its train. 

If the twin objectives of full employment and monetary stability, \>1hich at 

present appear so completely contradictory-Jare to be ultimately reconciled, it will 

be necessary to devi se new lIB thode and a nEn'IT approach to the problem of wage de

termination. In the past,sectional wage bargaining has been compatible with mone-

tary stability only because there ''liaS a considerable amount of unemployment to 

moderate the claims for "Tage increases and because there was a sufficient lack of 

effective demand and a sufficient degree of competition among firms to prevent 

employers from satisfYing these claims by raising prices. Without these safe-

guards, sectional wage ba.rgaining has serious inflationary implications. It was 

Sir William Beveridge himself, one of the chief advocates of full empl?yment. who 

pointed out that "there is no inherent mechanism in our present system, which can 

with certainty prevent competitive sectional bargaining for wages from setting up 

a viciOUS spiral of rising prices under full employment".1.1 Be argued that Ilin 

the new condl tions of full employment wages ought to be determined by reason, in 

the light of all the facts and ,dth some regard to general equities and not simply 

by the bargaining power of particular groups of men ••• each of \othich sees only 

its own sectional interest and tries to exploit its particular strategic advantages 

and none of which attempts to judge the position of the whole economyw.£I The 

solution he advocated was based on three principles: (a) inclusion of all arbitra.

tion clause in collective bargaining which would pledge in advance employers and 

u.n1ons to accept the decision of all a.greed arbitrator and to give no support to 

lJ W. Beveridge, FAll Emnloyment in a Free Society. p. 199. 

2J Op. Oit •• p. 200. 
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locm-outs or strikes in defiance of arbitration. (b) Re~onsibility of the State 

to maintain price stability since "1 t is unreasonable to expect from trade unions 

a reasonable wage policy unless there is a reasonable price policy just as much as 

it is impossible to have a price policy "dthout a wage policy". (c) Acceptance by 

business management of the need for making available to others than themselves full 

information as to the financial condition of industry. "The correlative to accepo-

tance by trade unions of an arbitration clause in all collective bargains would be 

acceptance by employers in all important industries of stan~rdized accounting 

practice and their readiness to put all facts as to profits, costs and margins un

reservedly at the di~osal of the arbitrator and an expert staff for.criticism. nll 

During the last two years, under the pressure of rearmament, American 

thinking and practice have moved along strikingly similar lines but no who~ly ef

fective policy has yet energed. Until it does, a state of full e~loymentt whether 

produced by rearmament or by civilian spending, private or public, will continue 

to exert strong inflationR-~ pressures. In the case of the United States such 

pressures will be mitigated, but they "rill not be completely eliminated, by the 

rapid increases in productivity which the American economy has demonstrated itself 

so highly capable of achieving. 

17 w. Beveridge, lHll ~ioyment in ~ Free Soeiet~, p. 200-201 
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II-proSPECTS IN THE COMING YEARS 

The high degree of instability widely ascribed to the American economy 

has been conspicuously absent throughout the post-war period. The end of the 

1947-48 boom produced nothing worse than a mild recession soon followed by a strong 

reVival of economic activity_ The inflation of 1950-51 was brought under control 

Y'lithin a reasonably short time in spite of expanding defense spending. This post-

war experience seems to warrant the expectation that the American economy will . . 

continue to follow a steady course in the years to come. The world, however, is 

still haunted by the fear of violent fluctuations in the American economy and es-

1'ecially of a seriOUS American depression some time in 1954 when American military 

expenditures will level off or decline. How much justification is there for these 

fears? 

I-TEE SBORT-TEBM OUTLOOK 

In the preceding section we stated that the outloek for 1952-53 was Un-

mistakably inflationary. ~s conclusion was based on the following considerations: 

(a) For the first time since Korea there will be a large budget deficit. 

Defense expenditures, which totalled $46.6 billion in 1951-52 and reached an mL~u.al 

rate of $50.5 billion in the second quarter of 1952, are expected to increase by 

another $11 to $12 billion in the fiscal year 1952-53. This would raise tote.l. 

Federal cash payments in 1952-53 to $79-80 billion compared with $68 billion in 

1951-52. Receipts are not expected to show any SUbstantial increase since the 

President's proposals for tax increases have not been acted upon by Congress. 

Thus. a cash deficit of some $10 billion seams to be in prospect for 1952-5Jl! 

1/ Although the bulk of'the deficit (some $8 billion) is expected to occur during 
July - December 1952, the fact that during that period corporations )Til1 in
vest tax reserves for 1953 of over $3 billion in special Government securities 
means that in effect the inflationary impact of the deficit 11111 not be 
greater during the first half of fiscal 1952-53 than it will be during the 
second half. 
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unless Oongress raises taxes when it reconvenes, '\fhich appears unlikely at present, 

and even in that ease increased collections will not begin to materialize until the 

middle of 1953. 

(b) State and local Governments are planning larger outlays for public 

works ,,,hich they intend to finance through borrowing. 

(c) :Business investment in plant and etlu1pment is expected to continue 

at the high levels of the first half of 1952 throughout fiscal 1952-53.11 

Cd) Residential construction is e:xvected to be as high as in 1951-52, and 

in view of the relaxation of controls on real estate credit recently enacted by 

Congress, it may even rise above the 1,091,000 housing starts realized in 1951-52. 

(e) Inventories may once more decide the issue between stability and in-

flation. A prevalent opinion is that the drop which occurred during the first 

i7 See The Mid-Year i954 EConomic ReVieW by the Oouncil of Economic Advisers, 
July 1952, p. 79: 

"The 1952 survey of the intentions of businessmen ,·d. th respect to investment 
in plant and equipment during the rest of this year, which was made by the 
Commerce Departoent and the Securities and Exchange Oommission, indicates that 
plant and equipment investment will continue above the levels of the first 
half of 1952 during the second half of this year. And there are other indi
cations tp~t it will remain strong in the first half of 1953. Such outlays 
by defense and defense-related indUstries, mostly producers of durable goods, 
are expected to continue to s.l).ow considerable increase in 1952 over 1951, 
with only a slight increase in industries turning out nondurable gOOds. 
Accomplishment of these plans has been facilitated by the easing of metal 
supplies and the relaxing of some credit controls. 

"Additional evidence tl~t plant and equipment outlays will probably remain 
high for some time is to be found in the scheduled rate of completion and 
estimates of "va,lue-put-in-place" for activity covered by certificates for 
accelerated amortization; the continued increase, at least until the'steel 
strike, in National Production Authority construction authorizations, which 
will add to construction in the second half of 1952, and push into 1953; and 
the still sizable volume of applications for certificates of necessity pend
ing before the Defense Production Administration. ff 
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half of 1952 will continue in the second half of the year,l! but it seems ~ch more 

likely that there .I.lll be a renewed accumulation. Three considerations point to 

the probability of renm"led inventory accu.m:u1ation: (i) In May 1952 the ratios of 

inventories to sales were not much above pre-Korean levels;£! (ii) sales are likely 

to increase in the coming months; (iii) prices of many commodities ~dll be rising. 

It is true that the experience of 1950-51 has made businessmen cautious sbout over

stocking, and it is also true that any' shortages that may de:relop \V'ill be tempo-

rary, but the fact remains that if consumer spending revives, as it seems almost 

certain to do in the coming months, businessmen ..... .rill have to undertake a consider-

able amount of restocking. 

(f) The behavior of consumers will be a decisive factor in the 1952-53 

picture. Personal incomes after taxes ,4111 continue to rise under the ~act of 

rising defense expenditures. Thus, even if the rate of saving of 1951-52 is 

maintained, consumption expenditures will increase substantially. We have seen, 

however, that the rate of saving att~ined in 1951-52 was ~bnorma.lly hi@'i.1 by 

either pre-war or po~t-\"lar sta..."1dards, and it has, in fact, been declining in 

recent months. Thus, a substantial expansion in consumption expenditures appears 

probable in the coming months. In the first half of 1952 personal incomes after 

iI See .Bu.slness Develgpme.."1ts (The Chase National :Bank - Economic Research 
Department). July 15. 1952, p. 11: 

RWith consumer buying remaining cautious and prices generally soft and \.;1 th the 
memory of last yeart s overstocking still fresh, it seems rather c:J.oubtful tl1at 
business will soon commence building up stocks on any large scale. Rather, 
the outlook over the rest of the year is for some further inventory liquida
tion, especially in consumer durable lin8s, and a. continuation of the con
servative hand-to-mouth buying policy ''lhich has characterized business pur
chasing for the ?ast year. R 

zJ Ratios of inventories to monthly sales: 

Retail trade 
Wholesale trade 
Manufacturing 

1st halt 3.950 

1.31 
1.06 
1.64 

May 1952 

1.38 
1.13 
1.85 
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iaxea totalled $231.5 billion (annual rate). Asewrd.:ng. en the conservative side, . 

that they will average $235 billion 1D. 1952-5' and asS\11D1:ng fu.rthertha~ the rate 

ttl saving w111 be equal. to that obtaining during the first half of 1952, i.e. 7.3 

percent. ,eZ'.onal consumption e2Pendl tures in 1952-53 will increase by $4 billion 

or 2 percent, as compared with the levels of the first half of 1952 •. This is 8. 

minimum which is very likely to be exceeded for the folloring reasonst . (i) The 

termination of consumer cre~lt control will undouhtedl7 stimulate buying. Already,· 

consumer credit outstanding. which had remained virtually unchp.ged between March 

1951 and March 1952, increased by $900 million or 4.5 percent between April and 

June 1952. (1i) The fact that consumers have abstained from b¢ng in 1951-52 1s 

likely to produce a reaction in 1952-53. (iii) The fact that the public has in-

creased 1. ts liquid savings will be an inducement to spend. The Oouncil of Economic 

AdVisers assesses as follo~ the effects of past increases of ll~d savings on 

future spending,lJ 

ft ••• AddItions to such liquid assets as currency, deposits in mtual 
_Tings banks, damald and time deposits in commercial banks, shares 
in savings and loan associations. aDd Government securities e2P8.nded 
about 8 billion dollars during 1951, to reach the total of 232 bil-
lion dollars. rus is the financial. backlog which buttresses cur-
rent personal disposable income. now running at the anmlsl rate of 
nearly 230 billion dollars. The existence of this large body of 
assets gives its owners a sense of security that encourages them 
to spend their current income free17. while maD7 of the li~d as-
sets would themselves be fIlel for an inflationary' blaze if one were 
to start. That such a blaze y"ould need to be·1~ted by new forces, 
and not by this potential b¢ng power itself., 'I.'IIIEtJ! be demonstrated 
by the attitude totUq of consumers who prefer to build up their 
liquid savings. :sut this is a barrier to spending which becomes 
progressively weaker as liquid assets and other saTings move upward. II 

~us. while under favorable con~tions consumer expenditures ~ not in-

crease by more than $4 billion in 1952-53. it seems probable that thq will in 

i/ !l'he Mla...Ye§£ 1252 Econcmig ilii;: by the Oouncil of Jilconomic AdVisers, 
July 1952, p.82. 
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effect increase more and might oonceivably ~nd by as much as $11 billion, or 5 

peroent.lI 

The additional claims which the inoreases in public and private expenditures 

enumerated above ldll make on American resources in 1952-53 are not likely to be 

less than $15 billioD. and might reaoh $30 billion.Y Will the American economy be 

able to meet these claims ,dthout e1!'eriencing a new surge of inflation? According 

to the Oouncil of Economic Advisers, _with only moderate increases in the labor force 

working no longer hours than during 1951 and with. the e:xpansi on of plant capacity 

which will have been completed by the end of 1953, the national output could expand 

by some $25 billion betwee~ now and the end of 1953 and thus take oare <:f all t~e 

olaims, public and private, that will be made on it at that time. The question, 

however, arises: What ~dll happen during fiscal year 1952-53 if total expenditures 

increase by, say, ~ $20 to $25 billion and output does not expand oorrespondinglY? 

It would, of course, be a mistake to underestimate the productive capacity 

of the American economy. We know from experience that i t~ performance has invari

ably exceeded the most optimistiC expectations. Moreover, there is at present a 

substantial margin of unused caracity as well as underemployment in ~ consumer 

17 Assuming that personal incomes after taxes increase from $231.5 billion to $240 
billion instead of the $235 billion previously as~ed. and that the rate of 
saving 1s 6 percent instead of 7.3 percent, the increase in :gersonal expendi
tures will be $11 billion. 

gJ These estimates are based on the following calculations: 

Increase in defense expenditures 10 
Increase in e:xpenditures by State and 10eal Governments 1 
Increase in inventories 2 
Increase in personal con~tion e~enditures .Jt 

17 

15 
3 
4 

II 
33 

The only likely offset to these increases is a smaller export surplus. As al
ready stated, the e~ort surplus axeeedad$5 billion in 1951-52. In view of the 
present dollar difficulties of foreign countries, the eJq)ort surplus may decline 
by as much as $2 billion in 1952-.53. 
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goods industries. These industries ~ould quickly respond to any increase in demand 

by increasing production. Similarly, supplies of scarce materials have expanded 

considerably and will cont~e to do so in the coming year. A substantial expan

sion in ou.tput is, therefore, possible during the cu.rrent fiscal year. There will. 

however, be two serious limiting factors: (1) food supplies cannot increase in 

response to increased demand; (ii) there may be a large increase in consumer demand 

for durable goods which compete with defense requirements as far as materials and 

even capacity are concerned. Since defense expenditures will also be rising dur~ng 

that period and since there will be no offsetting decline in business investment, 

it is unlikely t:b..at available materials and capacity \dll pr?ve sufficient to take 

care of all the demands that will be made on them. Moreover, the greater the effort 

to expand output the greater will be the pressure on resources and hence on prices 

and wages.· An expansion of output sufficient to take care of all additional demand 

may be possible only at the cost of renewed inflation. The infiati?n would not be 

such that it could not be checked by a policy of increased taxation, tighter credit 

restrictions and stricter. controls. over prices, wages and the use, of scarce 

materials. Such a policy, hO'W'ever, requires Congressional action, ,,,hlch is not 

likely to be forthcoming bfttotJil the inflation actual~ develops. 

In the light of the preced1ng considerations, it would seem that stability 

can be maintained in fiscal year 19Sz,...,53 only if the public reacts to 8hor~ges and 

rising prices by abstaining from buying. !l!b.is cannot be altogether e:x:cluded: 

There will be the memories of 1950-51 which will have a sobering effect on the atti

tude of consumers and businessmen, and there will be the certainty that supplies 

will expand and that the defense program will taper off in the near future. It is. 

hO'W'ever, impossible to kno.." in a.dvance what th~ psychological reactions of the public 

to a renewal of inflationary pressures will be, and sinc~ the maintenance of stabili

ty in the coming year depends so much on these reactions, it is also irposs1ble to 
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gauge accurately the extent of the present inflationary threat. All that can be said 

is trJat if the public refuses to be drawn into the inflationary spiral. stab~lity 

will be maintained in spite of the increased spending and the larger incomes, a~. in 

that ease, the budget deficit will not seriously matter. If, on the othe~ hand. the 

public reacts to higher prices and shortages by stepping up its purchases, if farmers. 

businessmen and organized labor try to ta.~e advantage of their stronger positions by 

raising their prices and wages and if Oongress delays action on the strengthening of 

the anti-inflationary program. a renewal of inflation will be inert table. Even in 

that Case, however, a sharp inflation of the 1950-51 type appears unlikely unless a 

deterioration in the international situation revives the fears of imminent war. 

In assessing the prospects for 1952-53 we have ignored the effects ,.,hich the 

recent steel strike may ~~ve on the economy in the coming months. Oertain effects, 

such as the curtailment of consumer goods production and the fear of rising prices 

and wages, will be clearly inflationary. Other effects, such as the delay in the 

execution of the defense program, the loss in incomes resulting from cuts in output, 

will be deflationary. The net result will again depend on psychological reactions. 

2-T'".dE LOlJGER-TERI'-1 OUTLOOK 

Even if inflationary conditions develop in 19.52-53, they will have abated by 

the end of 19.53 since by that time the economy will have "grown up" to its defense 

burden. By then productive power will have been expanded to an extent enabling the 

American economy to support both a large defense program and high levels of business 

and consumer spending.lJ After 19.53, however, defense expenditures will begin to 

decline, plant expansion will have been completed, ~~d the problem will arise of 

how to keep the vastly expanded American productive machine operating at a reasonably 

II See The Mid-y'ear 1952 EcC~10mic Raview by the Oouncil of EconOmic Advisers, July 
1952, p. 112. 
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high level of activity. In many quarters serious misgivings are entertained a.bout 

the prospects of avoiding an American depression after 19.53. 

It is argued that since both defense expenditures and expenditures on 1'1a.."'lt 

and equipment ,4111 decline after 19.53, the vast productive capacity and enlarged 

labor force tr~t will be inherited from the period of high defense ~ending and of 

expanding industrial mobilization base can continue to be fully utilized only if 

there is a corresponding increase in personal conSUll1Ption expe;tditures and i~ 

Government spending for non-military purposes. On both counts, it is argued, the 

outlook is unpromi sing: 

Unlike the immediate post-war period, it is said, there will be ~ittle back-

log of consumer demand to be satisfied when defense expenditures decline, since the 

post-Korean American econoJ?Y "1111 have been a Itguns and butter" econonw. Similarly, 

unlike the post-war period, there will be no depletion of inventories to be made 

good. Finally, when present programs of expansion in plant capacity are completed, 

there will be a contraction in overall ~siness investment even though some projects 

of expansion in non-essential industries, which have been held tq) during the rearma-

ment period, may prevent too sharp a contraction in investment. According to an 

estimate, expend.itures on equipment for industry and agriculture will decline from 

the current rate of $30 billion per annum to $21 billion per annum by the end of 

1953.11 

Increases in non-defenae Goverllment expenditures, it is said, even if theydo 

take place, are unlikely to neutralize the effects of the decline in defense expendi

tures. This is sO for t,.,o reasons; (i) Taxation is ~gh and the pressure to re

duce 1 t 'IIlil1 become irresistable. As a matter of fact, no positive acti~ on the 

part of the Governmeat will be needed to effect such a reduct ion in taxes, since 

11 U.S, NewS and World Beport. June 6. 19.52, p. 16. 
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most of the tax legislation passed after Xo;-ea expires by 1954.1./ This means that 

even 1f some deficit financing 1s tolerated, there will be little room for an e~ 

pansion in non-defense Government spending.~ (11) A reduction in ~axation will no 

dou.bt raaul t in larger incomes left to individuals and corporations, but since it is 

assumed t:b..at consumers will be well supplied .. ri th goods and that the era of' butidne8s 

expansion will be over, there is no reason to expect that the increases in incomes 

resulting from reduc~ taxation will be spent rather than saved. Under the post

rearmament conditions, however, such savings will be distinctly,deflationary. 

The combined effect of these developments. it is argued. will be to leave 

a substantial proportion of the available labor force and capacity unutilized. On 

the assumption that the gross national product will have gro~!.n to $365 billion by 

the end of 1953, (it had reached an annual rate of $340 billion du.ring the second 

quarter of 1952). reductions of $15 to $20 billion in Government spending and of 

$10 billion in business investment will represent a decline in total ~ending of 6 

to 10 percent. This ,dll be the initial effect of the completion of the rearmament 

program. Experience, however, shows that a decline in total spending of this magni-

tude is bound to set in motion a cumulative process of economic contraction: the 

increase lon unemployment and the decline in profits ,"'hich this initial c'Ul"t~11ment 

in total spending ,1111 bring about 'ltlill further reduce the demand for goods, this 

will lead to a further curtailment in production and hence to a further rise in 

11 The excess profits tax will expire on June 30, 1953~ the ~tober 1951 increases 
in individual income tax will expire on December 31t 1953 and those in corpora.
tion income tax ~~d in excise taxes will expire on April It 1954. 

Y The assumption made by those wb.o expect a depression in 1954 is that defense 
expenditures "Till decline b~r $15 to $20 billion from a :peak of $60 billion in 
1953. This would mean that total Government spending will decline from $80 to 
$60 or $65 billion.' The automatic cuts in taxation mentioned above will reduce 
Government receipts,· which under present legislation bring in $68 biilion, by 
at least $10 billion, i.e. to $58 billion. Thus. the budget deficit, even if 
there is no increase l1hatsoever in non-defense Government spending, will be $2 , 
to $7 billion'. The margin for increases in Government spending "Till, therefore, 
be small. 
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unemployment and a further decline in profits. Once the down'Ward spiral sets in it 

will be intensified by pessimistic expectations until a fnll-scale depression de-

velops in the economw. 

It .1ould be idle to deny that some or all of these things could happen after 

19.53. TIle question., hO\<Tever, is: Are they likely to happen? 

The following considerations suggest that present fears are greatly exag-

gerated: 

(a) A sb~ decline in defense ~endlng after 1953 does not appear feasible. 

As already sta.ted, the new' 'l'Torld re~onsib11i ties of the Un! ted Sta.tes '!.>rill, call 

for a permanently high level of defense. expenditures. At the time of Korea, "'hen 

the United States was virtually unarmed, military spending totalled $13 billion a 

year or nearlY $1.5 billion at current prices. It seems unlikely that defense ex

penditures will be reduced below $40 to $45 billion ner annum in the foreseeable 
, , . -

future. Moreover, the reduction, when it starts, will be gradual. rather tr..an 

precipitate, since it will come about as a result of completion of ~clflc programs 

rather than as a result of general cut s in military strength. Th.e Oouncil of 

Economic Advisers suggests that the decline in defense expenditures will be of the 

order of $.5 b11110n a year during the first t'<TO years after the present program has 

been completed, i.e. after 19.53. It also points out that the effect of such a de

c11ne on a $3.50 to $37.5 billion econo~ \~ll be very small, especially when com

pared "ri th the $115 billion decline in military expenditures ",hlch the economy took 

in its stride in 1946.11 

(b) The assumption tr1ELt consumer demand will not rise significantly above 

present levels because the public will be "re11 supplied tri th goods ignores severaJ. 

important considerations: 

(i) Since the war population has been growing at the rate of 1.8 percent 

per annum, more than t,dce the pre-war rate. This factor alone means that two to 

il Measured at 1951 prices. In current dollars the decline "TaS $69 billion. 
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three years hence consumer demand will be 4 to 5 percent higher than it is toclay 

and v.ill continue to gro,.,. 

(ii) Increases in productivity make possible the steady rise in incomes 

which Americans l...a.ve come to consider as their right in the post-war period.· In 

fact, as already stated, the real problem since the war has been not that incomes 

did not rise fast enough to absorb the growing output of American industry, but 

rather that they rose faster than was compatible with the maintenan?e of price 

stability. An increase in productivity of only 2 percent per annum,which is less 

than what the American economy is capable of, would increase the public's ability 

to consume by 4 'Percent in t"ro years. These t"ro factors combined, growing popula-

tion and rising real incomes, mean that oonsumer demand in 1954 will be 8 percent 

higher than it is today and will be steadily growing. 

(iii) 'Fue concept of saturation of demand is meaningful only in connection 

wi th particular commodities and for short periods. It makes no sense when ~plied 

to the field of oonsumption as a whole over a period of years. The argument that 

American con~ers ,>Till emerge from the rearmament ,eriod well stocked with goods 

and will not, therefore, have any inoentive to expand their consumption, as~es 

that rising incomes will have no effect on consumption patterns and needs and that 

there will be no new products to tempt consumers. Experience to date does not sup-

port these assumptions. It is true that because such a large proportion of American 

consumption consists of tlpostponable purchasesffll (this is another way of saying 

that Americans enjoy a high standard of living), even a temporary abstention from 

jJ See T'.ge :BankEi!'; "The Risk of American Slump" t May 1952, p. 253-259: 

"Something like 40 percent of current expenditures by American consumers seems 
to be of the sort tr~t can be postponed in anticipation of a price fall, and 
this is a proportion that has never been achieved in any country before. 1t 
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buying can produce a downturn in business aetivity.V :But it is also true that 

there is no consumer resistance that cannot be overcome by more attractive terms 

of sale, product improvement, the offering of n~1 products and vigorous merchan-

d1zing. The Council of Economic Advisers has pointed out that during 1951-52 when 

durable goods sales declined sharply. "home freezers, driers, air conditioners and 

other new products were relatively immune to the drop~.&1 

In the light of these considerations the assumption that consumption ex-

penditures in 1954 will not be significantly greater than they are today becau~e 

the public will not "need" more goods. appears unjustified. On the other hand, to 

ar~e that consumption will not rise because incomes will have been red~ced as a 

result of the reduction in defense expenditures 1s to ar~e in a circle, since whay 

has to be demonstrated is that the reduction in defense expenditures will, in fact. 

result in a decline in incomes, i.e., in a depression. (A temporary slackening of 

economic activity does not produce any serious decline in incomes, as ~r.as demon-

stra.ted in 1949). This is not demonstrated by saying that there "'ill be no de-

ferred needs to be sa.tisfied. 

(c) The expectation that business investment ~dll decline sharply after 

1953 is justified only if the assumption of a stagnant or even declining con~ 

tion is acce:r;>ted. :Rising living standards and the new needs and new products 

",hich they bring into existence induce a large amount of new investment in plant 

and equipment. It has been pointed out that a considerable part of the investments 

made by industry in the post""'1l1ar period. ha.ve been of this "induced" type instead 

i/ This is one of the new arguments in support of the thesis that the American 
economy is inherently unsta.ble and liable to violent fluctuations. See 
~he Banker, op. Cit.: 

"Consumption in America is so heavily weighted by durable goods that 1 t 1s 
unlikely to rise speedily in line 'rl th rising money incomes; the trend of the 
curve seems likely to be rather slowly upwards, with an a.la.rming tendency to 
zigzag on price expectations change." 

zJ ~he Mid-Year 1922 Economic .Review by the Oouncil of Economic Advisers, July 
1952, p. 115. 
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of the "autonomous" type emanating from technical innovations and this has been 

interpreted as signifying that in the post-war American economy investment tends 

"to be functionally related to the level of national income instead of being in

dependent of and leading the lattern.l! The danger that is seen in this develop-

ment is that a decline in incomes and consumption is likely to be accompanied by 

a sharp drop in investment outlays which will intensify the contraction of the 

econo~. Under conditions of rising consumption. however, "induced" investment~ 

guarantee a rising volume of business spe;uling on plant and equipment. It will, 

however, be asked: Will such investments. plus the less essential projects which 

,.,ill have been delayed during the rearmament period., make up for the drop in out

lays that .iill result from the completion of the industrial mobilization program? 

T'.ae answer is that there seems to be no reason ,,,hy overall investment could not be 

maintained. The Council of Economic AdVisers assesses the prospects for new in-

vestments as follows: 

ft ••• the e~ansion of some industries shows every sign of increasing. 
Deepi te the rapid eJq)aIlsion of electric power capacity which has been 
taking place, analyses of power needs and investment plans indicate 
that outlays for that purpose 'Will probably lo1 se to even higher 
levels for several years to come. Similarly, present plans call for 
further increases in investment in the development of 011 and ~s 
facilities. The chemical industry also has been growing with great 
speed, and most evidence points to a maintained or possibly higher 
rate of investment for several years ahead. The motor truck and 
bus transportation industry also gives promise of requiring higjher 
investment outlays in the future. 

"The history of industrial development indicates that other new in
dustries are even now in their early stages, and will be expanding 
to support investment. Most forecasts of the volume of investment 
tend to be too low, because the intangible character of these dynamic 
elements of investment seems too uncertain and insecure a foundation 
for raising e~Jectat1ons. Nevertheless, to disregard th~ is almost 
certain to result in underestimating future investment.p~ 

il See Economic Jou;n;a;i, March 1952, D. Ramberg. "The Recession of 1948-49 in the 
U .. S.A.", p. 14. 

zJ %he Mid-Year 1952 Economic l!&vien by the Council of Economic Advisers, July 
19.52, p. 116. 
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(d) Given rising incomes and a growing population, residential construction 

can not only be maintained at the recent level of 1 million new h?Using units per 

annum but also further expanded. An advancing standard of living, liberal credit 

terms and new methods of production,that would reduce costs and improve quality, 

could easily combine in the coming years to produce a building boom of unprecedented 

magnitude. 

(e) There exists at present a staggering backlog of public non-defense 

needs that will have to be met as soon as defense expenditures bepn to de~line. 

Since 1940 expenditures on such urgent communal needs as ~ghways. schools, hospi

tals, public recreational facilities, local water supplies, conservation and de-

velopment works, public housing, etc. have been severely restricted and have 

failed to keep pace with the growth of the economr and of the population. In 1949-

50 Federal expend.itures for such purposes were not r.J.gher than before the war in 

absolute terms, while in relation to total budget expenditures and to the national 

product they were considerably smaller than before 

Housing and community development 
Agriculture and agri~~tural resources 

(other than financial aid) 
Natural resourCes other than atomic energy 
Transportation and communications 

(other than postal service) 
Public health 
Education 

Percent of total budget expenditures 
Percent of national product 

the war: 

1938-1t 1948-49 1949=50 
Vdllion Dollars) 

154 282 261 

913 547 940 
228 890 1.004 

458 1,092 1,160 
37 171 242 
J6 20. 1;).4 

1,826 3,052 3,721 

20 7.5 9 
2.0 1.1 1.4 

Similarly, State Government expenditures failed to keep pace with expanding 

needs: in money t~rms they increased from $5.5 billion in 1941-42 to $11.8 billion 

in 1948-J.t911 which. taking into account the rise in prices, means that there had 

17 These are the only pre-war and post-war years for which comparable figures are 
available. 
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been no real increase. The backlog of :public construction requirements alone is 

conservatively estimated a.t $30 billion, which, spread over ten years, would repre

sent an annual expenditure of $3 bi11ion.Y 

11 See Fortune, March 1952, tlBusiness Roundup": 

"One quick measurement of the backlog is the fact that non-defense construction 
during the eight years from 1941 thrOllgh 1948 ran $30 billion less than it would 
have at either the prewar or 1949-50 levels. That $30 billion is the minimum 
backlog today, though variously computed estimates of 'needs' for specific t;r.pes 
of construction easily total more than double that. To clean tql these backlogs 
eVen in ten years wOIlld'thus take a. $3 to $6-bil1ion increase in annual volume. 
The question, of course, is how much of this can be financed, but the 'market' 
is certainly there. Here is a qn1ck rundown by syecific types of construction: 

"Highways: Over half our roads were built in the 19201 s or early 1930's and 
they are beginning to cost more to maintain than to rebuild. The Association of 
State Highway Officials has estimated that three-fourths of our basic (or . 
federal aid) highways and three-fifths of the local roads require $30 billion 
worth of improvements. Highway traffic has jumped 75 percent in five years, 
more than doubling the present volums--and is still growing fast (7 :percent last 
year). This would suggest a minimum annual cost of $3 billion just to kee:p tql 
\,11 th growth, in comparison with the $Z.5-bi1lion average of the 1930' s. So 
theoretically, it would seem, we could ~end $6 billion a year for ten years on 
our highways-in comparison with an estimated $2.2 billion this year--just to 
catch u:p. But $4.5 billion a year is perha:ps all that financing can be obtained 
for by 19.55. 
tlSchools; A school-building :program could easily absorb $20 billion for ten 
years. This is an estimate by the Offioe of Jllducation (Federal Security Agency) 
and covers just grade and high schools, not colleges or technical schools: E1gl:l't 
billion dollars for the backlog of a quarter of A million classrooms needed now, 
a comparable sum to handle the noisy millions of war and. postwar babies as they 
move through the school system, and $.5 billion to $6 billion for minimum l"eJ?lace
ment needs. Outlays in 19.51 were $1.3 billion and they cannot help increasing 
because the big bulge in the school population will come in the next three to 
four years. 

"Rospitys; It would cost over $1 billion a year for the next'ten years to meet 
the Public Health Servioe's estimate of m1nimwn hospital needs, as compared ,'rlth 
outlays of half that amount last year. Ibpend1 tures will continue their recent 
rising trend once materials are available, though not necessarily to the PHS 
levels. 

"Housing: mhePublio H01,1sing Act of 1950 it self sets a :probable minimum of $1.3 
billion a year of federally aided hOUsing. This compares with $600 million 
spent in 1951. In addition, urban redevelo:pment under the act could grow to 
impressive dimensions. 

"Qther construction: Sewerage project s will likely continue fairiy stable. lht 
there is a large potential demand for control of stream pollution, which arises 
from the growing national :problem of water supply. Reclamation, river and hal.
bor works, etc. are the :pork-barrel favorites of Oongress, and tend to grow . 
steadily. but the nation is beginning to run out at' rivers for the giant dams, 
unless the U.S. goes in for such major new developments as the MIssouri Valley 
Authority. Meanwhile, however, other demands will be growing-for parks, a.i~ 
:ports, beaches, etc. 

"Defense construction: The atomic :program will be the main factor by 1955. Pre
Bent plans call for $7.5 billion in new plant over five years. Outlays could go 
tql if the vast industrialpotentiaJ. in atomic power 1s tanned. Military con
struction and building of arms plants should be way down by 19.55 but higher 
than in the 1946-49 period." 
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Some of these projects are so urgently needed that they are rapidly becoming 

self-liquidating propositions.l/ Nor is there any sound economic reason for such 

projects to be financed entirely out of current tax receipts. It is as sound for 

the Government to borrow in order to finance projects that Nill improve the general 

environment in which people live and '"fork as it is for industry to borrO't'1 in order 

to expand and modernize its productive facilities. Moreover, in a period of slack 

economic activity, which is by definition a neriod when people prefer to save 

rather than spend, neither public nor private borro'll1ing 'II1ill be inflationary. 

In the li@1t of the preceding considerations, the gloom engendered by the 

post-Korean expansion in JL~ericBn productive capacity seems wholly unwarranted.~ 

lJ See The Economi st, Ju.."le 28, 1952, p. 888-891, on recent experience ""i th New JerseY' 
Turnpike: 
"The extraordinarily good bUsiness done on the New Jersey Turnpike since it opened 
five months ago largely explains the success of the huge issue of $326 million of 
Jl percent t~free bonds for financing a similar toll-road in Ohio. Traffic on 
the llB-mile long highway from the Delaware river to 11e"" York Oi ty has already 
reached a volume, of 36,000 vehicles a day, that had not been expected until 1960, 
and the road will probably pay for itself in 15 instead of the promised 30 years. 

" ••• 
" ••• Both private motorists and businessmen'sending their goods by lorry find the 
toll charges. of from 1 to 3.3 cents a mile, worth the time, petrol and energy 
that are saved on these direct, fast roads, "There there are no delays for cross
ings or local traffic. The point about the turnpikes is that they are self
supporting, at least until a depression comes. • •• n 
"The $1,000 Ohio Turnpike bonds were oversubscribed and selling at a $25 premium 
on the first day, proving that it is easy to raise the money for such'highways. 
Altogether about 2,000 miles of them are already completed or planned, but the 
country has over 3 million miles of ordinary roads, financed by state taxes, 
mainly on netrol, and federal grants, and for these it is much mare difficult to 
find money: Congress has just extended the federal highway programme for another 
two years, authorising an expenditure of $1.4 billion in 1953 and 1954, but $4 
billion a year is needed to make the roads fit for today's traffic. The size and 
speed of modern cars make most existing highways unsafe as ,.rell as crowded and the 
weight and number of lorries and trailers using them wear the roads out faster 
than they can be repai red. " 

~ Foreign Report of The Economist, June 26, 1952, illustrates as foll~s the fears 
prevailing in certain quarters: 
"Characteristic of the malaise ",hich tempers the pride of American business at 
these attainments are the remarks ma.de last year by David F. Austin, a vice
president of US Steel. 'What of the future?' asked Mr. Austin of his Philadelphia 
audience. 'What "'rill 1I1e do 1I1i th all this productive capacity \Then we have como
pleted our rearmament effort? What will we do 'II1i th it "Then this so-called 
'limited emergency of unlimited duration' is overT Will our markets then be 
glutted \d th the unsaleable products of this added capacity-ltD 
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Given the appropriate public and private policies there will be ample opportunity 

for utilizing the additional capacity to ensure the steady rise in living standards 

demanded by the population. 

More important, ho,"rever. than the preceding calculations of probable post-

rearmament needs and expend.! tures is the fact that for nearly 15 years Americans 

will have enjoyed the prosperity and security of high levels of economic activity 

and will not readily accept a return to unemployment and stagnation. There is suf-

ficient understanding of economic issues in the United States to guarantee that the 

picture of machines rrade idle and men thrown out of "Tork by an excessive pre-

occupation uith balanced budgets and Government retrenchment will remain a Communist 

dream. Moreover, once the conviction that prosperity ~nll be maintained is firmly 

established in people's minds, the degree of Government intervention that will be 

needed to support economic activity will be much less than is commonly assumed. As 

the Council of Economic Advisers D~S pointed out, confidence alone is sufficient 

to generate prosperity: 

" ••• If the people expect prosperity, they act in ways which promote 
prosperity; individually, they plan and spend consistently with rising 
production and rising markets. If they expect depression,' they act 
in ways which promote depression; they tighten their belts, and the ef
fects may cumulate in a downward spiral of production and consumption. 
Men make conc~tions.nll 

Mild recessions, it is true, cannot be avoided in an economy as flexible 

and dynamic as the Americ~n economy. But so long as they are not allowed to de-

generate into depressions, they hold no thr~t to either AmeriCan or world economic 

stability. A recession is probable by 1954, but there is every reason to expect 

that it will be as successfully overcome as the recession of 1949. 

il The Mid-Year 1952 Economic Ig3view by the Council of Economic Advisers, July 
1952, p. 120. 
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In the first part of this Memorandum it was argued that the closer balance 

achieved in the American external accounts during the six months preceding the 

Korean ;'far was the result of a .decl1ne in American exports rather than of an expan-

sion in American imports. The decline in e~orts was primarily brought about by 

the fact that foreign countries, by increasing their own production and stimulating 

exchanges among themselves; had succeeded in becoming less dependent on Affier i can re-

sources for the functioning of their economies. In other words, during the pre-

Korean months when American aid was being reduced, foreign countries were adjusting 

themselves to a low volume of trade with the united States. This, it was pointed 

out, was a welcome development in the sense that it heralded the return to more 

normal economic and political relations between the United States and the rest of 

the world, but it was not the process through "Thieh a unified "rorld economic system, 

based on universal convertibility of currencies and non-discrimination in trade, 

could be created. 

The outbreak of the Korean war raised the hC':"e that the "forld dollar 

shortage ,{auld be eased during the neriod of American rearmament as a result of the 

higher American demand for imported materials, the higher prices that these 

materials would fetch and the fact that American industry, busy "'ith military orders 

would be less interested in exporting its products to foreign markets. It was even 

hoped that as a. result of the expanded American productive cal'e.clty this greater 

dependence on foreign supplies would become a permanent feature of the American 

economy, while the absence of American goods from foreign markets would enable 

European goods to establish themselves firmly in these markets and meet successfully 

the stronger American competition of the post-rearmament pend!.. Thus it was 

hoped tr...at the gains that ,.,ould be made during the period of American rearmament 

in relieving the dollar shortage would be maintained after the rearmament program 



had been completed. Developments during the first post-Korean year seemed to bear 

out these expectations and even led the more sanguine to visualize the emergence of 

an American balance of payments deficit and an American Shortage of foreign eur

rencies. The rejoicing, however. proved short-lived. The stabilitation of the 

American'economy in the first half of 1951 brought to 'an end the hoarding and specu

lation which had driven the prices of 1ndnst~ial materials to unprecedented heights. 

Prices declined and American purchases were curtailed. The American demand for 

domestically produced goods, whose supply had increased by over 10 percent during 

that period, dropped considerablY. thereby reviving the interest of American pro

ducers in foreign markets. Meanwhile the foreign demand for American goods was 

rising steadily as a result of inflation and of a relaxation of import restrictions 

on American goods induced by the higher dollar earnings of the first post-Korean 

year. Thus. after a brief interlude, the dollar shortage reappeared as the major 

world economic problem. not onlY this, but the gains made during the pr~-Korean 

months in reducing the ''.Torld's dependence on American supplies ",ere lost, neces

sitating a continuation of American aid programs beyond the date originally contem

plated. 

The post-Korean developments in the American external post tion may be sum

marized as follows: 

1. IlSPorts 

During the first half of 1950 American imports totalled $3.967 million and 

had an unmistakable upward tendency. It seems reasonable to assume tr.at imports 

during July - September 1950, "lhich amounted to $2.533 million, had not been sig

nificantly affected by post-Korean developm&~ts since they must have consisted mOst

~ of purchases made before the outbreak of the Korean war. If this is so, it may 

be said that the imports of the nine-month period January - September 1950 repre

sented the JL~erican demand for foreign goods under pre-Korean conditions. Comparing 
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This period \>11 th the following nine months October 1950 - June 1951 we find that 

imports increased during the latter period by $2.561 million, as follows;lJ 

(Million Dolla;s) 
Nine Pre-Korean Months Nine Post-Korean Month@ 

1st quarter 1950 
2nd quarter 1950 
3rd quarter 1950 

Annual rate 

1,960 
2,007 
2,531 
.9.zjQQ. 

8,666 

4th quarter 1950 
1st quarter 1951 
2nd quarter 1951 

2,815 
3,214 
J.~ 1,2 
.2.. ... 1..& 

l,g..z1!i 

This 40 percent increase in the value of imports was largely accounted for 

by higher prices; of the total $2,561 million increase, nearly $2,000 "'ere due to 

the rise in prices and only $625 million to the rise in the quantity of imports: 

Index of Quaptitle§ 
(1936-38 == 100) 

January-September 1950 
October 195o-June 1951 

Increase 

Index of Unit Values 
(1936-38 = 100) 

January-September 1950 
October 195o-June 1951 

Increase 

t.rhese are overall ea.lcu.lations. An analysis of the changes in the variou.s 

categories of imports shows that there was an inverse correlation between increases 

in quantities and increases in prices: the categories of imports whose prices rose 

most showed the smallest increase in volume, while those whose prices rose least 

showed the largest increases in volume: 

if :By. calendar years imports have been· as follows: 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1st half 1952 (annu,al rate) 

(Million Dollars) 

7,066 
9,31;; 

11,668 
11,730 
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Increase ~etween 
JanuarY-September 1950 and October 195o-June 1951 

Crude materials 
Grude foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

Unit Valuesll ~titiesll 
4.2% 
8.3% 

10 .. 8% 
22.Z% 

11 The chal"'..ges in the indexes have been as follows: 

Crude materials 
Crude foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

Crude materials 
Orude foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

January-Sspt~mber 1250 
1-Un! t Va1uQs 

(1936-38 = 100) 
198 
442.7 
184 
248.7 

Z.....gp.antities 
(1936-38 = 100) 
149 
113.3 
207.3 
117 

October lQ5o-Jttne 1951 

299 
506.6 
232 
276 

155.3 
122.7 
229.7 
143 

The relative importance of these gro1X9s is shown. in the fol10'1dng table: 

Crude materials 
Foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

The main commodities 

Crude materialS! 
Rubber 
Wool 
Crude petroleum 
Non-ferrous ores 
Hides & skins 
Oilseeds 
Diamonds 

§emi-manufactur~~ 
Non-ferrous metals 
Wool pulp 
Gas oil & fuel oil 
Sa,11m111 products 
Iron & steel semi-

manufactures 

Total 

l.2iQ. 
(Million i) 

Z~465 
2,648 
2~126 
1,504 
8,743 

Percent Percent 
of Total l2Jl of Total 

(Million i) 
28.Z 
30.3 
24.3 
17 .. 2 

100 

3,364 
3~084 
2~455 
1~902 

10,813 

31.1 
28.5 
22.7 
17.:Z 

100 
included in each group are the following: 

Z@l~1.io!2i~ l2.5.Q. .l.9jl 
(l.fillion $) 

Foodstuff! 
458 808 Coffee 1,092 1,361 
428 714 Cane sugar 381 387 
369 375 Fru.i tSt nuts, etc. 215 222 
243 300 Cocoa 167 197 
119 133 Meat products 113 187 
106 104 Fish 157 158 
81 95 Alcoholic beverages 113 121 

Jln1ms·Hfatmfactures 
721 656 Paper 473 544-
240 352 Machinery 124 186 
205 208 Steel mill manufactures 37 125 
265 229 :Burlaps 91 11Z 
93 217 Wool manufactures 76 9~; 

Cotton manufactures 65 6~ 
Clocks & watches 57 61"; 
Vehicles )4 sr 
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In the following nine months we find. that the value of imports declined by 

$874 million, a decline of 10 percent: 

Nine Pre-Korean Mon~hs 

1st quarter 1950 1,960 
2nd quarter 1950 2,007 
3rd quarter 1950 2~5)1 

6,500 

Annual rates 8,666 

(Milligg Dollars) 

lirst.N1na 
Post-Korean Moathg 

4th quarter 1950 
1st quarter 1951 
2nd quarter 1951 

2,915 
,;214 
3.1 '3g, 
9,161 

12.214 

S@cond Nine 
Post-Korean Months, 

3rd quarter 1951 
4th quarter 1951 
1st quarter 1952 

2~67~ 
2.64~ 
~ 
8,28', 

11.03f. 

The whOle of the deoline was due to a lower volume of imports, since (luring 

that period the unit value of imports increased by another 3.7'peroent. -As a result 

of these changes imports during the nine-month period July 1951 - March 1952 were' 

not higher than before Korea in terms of quantities but cost 30 percent more in 

money terms: 

lade; of 2eAatitifti 

January-September 1950 
October 195O-June 1951 
July 1951-March 1952 

Qpange 

January-September 195e 
October 195o-January 1951 
July 1951-March 1952 

(1936-38 = 100) 
1nde. of Unit ValUft~ 

100 
109.6 
97.9 

J a.mary-September 1950 
October 195O-June 1951 
July 1951-Ma.rch 1952 

Change 

January-Septeniber 1950 
October 1950-June 1951 
July 1951-March 1952 

233.3 
292.6 
303.3 

100 
125.4 
130 

An a.nalysis of the changes which took place during the period July 1951 -

March 1952 shows that declines in quantities occurred in all categories of imports: 

but there was a smaller degree of oorrelation between these declines and the rise 

in prices than in the earlier period: 
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Changes :Between 
October 195o-June 1951 and July 19~ch 1952 

Unit ValU@# SWmtitieJJ 

Cru.de materials 
Crude foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

Comparing this second phase of the post-Xore~. period with the pre-Korean 

situation we find that in the two categories of imports where p~ice increases were 

largest. i.e. crude materials and semi-manufaoturest there "'!R.S an actual decline in 

volume in relation to the pre-Korean period; 

July 1951-March 1952 
(ianuapy 195O-S~te~b2r 1251 = 100) 

Crude materials 
Crude foodstuffs 
Manufaotured foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

All imports 

Unit ValuEls 

150 
115 
110.5 
1)6 
123 

9;p@.ntities 

92.5 
100 
110.6 

88 
112.8 

During this period the American national income increased by 22 percent in 

money terms and by nearly 10 percent in real terms. The fact that the volume of i~ 

ports actually declined in that period means that instead of a decline there }>P.s 

ij The changes in the indexes have been""as follows: 

Crude materials 
Crude foodstuffs 
Semi· .... ..nanuiactures 
Fini8h3d ~lufw)tures 

CNde materials 
Crude foodstuffs 
Semi-manufactures 
Finished manufactures 

October 12$o-June ~951 July 1951-Ma,rch 1252 

l-Unit Values 
(1936-193S-= 100) 

299 
506.6 
232 
276 

2-~ntitie.J!. 
1936-38 = 100) 

15.5.6 
122.6 
229.6 
143 

297 
509.7 
250.6 
307.6 

138.3 
118 
183.6 
131.7 
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been an increase in American self-sufficienoy'. It is only because the prices of 

imports rose oonsiderablY more than Amerioan prioes that the ratio of imports to 

the national inoome inoreased somewhat during that period. It might be argued that 

the per10dJuly 1951-Maroh 1952 is not representative of the American depe11.de~1.oe 

on imports after Korea since it is a period of abnormally low puror-lAses following 

the exoesses of stookpiling and inventory acoumulation of the earlier period. This 

is partly true, although it is truer of individual commodities than of the total 

Volume of imports, but eVen if we take the whole 18 post-Korean months as one 

period. the conclUsion still holds that there has been no increase in the Amerioan 

dependence on foreign goods during the rearmament period: 

merieau oss natio roduct 
a At ourrent prioes 

(b) At January-September 1950 
prices 

Amerioan national inoom~ 
(a) At ourrent prioes • 
(b) At January-September 1950 

prioes 

Ratio of imPorts to grosS 
.DA:tiO~ product; 

Imports~) to gross' 
national product (a) 

Imports (b) to gross 
national product (b) 

Batio of imports to nat1onpl. 
inoome 

Imports (a) to national 
income (a) 

Imports (b) to national 
income (b) 

January-
September 
12~0 

276 

276 

232 

232 

8.7 

8.7 

October 1950- July 1951-
June12~1 __ ~reh 125~ 

A.nny.a.l Rat es) 

318 

290 

268 

243 

12.2 

10.0 

4 • .5 

4.1 

336 

300 

284 

2.53 

11.0 

8.5 

00 tob er 1950tc 
l-farch 1252 

327 

295 

276 

248 

11.6 

9.3 

4.2 
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This failure of American imports to expand during a period of extremely 

high economic activity in the United States cannot be attributed to any restrictive 

measures taken against imports. The protectionist tendencies which develo:'1e<l durin 

that period have serious implications for the future of world trade, but they have 

not yet affected significantly the volume of American imports. It is impossible 

not to conclude, on the basis of the available evidence. that the main reason for t 

failure of American imports to expand has been the excessive increase in the pricet 

of foreign goods. As already stated. American retail prices rose by 10 to 12 per-

cent during that period as compared '\Irt th the 30 percent rise in the average unit 

value of imports. American export prices during that period rose by 1,5 percent. 

The result of this ~isproportionately great rise in import prices hal! ~een to dis

courage consumption, encourage greater economy in the use of materials, substitutio: 

with local materials and expansion in the domestic production of such materials. 

The cases of rubber and wool illustrate this effect of high prices on American de-

mand: in both ca.ses American consumption was curtailed and in the case of rubber 

local production of the synthetic ma.terial was stimlllated.lI 

17 Prices of these materials rose as follows during the period under considera.tio~ 
Rubber 

January...June 19,50 
July 1950 
December 19.50 
March 1951 
June 1951 
January 19,52 
March 19,52 

1949 
19,50 
1951 

Natural SlQthetiq scouryd Wool 
. (U.S.A. "Prices $ ner 100 Ibs. 

23.5 
39.1 
71.4 
72.2 
66.0 
52.0 
50.5 

y.S,A. I!!Ror~g 

~bber 

1~480 
1.795 
1,642 

18.,5 
18., 
24.5 
24.,5 
24.5 
26.0 
23.7 

(!~l1iop Ibs.) 
277 
477 
368 

162 
178 
260 
360 
282 
172 
138 
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A regional breakdown of imports corroborates the view that the main factor 

in the decline of imports between the first and second phases of the post-Korean 

period was the excessive rise in prices'. The breakdown shows that the largest d&-

clines occurred in imports from Latin America., Asia and Oceania, 1;'e. of the region~ 

where prices of primary products rose to unprecedented heights during the period, 

of sharp inflation July 1950 ... March 1951. It is interesting to note that Canada!, 

also an exporter of primary products to the United Sta:tes', continued to expand its 

exports at a time when praotically all. other areas exper.ienced declim s: 

(Million Dollars) 

Canada 
Other Western Hemisphere 
OgC countries 
Asia 
Africa 
Oceania 

Canada 
Other Western Hemi~here 
OEEC countries 
Asia 
Africa 
Oceania 

2. Export.§. 

~otal 

JanU3.l7-
September 
19 SO 

October 1950-
June. 1951 

July 1951-
llar~h 1952 

1~386 
Z,285 

806 
1,08Z 

361 
1413 

6,068 

Change Between 
October 1.95o-June 1951 

and 
JulY 1951-March 1952 

1~689 
2~798 
1,484 
1,691 

502 
122 

,8,491 

1.721 
2~5l3 
1~337 
1,348 

432 
, 24!± 

7.595 

Change :Between 
January-September 19: 

and 
JulY19~1-MRrch 1952 

As already stated~ American exports declined sharply in 1950 as compared 
,.; 

with 1949. They rose again in 1951 and continued rising during the firs't half of 

Total 1949 
Total 1950 
Total 1951 
1st half 1952 (annual rate) 

(lUl1ion Do:"ht1::~) 

l2~337 
lO~658 
15~486 
1611 670 



4th quarter 1949 
1st quarter 1950 
2nd quarter 1950 
3rd quarter 1950 

Total 
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IY Q,uart ersll 
(V~llion DOllars) 

4th quarter 1950 
1st quarter 1951 
2nd quarter 1951 
3rd quarter 1951 

Total 

3~106 
3.404 
4,103 
3.849 

14,462 

4th quarter 1951 4~130 
1st quarter 1952 4,155 
2nd quarter 1952 4:JJ30 

Total 12~465 
Annual rate 16,620 

These very large increases in American exports were due only in part to 

higher prices. The unit value of exports rose by 14.4 nercent in 1951 and by another 
, .. 

0.7 percent in 1952. accounting for nearly $2,000 million of the $4.828 million in

crease in exports in 1951 and of the $6.012 million increase in the first half of 

1952 (annual rate). The remaining increases were due to increases in the quantities 

exported. In 1951 the volume of exports was 27 percent higher than in 1950 and it 

rose further to 39 percent over 1950 in the first half of 1952: 

1950 
1951 

Index of Quantities 

1936-18 = 100 

193 

1950 = 102 

1st half 1952 
247 
269.5 

100 
127 
139 

1950 
1951 

Index of Values 

1936:=38 = 100 

180 

1st half 1952 
206 
207.5 

1950 = 102 

100 
114.4 
115.3 

The largest i~creases in volwne occurred in exports of foodstuffs and 

finished manufa.ctures, and again, as in the case of imports, these were the groups 

in which increases in prices were smallest: 

1I The decline in American ~orts which followed the devaluations of September 
1949 and the tightening up of import restrictions in foreign countries began 
to take effect in the last quarter of 1949. The expansion in exports follow
ing the relaxation of import restrictions abroad began in the 4th quarter of 
1950. The quarters have, therefore, been grouped here to reflect these changes 
in the trend of American exportse 
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1st ~~ter 1952 

Orude materials 
Crude foodstuffs 
Manufactured foodstuffs 
Semi-manufaotures 
F1nished manufaotures 

111 
165 
111 
121 
132 

122 
190 
112 
127 
137 

118 
109 
125 
123 
109 

116 
119 
111 
122 
112 

A regional breakdo\>m of exports shows that the increase in exports was 

i/ The relative importanoe of these groups in total exports is shown in the follow
ing table: 

~ feroent of Total l25l Percent of Total 
(~lllon i) (Million $) 

Crude mater1als 1,886 18.6 2,471 16.6 
Foodstuffs 1.362 13.4 2~242 15.1 
Semi-manufaotures 1,121 11.1 1~663 11.2 
Finished manufaotures 2.7Z3 56·2 8,492 .21·1 

10,142 100 14,868 100 

'l"ne main oommodi ties in each group are as follows: 

Crude materials 
Cotton 
Coal 
Tobacco 
Crucie petroleum 

J.2.2Q. l3.5l. 
(Million Dollars) 

1,024 
269 
251 
103 

1,146 
,586 
326 
82 

Semi-manufactures and manufactures 
Machinery 
Automobiles & parts 
Chemicals 
Textiles 
Iron & steel products 
Petroleum 

Military equipment 

l2S.Q. ~ (Million DOll 

Foodstuffs 
Wheat 489 
Corn 152 
l'ru.it & vegetables 171 
Meats & fats 107 
Dairy products 103 

tmuon DOll=-
1,985 2,522 

703 1,157 
708 997 
516 815 
472 612 
397 701 

471 

997 
190 
201 
195 
153 
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fairly well distributed among foreign countries:l1 

ill&. 
1st Q.ua.rter 

lliQ. ill!. Annual Bate 

Canada 1,996 2~588 2.492 
Other Western Hemisphere 2.764 3.772 3.944 
one countries 2,792 3.820 4~180 
Asia 1.440 2.180 2.584 
Oceania 132 244 292 
Africa 244 280 700 

Total 9,468 13.184 14,192 

Increase I..~crease 
Between Between 

1950 & 1251 1250 & l2'l~ 

30% 25% 
36~ 435& 
36% 50% 
51% 79% 
82% 118% 

~ ~ 48% 

The main reasons for the large increase in American exports in 1951 and 1952 

are the following: 

The new inflations which developed in primary producing countries as a result 

of the rise in the prices of their exports increased the demand for imported goods. 

The relaxation of import restrictions by most countries following the improvement 

in their dollar earnings similarly led to a large increase in their imports from 

the United States. 

Inflation and rearmament in Europe have l'!8ant that many ]hrope~ countries 

were unable to take advantage of the increased demand for manufactures, leaving the 

field free to American exporters. 

The greater rise in foreign prices as compared ldth American prices 

17 Regional data of shipment~ of military equipment are not published for 
security reasons and are, therefore, excluded from the above table. 
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increased the competitive position of American products in foreign markets.1I 

Special circumstances, such as the clo~ing down of Iranian oil refineries, 

Europets failure to expand its coal pr~duction. India's need for wheat increased 

once more the world I S dependence on .American supplies. 

Finally. since 1949 the Unit ... States has been sending inoreasingly large 

quanti ties of mili tary equipment te foreign oountries and these are included in 

American exports. These shipments t&talled $349 million,in 1949. $471 million in 

1950, $1,281 million in 1951 and were probably arOttnd $1.400 million per annum dur-
lJ . 

ing the first half of 1952. If these shipments are excluded, as they should be 

in an appraisal of economic developments during that period, American export s are 

reduced as follows: 

11 The following comparisons are made in ~e Mid-Year 1952 EcoSomic Bwiew, by the 
Oouncil of Economic AdVisers, July 1952. p. 164. 

United States 
Un! ted Xingc1.om 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
:Belgium 
Switzerland 
Canada 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Union South Africa 
India 
:Brazil 
Mexioo 

~oember 1951 
(~une 1959 = 100) 

liholesale Prices 

113 
129 
147 
128 
116 
131 
116 
113 
132 
122 
125 
109 
131 
132 

Cost of Living 

111 
114 
134 
113 
113 
114 
108 
115 
133 
118 
III 
106 
III 
122 

~ This is an indirect estimate based on the fact that total American military aid 
to foreign countries uhich was $a5 million in 1949, $583 million in 1950 and 
$1.491 million in 1951 was at the rate of some $1,600 million during the first 
quarter of 1952. 



1949 
1950 
1951 
lst half 1952 azmual rate 

,. The Trade Nance 
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~ot!1 J;;tports 

12,337 
10,658 
15,486 
16,670 

(Milligp. Dollars) 

Military Shipments Net Ex'oorts 

11~988 
10~187 
14,205 
15,070 

As a result of the developments described above, the American export surplus 

increased as follOWS during that periOd:JJ 

Including MilitarY Shifijent: Excluding Military Shipments 
Million Dollars) 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1st half 1952 
let" half 1952 (annual rate) 

5~27l 4~922 
1,343 . ;8n 
3,8.18 2~537 
2,470 1,670 
4.940 3,)40 

Thus, the gains made before Korea in reducing the \lOrld' s dependence on 

American ~pplieB were not maintained in the post-Korean period. It should be noted 

that this deterioration occurred in spite of the fact that American import prices 

rose twice as much as American export prices. If import prices had risen only as 

mch as export prices the American export surplus in 1951 and in 1952 (an~l rate) 

would have been larger than it was by over $1 billion. It is true, however, that 

in that case the foreign demand for American goods would have been somewhat smaller 

than it was and also that America.n imports "lould have been somewhat larger. 

1/ A grouping by quarters rather than caJ..endar years is more indicative of the 
changes which took place during that period but quarterly data Showing militar,y 
shipments se:parateiy are not available. The quarterly grouping, ",Mch includes 
military shipments, is as follows: 

1949 
January-September 1950 
October 195O-June 1951 
July 1951-March 1952 
J anuary-Ju..'I1e 1952 

~rQ.de J3a.l.ance 
(Million . Dgllars) 

Anmw. Rate 

5~2?l 
1,400 
1.930 
4~620 
4.940 
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4. Non-Oommercial Current Tran!§ctians 

These include all services such as transportation, travel, insurance, in-

vestment income and private remittanceso 

Un! ted Sta.tes paYments for services. normally exceed its receipts by a 

small amount. As the following table shows, both receipts and payments have been 

increasing since 1950, but the causes of the mch larger increase in payments during 

the first half of 1952 cannot yet be ascertained.JJ It should also be kept in mind 

that the estimates for the second quarter of 1952, during which most of the increase 

occurred, are sta.ted to be based on incomplete data: 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1st half 1952 
1st half 1952 (annual rate) 

POYments 

2~184 
2,376 
3,047 
1,795 
3,590 

Receipts Net :Bgl~c~ 
(H!llion Dol1!r~) , 

2~232 1-48 
2~024 -352 
2~741 -306 
1~456 -339 
2.912 -678 

Income on investment is a large and growing item in American receipts, only 

partly offset by income derived by foreigners from their investments in the United 

States: 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1st half 1952 
1st half 1952 (annual rate) 

Pa.Yments 

353 
437 
398 
189 
378 

1~405 
1.743 
1~992 

. 896 
1,792 

Private remittallCes, although they are usually excluded from current trans-

actions, belong properly to the current account since they are a regular feature 

of American foreign payments and a relatively steady source of dollar earnings for 

reCipient countries, 

iI They may be due to increased American spending on foreign services for military 
purposes. 
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1950 
1951 
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Million Dollars 

522 
481 

1st half 1952 
1st half 1952 (annual rate) 

41~11 
18,.,.., 
370 

AddIng together these three categories of non-commerciaJ. current transac

tions. \1e find that there was an increase in the American surplus in 1951. The 

available estimates for 1952 indicate, however, that a sharp decline has taken place 

during the first part of 1952, due primari1~ to increased payments for services: 

Net balance on: 
Services 
Investment income 
Private remittances 

1st half 1st Half 1952 
l2!t:2. ~ llli 1952 .Annual Ra. te 

(Million Dollars) 

~ 48 - 352 - 306 -339 - '678 
+1,052 +1,306 +1,594 +707 +1,414 
- 522 - 481 ~ 4:t.g -185 - 170 
+ 578 + 473 87 +183 + 366 

5. !l'he Ciuuent Account Surplus 

Adding the non-com~ercial transactlo~s to the trade balance we obtain the 

current account surplus of the Un! ted States, which is the equivaJ.ent of the cur-

rent account dollar defied t of the rest of the \·ror1d: 

1949 
1950 
1951 

Trade :Balance ~~ Q.1y:;~f:.!1t 4::~pourt l:1'x:nlWl 
Ipc1udine: Excluding On lfQ.:Q!:. l!=·~_~~~;.l'€' Exc,~~.~n~ 
Mili tau Mil! tau Comm~:l,~~ Ki,il ta:rz l:Y-.J-~·.;:tl.:rz 
Shipments Shipments Traus~ctions Shipments Sh~pment! 

. (Million Dollars) . 

1st half 1952 (annual 

5~271 
1~343 
3,818 

4,922 
872 

2,537 

578 
473 
876 

05;849 
1~816 
4,694 

o5~500 
1~345 
3$413 

t " ras(, 4,940 

6. Private Capital Exports 

3,)40 366 5,306 3.706 

Against thl.s current account surplus must be set the export of private capi-

tal which represents a source of dollars to the rest of the ~.ror1d available for 

JJ :Based on inconplete data. 
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the purchase of goods and services and resulting, not from Government action, but 

from independent decisions of individuals or firms transacting their private busi-

ness. 

The export of Ameriean capital to foreign countries has been as follows 

in recent years: 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1st half 1952 (annual rate) 

Million Dollars 

'609 
1~317 
1;066 
1,166 

7. AmeriC@A llalance==of-Payments Surolus Reguiring Official Financine; 

Deducting capital exports from the current account surplus we obtain the 

amount of the American s,;!rplus that could not be settled through normal economic 

processes and. therefore, required such emergency methods of financing as the liqui-

dation of gold or dollar reserves by foreign countries or the granting of financial 

aid by the American Government: 

American :Balance of Ptvment s Surnlue 
(Million Dol~rs5 

Current aocount surplus: 
Including military shipments 
Excluding military shipments 

Minus capi tal export s 

Net balance of payments surplus 
requiring official financing: 
Including military shipments 
Excluding military shipments 

5,849 
5,500 

609 

5.240 
4.891 

4~694 
)~4l) 
1,066 

Official financing has been as follows during this period: 

1st Half 1952 
Annual Rate 

5~306 
),706 
1,166 

4~l~ 
2.540 
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Liquidation of gold and dollar reserves 
by foreign countri2s 

U.S. Government grants and loans: 
Economic aid 
Mil1 tary aid 

Net official financing of balance of 
payment s surplus 

57 

5.753 
215 

6,025 

1st Wf 1952 11 
lli.Q. .l2.2l Annual Bate 

(Million Dollars) 

3,701 
583 

655 

3~173 
1,491 

4,222 

144-

2~950 
1,600 

The negative sign in the above table indicates that in 1950 and 1951 there 

was a net accumulation of reserves instead of a liquidation. The accumulation re-

sulted primarily from the fact that countries receiving American economic aid are 

reimbursed for their purchases under the aid programs several months after the 

purchases have been made. In 1950 foreign countries were receiving large amounts 

of American aid for imports ~de in earlier periods which they had financed by 

depleting their reserves. The increase in reserves was also due to a return of 

flight capital after the devaluations of September 1949 and the restoration of con-

fidence in foreign currencies. 

Oomparing the avail~blli ty of official financing \·11 th the actual American 

balance of payments st~lus. we find that the size of official financing has con-

sistently exceeded the size of the deficit: 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1st half 1952 

(Annual rat e) 

Balance of Payment s Surplus Official Financing 
(Million DO!lars) 

5,240 
499 

3,628 

4,140 

6,025 
655 

4,222 

4,694 

Difference 

The difference between the t""o magnit~es represents in part errors and 

Omissions in the balance of payments estimates, but it is primarily accounted for 

by unrecorded capital movements and especially capital flight. This is corrobo-. . 

rated, first, by the fact that the difference is always positive and. second, by 

11 Based on incomplete data. 
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the fact that the difference declines ,.,hen confidence in foreign currencies is 

strengthened and increases sr..a.rply ,.;hen confidence in these currencies is shaken. 

The existence of this item in the American balance of :payment s shows that American 

aid to foreign countries and a liquidation of their reserves by these,countries 

have been required in recent years not only to finance needed imports, but also to 

offset the effects of ca~ital flight. The size of this item in 1951 and 1952 in

dicates that, as in 1949. cap1 tal flight has again been an important fact or in the 

deterioration of the world's dollar position during the second phase of the post-

Korean peri ode 

It should be noted that in the above estimates, which refer to the overall 

position of the United States vis-a-vis the rest of the t',orld, the dollar deficits 

of certain areas are offset by the dollar surpluses of other areas. This means 

that the above estimates do not give the full measure of the dollar difficulties 

experienced by regions whi~h were in deficit ,rlth the United States. Durir~ the 

period under consideration. countries like CarAda and Belgium had a dollar surplus 

in their transactions 1-lith the rest of the world and were able to increase substan

tially their gold and dollar reservesll w.hile the sterling area experienced a de

cline of over $2,000 million in its gold and dollar reserves.~1 i.e. a decline far 

greater than the estimates of the financing of the overall American surplus indicate. 

17 Canada1 s gold and dollar holdings increased from $2,641 million on December 31, 
1950 to $3,086 million on December 31. 1951 and $3,303 million on May 31, 1952. 
Belgium's gold reserves and dollars in U.S. banks increased from $?IS million 
to $770 and $80.,5 million in the corresponding perted, wh1ie its foreign e:x.
change reserves, which ~resumably'inc1ude dollar reserves, increased from $162 
million to $419 and $510 million. 

zJ The gold and dollar reserves of the sterling area have been as follows during 
the period under consideration: 

December 1949 
December 1950 
June 1951 
December 1951 
June 1952 

Million Dollars 

1~688 
3.300 
3~867 
2~335 
1,685 
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8. iroS'pect s in the Ooming Years 

The deterioration in the world1 s dollar position which be~ in t~e middle, 

of 1951 had not yet been arrested in the early months of 1952. There can, however. 

be little doubt that a substantial improvement "rill take place in t~1e coming 

months. The tightening up of import restrictions on American goods, which was de-

aided upon by most deficit countries early in 1952, will begin to show results in 

the second part of 1952. The antt-inflationary measures taken in the various 

countries and the fact that American economic aid is ~eing cut will also reduce 

foreign demand for American goods. On the other hand, the depletion of American 

inventories is likely to lead to an increase in American imports of materials 

which will probably be accompanied by a rise in their prices. The upward tre~ 

of American prices might improve the competitive position of foreign countries, 

al though it is probably too optimistic to expect that foreign prices will not rise 

at least as much as ~~erican prices. 

Thus. a closer dollar balance is likely to be ac~eved in 1952-53 ""hich, it' 

coupled with a return of confidence in foreign currencies, might improve substan-

tially the world dollar position. It is to be hoped t~~t this time the improve-

ment will not lead to the conclusion that the dollar problem had been solved and 
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that the measures \fhich brought about the improvement were no longer requ1red.lI 

The improvement will prove of lasting benefit only if it is interpreted as a 

breathing space allo't'ring both the United States and the rest of the world to face 

squarely the implications of their re~ective positions and decld~ .. "hat kind of 

international economic system they really want to see established, a system based 

on freedom of exchanges and universal convertibility of currencies or a system 

of regional groupings enforcing restrictions and practicing discrimination against 

each other. The danger of false optimism. will'be particularly great in 1952-53 

in view of the fact that an American recession is probable in 1954. Such a re-

cession will inevitably be attended by a decline in American imports and an in-

crease in the competitive position of American exports. It is clear that if a 

repetition of the crises of 1949 and 1951 is to be avoided in 1953-54. the world 

must be prepared for this contingency and not act on the assumption that the im-

provement of 1952-53 .. rill be maintained in 1953-54. 

11 The U.N. liorld EconomiC Report 1950-51. p. 70-71. sUDlnmoizes as follOW's the ex
perience of recent years on this sUbject: 
"In general. experience during the period from 1949 to 1951 suggests that the 
tendency to run :gersistent deficits on current account '\-lith the United States re
mains a fundamental problem facing most countries in greater or lesser measure. 
The period has been characterized by sharp fluctuations in United States imports 
-resulting from relativelY much smaller fluctuations in the domestic' econolI\'! of 
the United States--the effects of which on the dollar earnings of other coun
tries were superimposed uq)on a gradually declining volume of economic aid. Most 
countries outside the dollar area have adjusted themselves to the resulting 
changes in their dollar positions by relaxation of import restrictions and re
stocking of dollar goods in times of high dollar recei'Ot s and renewed dollar 
economies when receipts have fallen. The time lags involved in the administra.
tive decisions required for this process of adjustment. together with reinforc
ing rather than offsetting speculative capital movements, haye caused sharp 
increases in the gold and dollar reserves of no~ollar countries in some 
periods, and equally sharp declines in others. On the whole, thee€fective de
mand for imports from the United States has been limited through the operation 
of direct controls rather than by the level of income in the rest of the world. 
Even in 1950, when gold and dollar reserves were rising, it is likely tr~t the 
demand for United States goods, in the absence of controls, '-lould have exceeded 
the supply of dollar resources currently made available by the United States. ft 


